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SUMMARY
The Advanced On-the-job Training System (AOTS) was an Air Staff-directed,
AFHRL-developed prototype which designed, developed, and tested a proof-ofconcept prototype AOTS within the operational environment of selected work
centers at Bergstrom AFB, Texas, and Ellington ANGB, Texas, from August 1985
through 31 July 1989. The User's Handbook was developed in four volumes to
serve as a guide to familiarize users with the AOTS. It is also a convenient
reference on how the various training levels (trainee, supervisor, training
manager, etc.) can use the AOTS functions to perform their on-the-job training
Volume III of this paper explains the OJT functions
(OJT) responsibilities.
for supervisors and managers.
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PREFACE
This is the third of four volumes of the AOTS User's Handbook developed
by Douglas Aircraft Company, the development contractor, under Government
Contract F33615-C-84-0059.
The AFHRL Work Unit number for the project is
2557-00-02.
The primary office of responsibility for management of the
contract is the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Training Systems
Division, and the Air Force AOTS manager is Major Jack Blackhurst.
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10 SUPERVISOR FUNCTIONS

This section is provided for the supervisor in AOTS.
10.1

Print an Airman Training Record

As a supervisor, you will probably print ATR data often. For each person you supervise,
you should print the airman's entire ATR for an initial review of the data contained within
the record. Once you begin to use the AOTS regularly, you will find times when you will
want to print only portions of an ATR, for one or all the persons you supervise.
This section has been divided into two parts:
Part A

Part B

provides procedures for printing a single ATR (or portions of a
single ATR);
-

provides procedures for printing portions of an ATR for every
person listed on your AOTS Supervision List.

2
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PART A - PRINTING AN ATR

SU1P37.ShI
1.2

Advanced Ow-The-Job Training Systm
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(AOTS)

The scrccn at the left is an

illustration
n

reo,....
tri

1.

of

the

AOTS

Primary Access Menu.

,,

To

2. Traiming Management
3. Rante Tank Liat (N7.) Interface

access ATR data you must

q. Quilt This n.

this menu.

4.

first select
management

Positioni Ruiremet

Select Option:

the training
option from

Z.

• 10-1-1

STEP 1:

SJIZ.hS6

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter 2 and press

Training Nanagmt

30 No

96

As you can now see on the

1.2

screen, ATR Manager is the
To access
second option.
ATR data you must access

1. Training SJn,,ler
Z. Airmas Training Record (ATI) Manager
3. Reportin g Programs
4. Qalifloatio A
nt
S. Oft-Line Tet Contr'ol
6. Off-Line Test Scaring
7. Access emisting Event

the ATR Manager (editor).

q. Quit This Nenu

Select Option:

2_

10-1-2

STEP 2:

SELECT THE AIRMAN TRAINING RECORD (ATR) MANAGER OPTION.
Enter 2 and press
i .
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Aduenced On-fhr--Job Training Swta (A0TS)
Airman Training 1
(ATIr)
Manager

38 Now 86

isplay a Tanin Record

1.

z. FtAR a Training
3.
Printf arinin
gl
4. Identifyl

ai
laty position

a no

The menu you now see is the
Main Menu for the ATR
Manager. As you can see, one
option listed on the menu
pertains to printing.

q. Omit This ohm

Select Option:

3_

101-3

STEP'3:

I3.106

SELECT THE PRINT TRAINING RECORD OPTION. Enter 3 and press

Advanc d O-Thu-Job Training System (AOTS)

i.

,Airman
Training A.ig (A)

39 Now DI

You may print ATR data for
only one person
when
accomplishing this function.

.anagor

is.pay a Training I

1.

2. Eit

a Training

You may enter the SSAN of
the person, or you may select
the person from those persons listed on your AOTS
Supervision List.

3. Print Training beard
4. ldeAtitq a m kty Poelition
q. Quit This

n,,

Select Option:

3

(i)dstiry Airmen From List, (Mate.

We normally do not memorize SSANs, therefore, how
to select the person from a
Supervision List is illustrated in Steps 4 and 5.

Specitic ISAS. (q)uit ? 1

10-1-4

STEP 4:

SELECT THE IDENTIFY AIRMAN FROM LIST OPTION. Enter I (or i) and
press CRETURN].
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or (Intar

STEP 5:

1.6

A.

(field umLer>,

Once you review
the list and
identify the person you want
to print ATR data for, proceed to Step 5.

(q> quit) 4 ,eetun>)

2.

SELECT THE INDIVIDUAL FOR WHOM YOU ARE PRINTING ATR DATA.
Enter the field number corresponding to the person and press
i.
(In the example, Data Field 2 was selected which corresponds to SrA Pat A.
Adams.)

Airwan tralnlng

NGT83.MI

in

Henretta

Apple , J,1 A.
aer, JameC.
lw~f
adherrj0 Allen K.

St

8898M

Note that the names arc
alphabetical order, to
make it easier for you to find
a specific person's name.

_List.

AM

The screen at the left is an
illustration of a Supervision

ermowd(AIR) Manager

print

38 Nov 88

nm

The screen you now see is the
ATR Manager Print Menu.

I.

Print All

Z. Print General Irainig Data

Do

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Print
Print
Print
Print
Print

Do Met
Do Not
Do Not
Do hot
Do Not

You may print the person's

Do Not Print

?raising Hist"r
Qalification Status

itT
Schedule
P muonrfl Data

9. Ingin Printing

entire ATR, or you may
print one or more portions
of the ATR.

at Pint
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print

No

Select Print Optios
Line (cueor) ke e, or ((nter (field

anber), <q> quit) & (return>)

I

10-1-4

Each selection you make on this print menu will act as a toggle.
o

If you select Option I (Print All), every "Do Not Print" value is changed to "Print."
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o

If you select option 2 through 7, each selection will cause the correspondiig "Do
Not Print" to change to "Print." (Options 2 through 7 identify the separate portions
of the ATR data which may be printed.)

o

If you incorrectly select an option, you may re-select the option, to toggle the
"Print" back to "Do Not Print."
SELECT THE OPTION(S) CORRESPONDING TO THE PORTION(S) OF
THE ATR YOU WANT TO PRINT. Enter the number corresndng to the
If neces.
portion of the ATR data you want printed, then press L aEI
sary, continue selecting options until all desired portions of the ATR reflect
"Print." (In the example, printing the entire ATR is illustrated)

STEP 6:

NI3Z.Ut

Airman Training I

35 Nm, 8

(AIR) Iagm,

To begin the printing process, you must select option
8. Your selection will cause
the "No" value to change to

print o

1.6

Print

1. print Al
Z. Print Gaenea lraining Data
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

Print
Print
Print
prinst
Print

S. lont

Training H1stwm
balificStioM Stats8
I11
tcm
omle
Posue Iata

Prit
Print
Priut
Print
Print
Print

Printing

No

*Yes."

Select Print Option
Ure (creom.) he"m, a. (Intor

(ield

&),
mme

(q) quit) I <rotor%>)

8

10-.1-7

(

~'

STEP 7:

SELECT THE BEGIN PRINTING OPTION. Enter 8 and press L RflAN]
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Airan Training doeard (AIR) Nunuger

ITO32."I

3i ro

88

Print ram

1.6

After

a short

pause, the

prompt illustrated at the lcft
will be prcscnted on the
I. Prnt
z. P.int
3. Print
4. Print
S. print
6. Pr int
7. Print

screen.

PEint
Print
Print
print
Print
PrInt
print

All
leaining Data
GamIa
?raisins History
qmlificatian Status

IT

Schm"Ihle
Pemunmei Data

8. D ,gin Printing

tan

Print request smahittad with ID 7e
(rturn to contiuae... Pu
10-1-4

Press CR E

3 STEP 8:

"

INIS32.0S6
1.8

, as prompted.

Aduaneod On-Tho-Job Training Systam (A TS)
Airman Training eard (AIR) Mge

.

38 No

isplay a Training It

You arc returned to the Main
Menu for the ATR Manager.
Proceed
to the the
last step,
after
following
you review

inomain

Z. Uit a Training bAr
3. Print Training ecord
4. Idewtif

N

information.

a saw kty Isition

q. Qit This Nava

Select Option:

O_

10- 1-

The printing of ATR data takes a few minutes. The printout will be generated at your
ALPS printer at the AOTS workstation depending on your Printer ID at the time of print.
If you selected to print portions of an ATR, you can recognize each portion by reviewing
the title of each page in the printout.
If you selected to print an entire ATR, you will receive 13 or more pages of data. When
an entire ATR is printed, the data are printed in the following manner:

7
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o

The Personnel Data are printed on the first page.

o

The General ITR data are printed on the 2nd page.

o

Training History data are printed next. Remember, training history data includes
the tasks the person is certified to perform an the other training requirements
the person has completed. The training history prints as follows:
-

AFS tasks
Ancillary courses

-

Additional Duty courses
Contingency tasks
ECI/CDC courses
PME courses
Formal Training courses

-

-

o

Then, the person's Position Qualification Status listing is printed. This list reflects
the tasks (and status of each task) the person is required to be certified on before
he/she can become fully position qualified in his/her current duty position.

0

The person's ITR data are printed next. Remember, the ITR lists each task for
which the person requires training and the other training requirements the person
has not completed. ITR data prints as follows:

o

-

AFS tasks

-

Other Training Requirements
-Ancillary courses
Additional Duty courses
-Contingency tasks
--ECI/CDC courses
--

PME courses

--

Formal Training courses

The last item to print is the person's current Training Schedule. The schedule
does not separate task training from other training requirements. If task training
is in progress, each task training/evaluation event that is "Assigned," "Scheduled,"
"Reassigned" or "Rescheduled," will be listed on the person's Training Schedule.
If other training requirements are in progress, each event that is "Scheduled" will
be listed on the Training Schedule.
There are two important facts you need to know about a person's
current Training Schedule:
1.

An event remains on the person's schedule until the event is
marked complete or is cancelled.

2.

The Training Schedule reflects not only the training requirements of the person, but also any task events for which he/she
is designated as the trainer or evaluator.

8
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LAST STEP
If you want to print another person's ATR data, repeat Steps 3 - 7.

If you do not want to print another ATR, QUIT each screen until you reach the AOTS Primary
Access Menu. At that point, you may quit the menu and log off the system, or you may
perform another AOTS function.

9
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PART B - PRINT ATR DATA FOR ALL
PERSONS ON YOUR SUPERVISION LIST

The persons listed on your AOTS Supervision List are referred to as a "group." The
AOTS accommodates the scheduling of training for one or more persons in your "group" at
one time. The AOTS accommodates the printing of ATR data for all the members in your
group, without having to specify each person.
The only ATR data you can print for a group are:
o

ITR data, and

o

Training Schedules.

When you print ATR data for the group, you get the data for every person listed on your

Supervision List.

suInE.U1

MiVenc

h-.Joa

1.2

Tr aiing Sst

prim" hous

1. fonl

b

o l

(AOM)

31 NOu n

As with all other AOTS
functions, you begin at the
AOTS Primary Access Menu,
as illustrated at the left.

Nina

o

2. ?raising Maament

3. Haste, Tai List (NIL) lutertoc
4. hisiti.. sqppaimutea
q. Kait This bu

Select 0ption:

L.

10-1-10

STEP 1:

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter 2 and press

l0
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Ifraing MhaWomut

30s VoU

acccss grut data, you
must now select the Training

1.2To

Scheduler option.

1. TriigSh~o
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

Repating Peogpau
qsA&Ifitit A80e00000"
Off-Lan et
ota
Off-Li. lert Saoring
Access sisting Event,

q. quit This lRom

Select Option:

(~

STEP 2:

1..

SELECT THE TRAINING SCHEDULER OPTION. Enter 1and press

Training Ramfegmut

31192?.USE

1.2

1.

Tainig

30 No,

slumilorillustrated

W

A prompt is added at thc
bottom of the screen, as

at the left.

2. Aires. Training eAse (OTh) NAa
3. IsysetIng Prope..
4. Osalitiation Asesmn
5.Of-Liz. l..t
Cmntrol
leet Scoving
7. Acces
wsitting Event

~.Oft-Li.

q. Qait This

us.

Select Option:

Select Type oft raining Nod"

I

(TDrainer, CShmarevieuu.,

(ult

? 1

10-1-12

SSTEP

3:

SELECT THE SUPERVISOR OPTION. Enter -S(or s) and press
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Individual TrinnIm
q~inmenta
all.. -%W6W Uad bu11rti~u

aenG16.UI
1.5

to the ATR data you may

1. Upat or Scedl. Iniida Triigliqie
2. SceueGm Tra1eining 161imat

print for the group.
You may select only one
option at a time. The procedures for both options are

3. Training sweat Novi" or Update
Grot..I
mpd sm"a. for up
A
4:PitTnn
6. print Schwlm
fo Gru
?:

A

Group Tra~iin

hmplwemats

the same.

q.
Qui Ti Nu

&Eect Optio.

(

~

STEP 4:

NGIUU.81

Ai.
1.
Z.
3.
4.
5.
6.

S

SELECT THE PRINT TRAINING REQUIREMENnS FOR GROUP OPTION
(enter 5 and press [).I
or select the print schedules for group
option (enter 6 and press LRZI.UflNJ) Option 5 is illustrated.

Iiia

1.5

teeina

ampVimnts

6 Jas U

lievie OWd
Ofoti..

A print prompt then appears

Update o Schodsle Individual Traeining RmquI .man
Schedule Gru Trinn A6s~iI~U
Traiuning Rount lievew o Update
Ad Pat s...
to 3xistlng Ewvut
Print Traiings
i mahent for Gouap
Print Schms for Group

7. Add Group Training P6qaie.mt
q. Quit Ths aw

Select Option:

(~

STEP 5:

Options 5 and 6 on the menu
you are now viewing pertain

5

PRESS C

],AS PROMPTED.

at the bottom of the screen,
advising you the print is
taking place.
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The printing of ATR data takes a few minutes to be processed. The data will print
at the ALPS printer located in your primary workccntcr dcpending on your Priniter ID at
the time of print.

LAST STEP

Repeat Steps 4 and 5 if you want to print more ATR data for your group (i.e., choose
the option you didn't previously select at Step 4).

If you are finished printing data for your group, quit each screen until you reach the AOTS
Primary Access Menu. At that point, you may quit the menu and log off the system, or you
may perform another AOTS function.

13
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10.2 Report or Revise Incorrect Personnel Data for an Airman
Because most personnel data are updated into the AOTS from the Personnel Data System
(PDS), neither you nor any other user of the AOTS can make revisions to much of the data.
For the data you cannot change, you will need to report any incorrect or missing data through
the mechanisms you currently use. This handbook does not address any mechanisms that
exist because there are too many different ways personnel information is reported to the
CBPO (or other responsible offices) for corrective action. Since data from the PDS are
updated periodically into the AOTS, the errors reported and corrections made will help
accomplish data accuracy for both systems.
As a supervisor, you must determine how incorrect personnel data will be reported for
the persons who work for you. Some personnel data are used in many AOTS processes and
functions. Incorrect data could result in erroneous reports, notices, ATRs, OPTRs and other
products/data that the AOTS supports. (For any incorrect personnel data in your ATR, you
need to work with your supervisor to determine how to report the data that requires correction.)
Some specific data you should pay close attention to are addressed below. Through
these examples you should recognize the importance of correct personnel data.
o

The airman's name, rank and SSAN appear on many AOTS reports and notices.

o

The airman's CAFSC is used in these (and other) ways:
The CAFSC is used by the AOTS to determine the person's access authorization
to data which are sorted by AFS and functions which can be performed
for more than one AFS.
When an airman's CAFSC is changed, the airman's current ATR is emptied
and "archived" into a part of the AOTS database which stores archived ATR
data. In the event the airman's CAFSC is changed back to the previous
CAFSC, the "archived" ATR can then be "restored" so that you won't have
to completely reaccomplish the individual's ATR data.

o

The airman's Duty Position Number and Duty Title are used for various AOTS
processes:
The airman's duty position number is used as an OPTR ID. The OPTR lists
the requirements of the duty position the airman is currently occupying
(i.e., the tasks that must be performed and other training that must be
completed).
-

The airman's duty title is sometimes used as an OPTR Title.

-

When a Qualification Assessment (training diagnosis) process is performed,
the airman is normally assessed against the OPTR ID which matches the
airman's duty position number. Additionally, when the airman is assigned
against the OPTR, the system automatically produces an Individual Training
Requirements (ITR) for the airman.
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The airman's DAFSC is correlated to his/her position number (and therefore also
to an OPTR). When the airman's DAFSC or position number is changed, an
automatic notice is generated by the system to advise you (the airman's supervisor)
that a change has taken place and a new OPTR may be required.

This section illustrates and explains the screens you will see as you access another
airman's ATR to review and revise his/her personnel data.
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Personnel Data are obtained
and processed using the ATR
Manager. To access the ATR
Manager, for data other than
your own, you must first
choose the Training Management option listed on the
AOTS Primary Access Menu
(the menu is illustrated at
the left).
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STEP 1:

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter 2 and then press
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To review and revise personnel data you must select
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STEP 3:

SELECT THE EDIT A TRAINING RECORD OPTION. Enter a 2 and then

press CRTURN.
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A prompt is added to the
screen (as illustrated in the
screen at the left).

1. Di.Tpy a Training R
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3. Print Training leWd
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Quit This Plan

Select Option:
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(q)uit ?
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o

::

The AOTS matches the SSAN you enter with the SSANs of the persons listed on
your Supervision List. Normally, you will not know the SSAN of each airman
who works for you. If you select the E option, you will then need to enter the
correct SSAN of an airman.
-

If the SSAN is incorrect, or if the airman's SSAN is not one of those on
your supervision list, the AOTS provides you with a prompt (rather than
ATR data). Once you press
U
as prompted, you can repeat Step 4
(using another SSAN).

-

If a correct SSAN is entered, you will not see the next screen illustrated,
therefore, proceed to the information presented after Step 5.

Selecting I (or i) from the prompt provides a list of airmen you may access data
for (the same persons that are listed on your Supervision List). The I ( or i)
option is illustrated, since you will select the I option most often.

STEP 4:

SELECT THE IDENTIFY AIRMAN FROM UST OPTION. Enter I (or I) and
then press (.
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STEP 5:

SELECT THE AIRMAN FOR WHOM YOU WANT TO REVIEW/REVISE
DATA.
Enter
J the Data Field number corresponding to the airman and press
f ETURN
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STEP 6:
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SELECT THE PERSONNEL DATA OPTION. Enter a 2 and then press
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reviewing the airman's ATR

and notice that some of the
personnel data are incorrect/missing.
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FAC: 435388 V Ct.: Priority 'C' Aircraft Security
PAS: DUITFIUS
Unit: 67th Security Police Squadron
Loc ID: JW
lintallation: Bergstrom Al. TX
Proj PMS:
Prutr ID:

Please Select the Field to edit Date (ee)llmnd,

D)Muty Ty"pe,

TUCFI

(q)ult ?
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o

You may only change data for two fields on this data screen.
those identified in the prompt at the bottom of the screen.

The fields are

If you want to revise the Date Assigned to Workcenter, you must enter A
for the Date (A)ssigned option.
Another prompt is displayed on the screen, which provides you with
the format you must use when entering the date. You must type in
a one or two digit day, a three digit month and a four digit year (DD
MNIM YYYY). Once you enter the date and press Return, the original
prompt reappears on the screen.
-

If you want to revise the code that represents the airman's type of duty,
you must enter D (or d) for the (D)uty Type option.
The AOTS provideE a legend that defines the code values for duty type
(i.e., 1-Supervisor, 2-Technician, 3-Both, 4-Other). A prompt also
appears which reflects the range of values you may enter for this data
field (1-4).
If the individual performs supervisory duties only, "I" should be
reflected as the duty type.
If the individual does not supervise personnel, but does perform
technical duties, "2" should be reflected as the duty type.
If the individual supervises personnel and performs technical tasks
required by his/her duty position, "3" should be reflected as the duty
type.
If the airman is not a supervisor nor performs technical AFS tasks
(i.e., he/she is an instructor), "4" should be reflected as the duty type.
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Once you enter the code and press Return, the duty type is changed
and the original prompt reappears on the screen.

:

0

MGT=-.a

1.6

STEP 7:

QUIT THE PERSONNEL DATA SCREEN. Enter a Q (or q) and then press

If you selected one or both of the options on the Personnel Data screen, a prompt
will appear that advises you the information changed has been saved.
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The screen illustrated at the
left reappears once you
Step 7.

Icomplete

3. Tbailui Hictwry Data
4. Asam Jaleli
5. Priut a Trainimql ard
q. bit Thia r

Dlict Otiei:

LAST STEP
Continue to quit each screen until the AOTS Primary Access Menu appears on the screen. At
that point, you may quit the menu and log off the systems, or you may choose another option
and perform another function. Enter a Q (or q) and press LaRTURN
until you have returned
to the primary menu.
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10.3 Report or Revise an Incorrect AOTS Access Level

Before the AOTS was available to workcenters, each user's access levels were updated
into the AOTS. This section explains and illustrates how you can revise the access levels for
the persons who work for you. As a supervisor, if your Access Levels are incorrect, you will
have to talk with your supervisor and decide how to report the incorrect data. The unit
Training Manager or a member of the IST may revise the data for a supervisor. (The telephone
number for the AOTS hotline, which allows you to reach an IST member, is included at the
end of this section.)
c

If an individual does not have access as authorized by the airman's User Type(s),
the airman will not be able to perform all the functions or access all the data
authorized (and required) when interacting with the system.

o

If an individual has too much access, the airman could perform functions and
access data which were intended only for users who have the proper authority/responsibility. For the most part, functions cause data to be produced, sorted,
changed, etc. Unauthorized use can corrupt the AOTS database.

If an individual advises you that an airman has an invalid Access Level, pr if you
notice incorrect data when reviewing the person's Access Levels, follow the procedures in
this section to correct the Access Level.
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STEP 1:

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter a 2 and press
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STEP 2:

SELECT THE AIRMAN TRAINING RECORD (ATR) MANAGER OPTION.
Enter a2 and then press C Yl~D
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2

SELECT THE EDIT A TRAINING RECORD OPTION. Enter a 2 and press
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A prompt is added to the
screcn (as illustrated at thc
left).
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o

The AOTS matches the SSAN you enter with the SSANs of the persons listed on
your Supervision List. Normally, you will not know the SSAN of each airman
who works for you. If you select the E (or e) option, you will then need to enter
the correct SSAN of an airman.
If the SSAN is incorrect, or if the airman's SSAN is not one of those on
your supervision list, the AOTS provides you with a prompt (rather than
ATR data,. Once you press EiEUKN , as prompted, you can repeat Step 4
(using another SSAN).

If a correct SSAN is entered, you will not see the next screen illustrated,
therefore, proceed to the information presented after Step 5.
o

:

Selecting I (or i) from the prompt provides a list of airmen you may access data
for (the same persons that are listed on your Supervision List). The I option is
illustrated since you will select the I option most often.

STEP 4:

SELECT THE IDENTIFY AIRMAN FROM LIST OPTION. Enter an I (or i)
and then press (.
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STEP 6:

SELECT THE ACCESS LEVEL OPTION. Enter a 4 and press C ZiI &
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The AOTS will allow you to change access levels for any person listed on your
supervision list, as long as the person's access level being revised is not equal to
or beyond your access level authorizations. In other words, as a supervisor, you
can only change Trainee and Trainer/Evaluator access levels.
-

Within the AOTS, a user who performs a wider OJT role (i.e., Training
Manager and Supervisor) has access authorization to most AOTS functions
and data. A user who performs a more restricted OJT role (i.e., Trainer or
Evaluator) has less access authorization to AOTS functions/data. A trainee
has minimal access to data and functions.
Nearly all users are designated as a trainee. Unless the person is fully
position-qualified, the value for trainee should be reflected as "True."
If an individual has been designated as another person's primary
trainer or evaluator, or if the individual is designated to train or
evaluate one or more events, he/she should be authorized the access
level of Trainer/Evaluator, and the value for that access level should
be "True."

-

0

If an individual works for you and he/she is also a supervisor, you will
have to call or ask your training manager to correct the Supervisor Access
Level data, or you can contact the IST at Bergstrom AFB via the AOTS
hotline. You will not see the Supervisor Access Level (nor it's true/false
value), so unless the individual reports it (when he/she reviews own ATR
data), you will not know that the data are incorrect.

If you want to revise an access level, select the number corresponding to the level
you want changed, press !Y Ka and the true/false value is toggled.
Once the value is reflected correctly, you must press Dad K (as prompted)

at which time the AOTS accepts your revision. (Remember to check the
Ei
D ]key to ensure the red light is on, or pad CE will not operate
correctly.) The original prompt then reappears on the screen.
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You should repeat this process, if you need to, for the other access level,
then proceed to Step 7. Once you quit the screen, a prompt will appear
advising you that the information was saved (updated).

(

STEP 7:

QUIT THE ACCESS LEVEL SCREEN. Enter a 0 (or q) and press

LAST STEP
Continue to quit each screen until the AOTS Primary Access Menu appears. Enter a Q (or
for quitting. You may quit the Primary Access menu and log
q) and then press R T RN
off the AOTS, or continue with other functions contained in this handbook.

A REMINDER ....
If you are having problems, the AOTS hotline is available to
provide you with HELP. The telephone number for the AOTS
HELP hotline is:
Bergstrom AFB ... HELP (or 4357)
Elsewhere ..... AUTOVON 8-685-HELP
(Commercial: 1-512-369-HELP)
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10.4 Report or Revise an Incorrect Supervision Ust

Within the AOTS, a Supervision List exists for each supervisor and training manager.
The Supervision List identifies the persons for whom data can be accessed and functions
can be performed. For a supervisor, this list contains all persons he/she directly or indirectly
supervises.
Before workcenters started to use the AOTS, all Supervision Lists were updated based
on PDS data and data collected from the participating workcenters. Since then, PCA/PCS
moves and realignments within workcenters have caused (and will continue to cause) changes
to occur to some lists.
o

As a supervisor, you are responsible for periodically reviewing the Supervision
Lists of each supervisory person that directly reports to you.

0

If personnel are missing from a Supervision List, or if persons had been erroneously
listed, you need to comply with the procedures outlined in this section to revise
(correct) the list.

When changes are made to a Supervision List of a member who directly reports to you,
normally changes will also be required to your Supervision List. You are
. allowed to
make changes to your own Supervision List. You must report any required revisions to your
supervisor or training manager, or a member of the IST.
o

Your Supervision List should include all personnel who directly or indirectly
report to you. As a supervisor of one or more supervisors, if a person is removed
from or added to a supervisor's Supervision List, the person will normally have
to be removed from or added to your list as well. It is important that you have
access to data and functions for these persons, in the event that their primary
supervisor is on leave or not available to conduct/manage their training.
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remove every person previously listed and will list
those persons meeting your

q. Qait This Now

Seiect option: 5

tin existing List,
s~iJl tim now List byg in.rchiffg A N.., (Idt

iq),it 7 9

SELECT THE EDIT THE EXISTING UIST OPTION. Enter E and press

7:

30 Obw M

Survision List

WMAU1g1

Sa NI
1.

U991

e r h cr t r a

Normally, you will edit an
existing list rather than
building a new list. The
following procedures only
address editing an existing
list.

10-4-7

1.6

at thc lcft).

build a Supervision List by

SccssLevel
6. Print a Training A
7. Print Saparuimion List

SSTEP

A prompt is added to thc
bottom of thc scrccn (as
capability
The AOTS has a caaiiyto

Z.
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&A

n
Mass. Pat A.

You will use one or two
options to make revisions to
a Supervision List:
AddInd allows you to add
a person to the list (refer to
Steps 8 and 9)
Delete allows you to remove
a person from the list (refer
to Steps 10, 11 and 12).

Chms.

Edit option Modifry.a,i

SSTEP 8:

A) To End

cselsts, cq~ut

7A

SELECT THE ADD TO END OPTION. Enter A (or a)and press
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Supwaiam1 List

SM.=2

040 lyz

1.6
_M

umemm
MiMMM802
1.

_the

A."

The cursor relocates to the
next available data field on
list. A red box covers

the data field on the screen,

.

so you can see where your
data
will
appear
once
entered.

10"

STEP 9:

0

ENTER THE SSAN OF A PERSON WHO BELONGS ON THE LIST. Enter
the SSAN and press L.

If the SSAN is not recognized as one that belongs to an AOTS user, the system
will provide the following error message:

The entered SSAN is not an AOTS user, please reenter
Press <return> to continue . . .

Normally, you would receive the message above because the SSAN you entered
will need to repeat Steps
y
yOU
was typed incorrectly. Once you press RETURNu,
8 and 9 (using a correct SSAN for Step 9).

0

If the SSAN is correct, the system automatically lists the person's rank and full
name under the respective columns, the right of that person's SSAN.

0

You may continue adding more persons to the Supervision List by repeating Steps
8 and 9 for each person. If you need to delete one or more persons, refer to Steps
10 thru 12. If you have completed all your revisions, proceed to Step 13.
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Supervision List

1.6

OVER"ITZ

~

Sa3

Cling.

30 Nou WS

1. 911us8mi

SaA

Ad&=a. Pat A.

Z.

SPA

Apple. Jaim A.

US2

Ulit optios MNodify,

(Doest

WAA To Ind,

Melleta,

To delete a person from a
Supervision List, you must
select the delete option.

(Q)uit 7 11

10-4-10

I1~ STEP 10:

a1621.NZ

SELECT THE DELETE OPTION. Enter D (or d)and press Cf~f~)

Suevso

1.9

List

U0 raw W

OINTE

from the list.

Sam--

1.

US1NOWS
2. 1111968

U.m (caisa.)

u'~

Pat A.

SP

Aam

SPsA

Apple: Join, A.

he"g, or ((Enea

STEP 11:

You then must identif y the
person you want deleted

(field

he,)., (q> quit) A (ratiarn))

2_.

SELECT THE AIRMAN TO BE DELETED FROM THE LIST. Enter the

number corresponding to the airman to be deleted and press IkZ.
(The Illustration shows the second airman in the example Supervision List
being deleted.)
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38M

SrA

z. uim

want To Dolt
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1. UUUI
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s,

This It". (t)o,

Another prompt appears at

the bottom of the screen, as

MW

illustrated at the left.

adn. Pat A.

taP.. Jam a.

If you select No, the deletion
process is ignored, and the
original prompt returns on
the screen.

(M)a ? V

10-4-12

I

STEP 12:

SELECT THE YES OPTION. Enter Y (or y) and press E.

o

The person's SSAN, rank and full name are removed from the list. The name of
person that had been listed after the deleted person is moved up one position on
the list. (Sometimes, zeros are temporarily used to replace the deleted person's
SSAN; however, once you complete Step 13 the zeros are removed from the list.)

o

The original prompt returns on the screen. You may continue to delete other
persons from the list by repeating Steps 10 thru 12 for each person.
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Adams. Pat

Edit optio

Cn
Mnodit,

(l)a.et,

(A)d

?a End,

Once

all

corrections

arc

made to the list, QUIT the

M

_

.

Choe
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Supervision List. When you

quit the screen, the names
are automatically alphabetized on the list. Although
you
won't
see
the
alphabetizing take place, the
next time you access that
member's Supervision List,
you will see the realphabetized list.

.

(D)lta, (Q)uit ? a

10-4-13

STEP 13:

QUIT THE SUPERVISION UST SCREEN. Enter 0 (or q) and press

LAST STEP

Continue to quit each screen until you are returned to the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At
that point, you may quit the menu and log off the system, or you may select another option
to accomplish another function.
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10.5 Designate a Primary Trainer or Evaluator

For each trainee that you supervise, you need to designate a Primary Trainer and
Primary Evaluator.
o

The person designated as the Primary Trainer is responsible for conducting task
training for the trainee.

o

The person designated as the Primary Evaluator is responsible for evaluating the
trainee's knowledge and performance of tasks once training has occurred. The
evaluator obtains and administers off line knowledge and performance tests, and
scores evaluation results on line.

o

An individual may be designated as both the Primary Trainer and Evaluator.

o

You, as the trainee's supervisor, may designate yourself to be the person's primary
trainer and/or evaluator.

Each time a training event is assigned, scheduled, reassigned or rescheduled for the
individual, the trainer for the event is designated. The AOTS assumes the primary trainer
will conduct the training, unless you designate another individual at the time you generate
the event. (The same holds true for an evaluation event and primary evaluator.)
Before you begin to assign or schedule any event for an individual, you must comply
with the procedures contained in this section so that the individual has a designated Primary
Trainer and Primary Evaluator reflected in his/her training record.
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To dcsigniate

a

Primary

Traincr or Evaluator, you
1.

must usc the ATR Manager.
The ATR Manager is an

pwa TriigInomto

2. riigrvgns
3. flact.. ras LWs (NnL) Intefac

AOTS editor which can be

accessed by selecting the
Training
Management
option on the AOTS Primary
Access Menu (illustrated at

4. PUition am

1. %itma.s Pee
Select

w'~STEP

optima:

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter 2 and press

1:

SuSm01

the lef t).

2

Training

3S Xh. SO

anemon.t

The ATR Manager option
can be seen on the screen you

1.2

are now viewing (as illus-

1. TriigSoviae
3. Inportlag heapus
Aegi
4. Qualitilae
5. Ott-Lie teert Control

trated at the lef t).

lna

2.fls e.. TanigSem

t

6. Wt-LI.. teet Sowinug
7. Aes
iatiuu Event

q. Quit This Phn.

select Option:

2

10.5.2

."~

STEP 2:

CrEnter

SELECT THE AIRMAN TRAINING RECORD (ATR) MANAGER OPTION.

2 and pressCiXfk.
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To revise ATR data, you
must select the edit option.

I.

Display a T'.lulmu bws

d

2. UIlt a trailing Uimm
3. Print,Training
4. Identify a m

ty positil

q. Qsit Thisra

Select Option:

2-
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STEP 3:

.-

1.1

0-2.m

AliMm

SELECT THE EDIT A TRAINING RECORD OPTION. Enter 2 and press

Se-ThV-Jab Triail

Airm. Trailin hw

Ingtm

MM)

*01( )

n

O W

You may identify the individual by entering his/her

SSAN, or by selecting the

I. Hart" a Trainin A
2. lit

person from those listed on
your Supervision List.
If you select the E option,

a Training b..d

3. P,.rt
aining
mu
Identify a "M

4.

t. Oit Th.

Istty Position

N..

sinlct oftim:

you will then need to enter
the person's SSAN. You will

not see

2

the

next

screen

illustrated below, nor will
you perform Steps 4 and 5.

(Iwinetlty him, Frm List. (M)otor 8pltl

2W.

(O)ilt 7 1

104

STEP 4:

SELECT THE IDENTIFY AIRMAN FROM LIST OPTION. Enter I (or ) and
press LIUILJ
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1.6

The persons that appear on
your Supervision ,ist are
now displayed.
You may

creep blectim Scew

3"-~
z.

~

l

AM
-c

8008Mi

&A
$A

a. usuu
4.
geneem

s.

6be (Capum)

semam

he", or 1(14W (field mmmb~m,

1.8

(q) quit) A (rfftU.r,)

I

number corresponding to the desired airman and press

CAZI) thu.

IraIsng Beod for AM Acca.

U

I.

31 Now N

The Primary Trainer and

"Waristu

Primary Evaluator data are
stored with the person's ITR
data.

I.

Idiui~maI ?raising Anurmn
2. Pareemi Dat
?raiming Wiutanj NUt
4. Access L-1m
5. Print a Training auind

a.

q. Qmmt
This

person's

SELECT THE AIRMAN WHOSE ATR YOU WANT TO ACCESS. Enter the

Aiman Tralslang I..

"61M3.10

access only one
ATR at a time.

eret

?at It.
Atppla John A.
Bier, Jan. C.
adawrg. 41116% K.

3rt
gt

STEP 5:

-

II

Mean

a.,.

Select Option:

I-

104

~ STEPS6:

LL~~~~

SELECT THE INDIVIDUAL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS OPTION. Enter 1

and press C~I~J
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s

6 Jam3

feuiu.que.mt

talent ftla beir

The

General

ITR

data

includes the person's Pri1. Upat o

mary Trainer and Evaluator.

rala

WOW

Z. training Sceamm Infomation
3. hisition lask Quaalification States
4. pint trining 110piant.
5. Prinit Training scheulas~
6. Print paitiag Tas Ilalificatimus

7. Acces Gnrel USI
4. emit This raw

Slect Option:

7

10-5-7

'

'1c

SELECT THE ACCESS GENERAL ITIR OPION. Enter 7 and press

STEP 7:

iadvidealTang am
gswn
km~fi Intonation

110-41.@

1.4

trawa

imtwr.

M Mae It

The

Mu U11111931the
2. pri"M Xfteaut:
3. latmyueption States:

4. sets at interrupti.

?.

~

in the same manner.

O0N
F ILE9
11. No
1.No
NSol

f ile: Ma
Select the ite

j'

son's data in these two fields

Star.t let:

3..i 1:
Cast 2:
Ea 3:

16. Caman'mis

Use (inea)

You add or change the per-

a
DA T

is

Primary Evaluator is

No

IU I
19. U6? hpuoie
12. U0? Prope.
14. UC? Pnvve

q

Trainer

found in Data Field *2.

S. Iste training %W"

'.US? Start Pate:
I.nlitial vealtime Da'
9US? zuolatim %W:

Primary

found in Data Field *I and

iietta

hop, or (CBn

STEP 8:

to update

(field =eMs), (q) jolt) Al (Peters))

I

SELECT THE DATA FIELD YOU WANT TO UPDATE. Enter 1 or 2 and
press C ~~.(The example shows the Primary Trainer being designated.)
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Individual TraiinInstquruments
GoiruI Iformation

1.4

Train.
AM
Orm
ii8893-0
Ewng
Tris
2. Primary~ Evaluator:trie'

0100"

38 NOW a
0UVERRT

Hawriatta

3. Interruption Status:
4. Joat.at Intmerptionm:

S. Data truaiin Assmd-

s.

7.

U91 Start Dta:

9. UP? Eumlvatiou lje:

9:

O
0N
11. No
13. Nb
15. NO

IPI LE

ofpriamr'iaiumu

ENTER THE SSAN OF THE PRIMARY TRAINER OR EVALUATOR. Enter
the appropriate SSAN and press

The Trainer's (or evaluator's) name is automatically included in the data field,
next to that person's SSAN.

0

If you need to, repeat Steps 8 and 9 so that both f ields contain correct data.

Individual ?raliig anqlrenua
cowei Infomation

Trlws

amh ld
1.
2.
3.
4.

evaluator's)

o

.005

1.4

(r

a file: No
Enter Sa

No&

SSAN.

you
to enter the
(O

N

18. U91 Fral
aln 1:
12. UC? Pro@~in Eva 2:
14. UC1P'g
eual3:

m'~~STEP

tanrs

P Start Data:

PDUEaIAT

16. Cmuwievwnlageq

The prompt changes at the
bottom of the screen (as
illustrated at the lef t),
advising

N

Awi.. hariatta

8010-WS
Priarya.~ ,iin:
UinEUt
Priary tluatar:
Intarruptian States:
Date at loter',ptes: .S.

6. UC? Start Data:
luIitial EIftaia a hm
a.
9. L19?tvaluatia. ho:

7.

Bbmp, Jew

Once the data are reflected
correctly, proceed to Step 10.

C.

Data bTainhn

Asmed:

7. PP Start Date:

me
DUE

DATE

Is. LI97hagIa Eval 1:
12. UC? P,.,... val 2:
14. USI argrma eal 3:

16. COMAutaCauwaaiu

U8 NOVw
MAN"

ON
11. 'a
13. lbr
5S. No

FILE

a. file: lb
Selet the Item to update

Us. (cme.) be", or ((Erim (fild an),

(~

~ STEP 10:

(q> quit) JI (raturn>)

q

QUIT THE GENERAL ITR SCREEN. Enter 0 (or q) and press ~l~
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ladiiial Treivin xW~i,=ntx
benI
Infrmtin

1.4

UU

1. Primteryawe:

u

t

2. 1Pulaft eag3lumte.:
3. latevv4ptlan tabs.:
4. 11ate at Interruption:

7.

A prompt is added to the
bottom of the screen once the

updated
data are processed
h
OS

Bbor. Jam C.b

b

h

OS

d:

5. Datehu
raini

UC. Starlet Datu:
I.nlitial NEvlmation one:
9. U91 1Zeelustia ban:

Mq Start Date:

Was
ND

Zeal 1:

11. lb
13. No
15 . NO

ZvaI 2:
Zvel 3:

16. Cmgnte4inelwe

-n tile: No

Pres

J

oU

cuminy

-t rn.I 'ltte
10833-WS

traineN

anI "

Is. 131 hPgve
12. UC? P epe
14. UG? Pow

N

~STEP 11:

Infatioaved
(rters)
to seentigee...-

PRESS CIlEAS

PROMPTED.

LAST STEP

Continue to quit each screen until the AOTS Primary Access Menu appears on the screen. At
that point you may quit the menu and logoff the system, or you may proceed with another
function.
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10.6 Review an Airman's Position Qualification Status

As a SUPERVISOR, you may wish to review the position qualification status of one
or more of the airmen under your supervision. Using the AOTS, you can easily determine
the qualification status of an airman on any of the tasks required for the airman's duty
position (i.e., whether the airman is certified on the task and, if not certified, the training
status of that airman on that task).
This section of the AOTS User's Handbook tells how to access this information in the
most efficient manner and how to locate the training information you need on a particular
task.

SUMR.ULt

Adutcva On-Th-Jo

Training Systm (OTS)

Prim

1.2

30 Nou N

Acc ss r

Select the Training Management option at the Pri-

7artoal
I.:on

mary Access Menu.

Taninlat

3. Naste. Task List (NIL) Inti rface
4. pasition aqwiuumsw
q. Qit This Nmw

Sslect Option: Z_

STEP 1:

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter a 2 and then
press CFT.
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1. Tr.ainn scodl
2. Aiman Training Recor

3. Napo ing proram
4.
5.
6.
7.

(AA

Select -the Airman Training
Record (ATR) Manager

option from the Training
Management menu.

r~so

Qualification Aegeet
Off-Lims lest Cocuttrol
Ott-Lims lest Scaring
Atcas esting Sweet

q. Qait This Heus

select Opticn:

Z_

1041-2

I1~STEP 2:
N

Mg~

1.0

Aiveuced hr-The-J

SELECT THE ATR MANAGER OPTION. Enter a2 and then press

alius

~ton

(MITS)

30 HAv N

In this function you will be
editing an airman's training
record.

Aimmee Traiing sDecd (AD) rIhager

1. Display a YTrel in
2. SUlt a Traiale kIn.
3. Molt TinIUing n~d
4. Identifyg a so Doty Fesitis.
q. eult This Isse

Select Option:

2
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STEP 3:

SELECT THE EDIT ATRAINING RECORD OPTION. Press 2 and then

prs

This command will cause the Prompt (I) deritify Airman f rom List, (E) nter
Specif ic SSAN, (Q) uit to appear.

I

~

STEP 4:

SELECT THE IDENTIFY AIRMAN FROM UIST OPTION. Enter an I (or 1)
and then press C 1 D
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Your supervision list will be

displayed on the Training
Record
Manager
Group
Selection Screen.
Select the airman whose

SN
Acr.AM bsietta
Aam: Pat A.
App.
Jam A.
Baker., Jam C.

AMUG
SA4
&A

1.
Z. 8011M3

3.
4. NSafmG

s. museum

Ba.r,

status you wish to review.

Allen K.

You can access the records
of only one airman at a time.

*.a (cea,m)

hSe, or ((stea.

(field WAImbm).

(q> quit) I (rGturn))

3

10-6-4

STEP 5:

SELECT THE AIRMAN. Enter the field number of the airman and then
press G.

Air11e1
nrm•
Training Aead lATrM)anege.
1.6

30 NowW

The Position Qualification
Status for an airman is

Tising Recod for SrA Aple. John A.

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

iudiiol-e Trining bl
Ita
Traiing Histm beta
Accee Lees
Pint a training bMad

accessed

,,,t

q. bit This

through

man's ITR.

p.Feme

the air-

re.

Select Optian:

L_

10-6-5

"

STEP 6:

SELECT THE INDIVIDUAL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS OPTION. Enter 1
and then press
.
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Accuau Cren

q. %it

ITR,

training

schedule and position qual-

1rinotio

ification listing.

3. Pltii Task Qmalification Status
4.
5.
6.
7.

The screen you now see
enables you to access the

RequIrmts
Schmiunla
Task 9salitications
113

Theis None

seiect Option:

3_
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STEP 7:

G11914.1J
1.4
l.

SELECT THE POSITION TASK QUALIFICATION STATUS OPTION. Enter

Position Task tiauing Aquiz..ut
fr.
Appl. Jel A.

Took is:

cot Date,

rum

But",:

P=M,
Mre 1nWs3 OF

I.

J.

a 3 and then press

took
Cart 19:
Dte:

11

39 NOVa

Status screen lists the tasks
which the individual is
required to perform in
his/her current duty position. (The tasks listed here

PM

AMCM.
Bo.:

ING l0= 1M IIAlM.
states:

M

Pnomw or aomnum
SM
M
vmu.
3. Took I9:
F
cot,,: gt:
CoImm a Wd.

ini

4. task i:
cict b a e.

are

Stat,:

0Sw
A 81UCT

UMg

the

same

tasks

that

comprise the OPTR to which
the person is currently
assigned.)
The individual's certification or training status is

]a P so

b.t.

Stat":

or,

The Position Qualification

hs P 9

identified
for each task. The
Certification
Date

. D":

is iden-

gtiw (Isabilw0 Mash Saw-ch.

(Mortiry Tsk, lyb, tQ)uit 7

tified for each certified task.
The

Recertification

Due

Date is identified for each

104.7

task on which the person is
certified and must be periodically recertified.
:'

STEP 8:

LOCATE THE TASK ON WHICH YOU WISH TO REVIEW THE AIRMAN'S
STATUS.

EITHER:
OR:

Use C
or
key to scroll down or up through the OPTR Task Ust.
Use the Search Function:
->
PressT (or t) and then pressCREUR
-> Enter the Task IDand then press C RT
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NOTE:

At this point the system will do one of three things:
(a) take you to the screen on which the task appears;
(b) if you are already beyond that task ID in the OPTR, display this prompt:

"Found in reverse direction.
or

Go there? (Y)es, (N)o ?";

(c) display a message that the requested task ID does not exist (on this listing).

> STEP 9:

NOTE:

CHECK THE STATUS OF THE TASK. Read the data appearing in the "Status" field for the task.

The status will be one of four designations:
Certified, Awaiting
Certification, In
Progress, or None. If the designation is
Certified, the date on which the certification occurred will be displayed in
the Cert Date field. There should also be a recertification date in the Recert.
Due field for tasks on which the airman is certified and must periodically
be recertified.

You may now review another task or exit from this function.

LAST STEP

Execute the following command enough times to return you to the AOTS Primary Menu:
Press Q (or q) and then press

47
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10.7 Access an Airman's General Training Data
As a SUPERVISOR, you will have occasions when you will need to access the general
training information contained in the Training History and ITR (Individual Training
Requirements) portions of the training records of the airmen under your supervision. This
section will tell you how to access the general training information and will describe the
items that you may edit/modify in the records.
RM7.001

1.2

Meaedi 0si-wjeh ?rasinlg sote
pim"~ "Dans r~

(AM2)

30 bM SO

Select the Training Management option at the Pri-

1
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mary Access Menu.

Traininglaternstiom

raster Task Lit(NIL) iaterac
4.luitim 3.qaiaamunts
Oit This raw.
4.

Select Optioa: 2.,
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( ~ Cr STEP 1:

1.2

319uMafinin

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter a 2 and then
pmssD

lhmant

70aiigaiq.m-e
2Airmn.tse eod(=

2.

3.
4.
S.
6:

low tIon Propose
%alitilenAssess.ment
Ott-Li To" Central
O6tt-Li. Test Imprie.
Aces manristing Seent

3 NOVSO

Select the Airman Training
Record
(ATR)* Manager
option from the Training

Management menu.

ain

e.mit This Nes

selact "Usi:

L.

10.2

EZ~D

STEP 2:

SELECT THE ATR MANAGER OPTION. Enter 2 and then press

I RFTflI_].
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Advanced 0,-tim-Jab Traliin Syatom (ROTS)
Airman Treaing bAd (AU) Mnaiger

0816

In this function you will be
editing an airman's training
record.

1. Display a Tvisn I

2. Edit a TruiinguNaw
3. Print Trauining Record
4. Identifyg a ne Dty Position
q. Oit This Nowi

select Option:

I10-7-3
( STEP 3:

Z_

SELECT THE EDIT A TRAINING RECORD OPTION. Enter a2 and then

~

press

This command will cause the Prompt (I)dentify Airman from List, (E)nter
Specific SSAN, (O)uft to appear.

(

SELECT THE IDENTIFY AIRMAN FROM LIST OPTION. Press I (or lower

STEP 4:

~

NG133.U7

Traini

1.6

in

d,

hm

NaWW

Ga selectian Scams

Sa
1. uus

2.

case 1)and then pressCXf3D

889986M

3. UUS
4.
S. mUS

DAN

3

UMwI

"

Selection Screen. Select the

Aa...qm Heret

A10

airman whose status you
wish to review.
You can access the training

Adam:, Pat A.
Apple., Jam, A.
Jane C.Buakern.
Diadheiirj. Allen .

rA

Sa
gt
Ptt

Your supervision list will be

displayed on the Training
Record Manager
Group

record of only one airman at
a time.

Us. (arega.)

lae", or' ((&Ntee

(ield

mber>, <q> irAit) & (return))

3-

10-7-4

(

~

STEP 5:

SELECT THE AIRMAN. Enter the field number of the airman and then
press iIID
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1.

~

~ITR

Z. Personnel Pata

training record. Steps 6

History; Steps 10 -12 apply

to general training
found in the ITR.

Ns~n
1.4

SELECT THE TRAINING HISTORY DATA OPTION. Enter a 3 and then
press IL
.

~Tra.ialiu
fr"isin Hitr

data

3-

Optics:

STEP 6:

~

Data Ua

MNOV a

ter 14 Awfl.,

Training History data are
sorted into eight categories,
as the screen at the lef t
illustrates. You are seeking
the General Training data.

JabS A.

IMTak

2. teva bealtog
3. &iliary
4. fAditiorn

a. General usalug (ASM

sam.... Dates. Itetm)

q. Ilit This flows

belact oti..:

a

1074

SSTEP

7:

9

data found in the Training

I. it This hm

§

-

apply to general training

3 . fraii Hitamiut
4. AGCM eS. lw
S: twiot a Ivalsing a

Selet

General Training data exists
in the Training History and
portions of the airman's

SELECT THE GENERAL TRAINING OPTION. Enter a 8 and then press
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13. Data
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Traini.,
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The General Training History of the airman is now
displayed on the monitor.
The only data field on this
that you can upda-

Date
Entered/Completed
Position
Qualification

e,a. Date

Positio. Qualificatio

U

te/edit directly is Field 3,

7. Ihchaical: 47
9. .
I:
so

heaing Ahl.I
18. Uladlal Aehi..t U ,. 1: 1
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Training.

Other data fields on this
screen will be changed by

PDS updates, by changes
which you or the Training
Manager may make in the

General ITR, and by changes
that a System Administrator
may make directly on this
screen.

Proceed to Step 8 to change the date entered/completed position qualification training.
Skip Step 8 if you do not need to change data.
::

STEP 8:

CHANGE THE DATE ENTERED/COMPLETED POSITION QUAUFICA. Enter the
f
TION TRAINING. Enter 0 (or d) and then Dress
date in the prescribed format and press L.

STEP 9:

RETURN TO THE ATR MANAGER SCREEN. Enter 0 (or q) and then
twoTURN]
Q times.
press
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To access the general training data contained in an

I.

laiida

Triin

Z:

ep,

mm

r~lIntelaccess

3 . l"ming HIsain Data
4. ~Aess Law!
S. Print a tralmiag Record

airman's ITR, you must first
the ITR.

q. quit rain Room

select Otie.:

1

10-74

(

~

STEP 10:

1.5

SELECT THE INDMDUAL TRAINING REQUIREMENT OPTION. Enter alI
Ui .

and then press

The seventh option on this

Select Actlin Isued

menu allows access to Gen-

eral ITR inf ormation.

I. uldouto sbodml. Trim
3. Amltin look bali icatio., Stat..
. Print ?riming

3UUII~tU

6. Pint po.ttio. lamb balt iEatir
?. ACES enr
al.
Ill
q. Quit This Now

Select, Opts..:

?

10-74

m"~STEP 11:

SELECT THE ACCESS GENERAL ITR OPTION. Enter 7 and then press
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2. zeinf

tralinug Ubqulwmmit
Iat. ati.,

traiw:

Trainer:

sM A"Is. Jon a.
-30
eMBS t ater,

3. Iatermrption Status:
4.DDa fInterruption: 19 Nov 19

6. ul tart Data:
8. Initial Evaluation
9.

UCT

36 raw 00

OUMWTn

amor

Ia Hg

No

?1

DUEs

Iva, 1:

mnimed: 15 NOY
1S

7. M Start Data:

Va.

EaluationA:

We.UCFiv
12. UT P

General Information screen
that are identified by a
numeral.

.

5.htanigVq
S.
tU

t Apr 1W
:

a

0N

P ILZ

o.

Ival 2:

13.
IS.

14. UCTPrgrs r,.al 3:
16. Cmum

N.

.- rtil: .

Ete.

at

You can change/edit many
of the data fields on the ITR

1s

One exception is Data Field
6. The data in Field 6 is
updated from PDS and is not
intended to be edited

by

AOTS users. Other excepeo
tions are Data Fields 10, 12,
and
14. These data fields are
updated
automatically if the

?Piaj.,

person is in upgrade train-

Taie

ing.

10-7-10

STEP 12:

EDIT THE ITR GENERAL INFORMATION FOR THE AIRMAN AS APPROPRIATE. To edit data, complet the following actions: 1). Enter the field number and then pressCX'rFJ to select the item to update. The field you
select will be highlighted. 2). Edit the data Inaccordance with the prompt
displayed across the bottom of the screen.

P
Fields I nd 2: Section 10-5 in this handbook provides procedures for updating
an individual's Primary Trainer and Primary Evaluator. You may change either field or
both fields as necessary. You may designate anyone who is on your Supervision List to be
the individual's Primary Trainer, Primary Evaluator, or both.
To designate a different Trainer or Evaluator: Select Data Field 1 or 2; Enter the
SSAN of the new Trainer or Evaluator and press [ ruEN . The system will replace the name
of the former Trainer or Evaluator with the new one.
2a= Fields 3, A. nd : These three fields are interrelated.
Data Field 3 will permit you to designate any one of five reasons for an interruption
of Upgrade Training (UGT)>: New (M)ission, (L)eave, (S)ickness, (C)hange in Duty Status,
or (O)ther. Two other options are also offered by the prompt: (N)one or (Q)uit. The (N)one
option is used to indicate that the cause for the Interruption in UGT has been removed; so
that UGT may be resumed. When necessary to indicate an interruption in the individual's
UGT: Select Data Field 3 and then enter the letter representing the reason for the interruption
and then press
.
If there are no data in Data Field 4 when you enter an Interruption Status message in
Data Field 3, the system will highlight Data Field 4 for you to enter the date that the
interruption did or will begin.
If there are no data in Data Field 5 when you enter (N)one in Data Field 3, the system
will highlight Data Field 5 for you to enter the date training is resumed.
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If there are already data in Data Fields 4 and 5, the system will n highlight the fields
for you when you make entries in Data Field 3. Be sure you update Data Field 4 jf UT
ik blin interrupted and Data Field 5 if UGT is bein& resumed.
Paa Fields L 9, L 13. .L and 1: These fields are all toggles. The data in these
data fields will change from Yes to No or from No to Yes whenever you select the field for
editing.

LAST STEP

Execute the following command enough times to return you to the AOTS Primary Menu:
Press Q (or q) and then press
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10.8 Review An Individual's Training Requirements (ITR)

The AOTS provides you, as a SUPERVISOR, with the means to review the training
requirements for any of the airmen on your supervision list. The capability to do this is
provided in the Individual Training Requirements (ITR) Editor. This section of the AOTS
User's Handbook describes the procedures required to accomplish this function.
0

To review an individual's training requirements, the following functions must
first be accomplished: An OPTR must be established in the AOTS for the duty
position the individual occupies; and a qualification assessment (training needs
diagnosis) must be performed whereby the individual is assigned against the
appropriate OPTR and the person's ITR is established. If these functions have
not yet been accomplished, you will need to accomplish them before you proceed
with the procedures within this section. (Refer to Sections 10.12 and 10.13.)

As an individual's supervisor, you should review his/her training requirements on a
regular basis. By accomplishing the procedures within this section you can learn to monitor
the individual's training progress for any requirement listed in his/her ITR; and you can
determine how training will be accomplished for the individual for each requirement. You
should be aware of the following information before you begin your review of the individual's
training requirements:
Within the AOTS, the accomplishment of task training varies, depending on the data
existin$ in the system.for the task. For some tasks, knowledge training is accomplished by
the trainee completing an on-line CAI lesson, while for other tasks, knowledge training is
accomplished off line by the trainee studying textual materials (e.g., T.O.s, regulations,
training manuals) or by other means outside of the AOTS. For some tasks, evaluations may
be accomplished by the trainee on line, using AOTS tests, while for other tasks the evaluations
are administered off line, by an evaluator.
0

You may review data in the individual's ITR which will help you identify how
training will be, or is being, accomplished for a given task (based on the materials
existing in the system for the task).

Within the AOTS, the responsibility to accomplish task training and to reflect the training
accomplishment is shared by the trainee, one or more trainers and evaluators, and yourself
as the individual's supervisor.
o

You may review data in an individual's ITR which identify the status of training;
the trainer and evaluator; and the date training began for a given task. This
information helps you determine the individual's training progress for the task
(i.e., whether or not training has been scheduled, is occurring or has been completed
for the task); and who is responsible for scheduling and administering the training.

Within the AOTS, the accomplishment of other training requirements (non AFS task)
can also be monitored.
0

You may review data in an individual's ITR which identify the status of other
training requirements such as Ancillary courses, Additional Duty courses and
ECI/CDC courses. This information helps you determine whether or not other
training has been scheduled or is occurring for the individual. All non AFS task
training requirements are accomplished otf line, and many are accomplished by
agencies outside of the job site.
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Select the Training Management option at the Pri-

Positive 3.paime..ts
Qu it Tklu rua

Select airtime:

2

10+1

I

STEP 1:

~

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter a 2 and then

CfTlD

Crpress

training Na~b~
1

SDR?.11

1.2

1.

2.itia
?pesigAncr
4. Realitiinti..
S. ott-LI. feet Control
6.

tt-Li.

100 a

?rimingManagement
Anmua

Select the Airman Training
Record (ATR) Manager
option from the Training

menu.

Test Sering

7. Accss existime beset

Select Option: 2

104-2
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~

STEP 2:

SELECT THE ATR MANAGER OPTION. Enter a 2 and then press
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1. IlII

In this function you will be
editing an airman's training

2. dlit a training bmmwm
3. Pint Triningu Bemir
4. iMdinty a nm hty Position
q. Quit 1is Nunn

3.lut Option:

:

Z

STEP 3:

SELECT THE EDIT A TRAINING RECORD OPTION. Enter a 2 and then
press (I
U ].

This command will cause the prompt, (I) dentify Airman from List, (E) nter

Specific (Q)uit, to appear.
STEP 4:

SELECT THE IDENTIFY AIRMAN FROM UST OPTION. Enter an I (or i)
and then press
.

"IM13.U?

?raiming humiar Ph..ug.

1.0

Grew eletionsck.a.

3 Pew N

Your supervision list is dis-
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-
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STEP 5:

A,.,

or (Ct

status you wish to review.

Halett

Adam, Pat A.
fal..,
John C.
A.
B lmr., Jam~

am
%tgg88
"W

Bu,,om.

(rieid ml).

You can access the records
of only one airman at a time.

Aille X.

(q)) qit)

from which you
the airman whose

& mtW4a>)

3

SELECT THE AIRMAN. Enter the field number of the airman and then
press
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To review the individual's
training requirements, pro-

ceed to Step 7.
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STEP 7:

1

SELECT THE UPDATE OR SCHEDULE TRAINING OPTION. Enter 1and
then press C IJ
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Task
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3. Additio n Duty
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ITR data are sorted into
seven types, as illustrated by
the screcn at the left.
Procedures for reviewing
the
individual's
Task
Training Requirements are
covered in Steps 8 - 12.

6. ,w

7. formal Training
q. Qit Shim lMin

Select option:
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Procedures for reviewing
the
individual's
Other
Training Requirements are
covered in Step 13.

L_

10-7
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)

STEP 8:

SELECT THE AFS TASK OPTION TO ACCESS TASK TRAINING
REQUIREMENTS DATA. Enter 1 and then press [RETURN}.
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leak Trainin paquirmants
fr &A Adavm. Pat A.

6 Jan 89

ask 1D: rum1
States: raws
,,mM M
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aumcstu or KEING
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iMENMIEIWCZ.

2. fask ID: 798M

Status: Nn

CATlO

rSU mman To NIktIAIu
3.

Task

10

010

Stats.

saw, ei ohm, oe mzwa

If the individual requires
training on one or more
tasks, data will appear on the
screen.

rise

oa is N-16 HIFLE

If the individual does not

4. lak 10: FIsTW
States: r
CONDUCT
A 3IIGil UA
oF A IIMMCTth

Enter ' ()dd

(C)emtifg.

to Mid.

(t),samdmo,

The
Task
Training
Requirements screen is displayed (as illustrated at the
left).

(I)oma

, (O)der,

(Wealets.

(S)chMdul

or' hunif",

require task training,
the
screen will not contain data.
If there are no data to
review, proceed to Step 12.

(flitetro stats,M(ask Se.ch, Plbn, (QMuit 7

The Task Training Requirements data include:
"

The Task ID and task statements for all the AFS tasks on which the airman
requires training. (These include tasks on which the :irman is not certified and
tasks which are due for recertification within 90 days.)

o

The training status of each task: None, In Progress or Awaiting Certification.

The prompt at the bottom of the screen contains several options:
0

The Add to end, Insert, Order and Delete options are explained in Section 10.13.
These options enable you to specify and rank order the tasks on which the
individual must be trained.

o

The Schedule or Assign option is explained in Sections 10.14 and 10.15. This
option enables you, and other authorized persons, to schedule task training events
and mark the completion of training/evaluation.

o

The Certify option is explained in Section 10.16. This option enables you to
certify the individual on tasks for which training has been completed and the
individual can perform satisfactorily.

o

The remaining options are explained below:
The BrL kdowp option enables you to review how a task has been
broken down (in terms of subtasks and objectives), and whether or
not training/evaluation materials exist in the AOTS for the task. You
will review breakdown data to identify how training will be, or is
being, accompished for a task.
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The Review option enables you to review the training status
for a task; status of training events; and data that ;dentify the Trainer
and Evaluator for the task. You will review status data to determine
and monitor the individual's training progress in regard to a task (i.e.,
whether or not training has been scheduled, is occurring or has been
completed); and to determine who is responsible for accomplishing
the training/evaluation for the task.
The
* Search option enables you to specify a task you want to
review, instead of paging through the screens looking for the task.
The ii
and E
options enable you to scroll through the screens
of tasks, either forward c
or backwards c 'ii.
When you review an individual's task training requirements on line, you can obtain
breakdown and status data for a task only if:
o

The Task ID for the task can be seen on the screen, and

o

At least one behavioral objective exists for the task.
STEP 9:

Determine the tasks for which you want to rev. v breakdown or status data

(data is reviewed for only one task at a time). Ensure the Task IDfor the
task can be seen on the screen. If the desired Task IDcannot be seen on
the screen:
Select the Task Search option: Enter T ( or t) and
SRETURN
Then, enter the Task ID and press RETURN

ress

-- OR -Press the I
or (
keys to scroll through the pages until
the desired Task ID can be seen.
STEP 10:

Review the Task Breakdown data or Training Status data for the task.

J review BREAKDOWN d=ta:
Select the Breakdown option: Enter B (or b) and press RETURN . Then, enter the
number corresponding to the desired Task ID and press LaE, URN... Once you complete your

review of the available data, proceed to Step 11.
o

If no behavioral objectives exist in the AOTS for the task, you will see a prompt.
Training for the task is accomplished off line, without the support of the AOTS.
(The AOTS Scheduler and ITR Editor can access data for a task only when one
or more behavioral objectives exist for the task.)

o

If one or more behavioral objectives exist for the task, you will see the Task
Breakdown screen. If materials exists in the AOTS for the task, you will see the
word "Available" under the Materials column for one or more of the events.
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One exception is the acronym "CAI," which appears if a CAI lesson
exists in the AOTS for a Knowledge Training Event. If a CAI lesson
exists, the individual will accomplish the knowledge training event
on line by reviewing the lesson.
When "Available" is reflected for a Knowledge Training Event it means
that other types of training materials (film, sound-on-slide, text, etc.)
have been defined in the AOTS for the task. The individual will
accomplish the event off line, using one or more of the materials
defined for the task.
-

When "Available" is reflected for a Knowledge Evaluation event, it
means that a knowledge test exists in the AOTS. The event may be
accomplished on line or off line, using the test to evaluate the
individual's knowledge about the task before further training occurs.

-

When "Available" is reflected for a Performance Evaluation event, it
means that an Oral Test Guide (OTG) and Performance Evaluation
Checklist (PEC) exists in the AOTS for the task. The event is
accomplished off line, whereby an Evaluator uses these evaluation
materials to observe and record the individual's performance of the
task to determine whether or not further training will be required.
When "Available" is not reflected for an event, it means that the event
will be accomplished off line, using training or evaluation materials
that exist outside of the AOTS.

To review Task Status =
Select the Review Status option: Enter R (or r) and press
number corresponding to the desired Task ID and press
o

T

Then, enter the

'

The status of the task is reflected on the screen, at the right of the Task ID.
If the status is "None," it means that training for the task has not yet
been assigned or scheduled.
If the status is "Awaiting Certification," it means that training for
the task is being accomplished off line, without the support of the
AOTS (because there are no objectives for the task in the system), or
that training has been completed for the task and the task requires
certification.
If the status is "In Progress," you may obtain further training status
data for each event that applies to the task.
Table 7-1 of the handbook provides descriptions for the status of
training/evaluation events. You may select the Event Display option
for any event with a status of Assigned, Scheduled, Reassigned or
Rescheduled. (These types of status reflect that the event will occur
in the future or is occurring now.) Once you select the Event Display
option and specify the event for review, the applicable on-line Event
Noticc is displaycd. At that point, the screen providcs a prompt with
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further options which enable you to print the event notice; list the
resources that are required to accomplish the event; and review the
ATR of any trainee participating in the event.
Additionally, you may review data that identifies *the trainer and
evaluator for the task, by selecting the Identify Trainer/Evaluator
option.
j

STEP 11:

Select the Quit option as many times as required to return to the list of tasks
in the individual's ITR. You may continue reviewing data for other tasks by
repeating Steps 9 and 10 for each task. To review data for other training
requirements, select the Quit option from the Task Training Requirements
screen and then proceed to Step 12. To discontinue your review of ITR
data, proceed to the last step.

j

STEP 12:

Select the Update or Schedule Training Option (Enter 1 and press
). This returns you to the screen which identifies the different
types of training requirements that exist for an ITR.

I3

STEP 13:

Select the option corresponding to the type of training requirement for
which you desire to review data. (Remember, you are able to review data
for only one type of requirement at a time.)

A screen is displayed which lists the individual's training requirements.
0

If the individual does not require training, the screen will be blank except for
the prompt at the bottom. Since there are no data to review, select the Quit
option and then, repeat Steps 12 and 13 for another type of requirement.

o

If the individual does require training, the data shown on the screen includes:
The Course ID and Course Title for all the courses for which the
airman requires training.
NOTE:

When you review Contingency Tasks, you will see Task
IDs and Task Statements, instead of Course IDs and
Course Titles.

The training status of the course: Unassigned or Scheduled. "Unassigned" means training has not yet been scheduled; and "Scheduled"
means training is to occur (on a specified date at a specified time),
is occurring, or has occurred.
The prompt at the bottom of the screen contains several options:
0

The Add to end, Insert and Delete options are explained in Section 10.13. These
options enable you to specify and rank order the individual's requirements.
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o

The Schedule or Assign option is explained in Section 10.14. This option enables
you to schedule the training requirements for this individual.

o

The Event display option enables you to review the on-line Event Notice that
applies to a requirement. Once you select the Event Display option, and select
the requirement for review, the on-line Event Notice is displayed. The notice
identifies when the training occurs, as well as other information. This option
applies only when the status of the training requirement is reflected as "Scheduled."

o

The Cancel Assignment option enables you to cancel an event, and the Mark
Complete option enables you (or the training manager) to mark the completion
of the training.

:
O
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r

STEP 14:

Review the available data, as desired. Select the Quit option once you have
completed your review of the data.

To continue reviewing other training requirements, repeat Steps 12 - 14 for each type
of training requirement for which you desire to review data. Once you have completed your
review of the person's ITR, proceed to the last step.

LAST STEP

Select the Quit option (enter Q and press return) as many times as required until you
reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point, you may quit the menu and log off
the system, or you may perform another AOTS function.
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10.9 Review an Individual's Training Schedule

As a SUPERVISOR, you will sometimes need to review the training event schedules
of airmen under your supervision. The Airman Training Record Manager of the AOTS
provides you an efficient way to do this. This section of the User's Handbook describes the
procedure for accessing training event schedules for airmen.

NOTE:

I

ra

You will only be able to access the schedules for airmen who are on your

supervision list.

n

hPl.t
d~

OW-The-jobT

nn

1

36 no

pm'uau1 7naiig

data, you must first access

formation

Z. ?rainin hanpo
3. Kamt. t--k List UrM)
.
4, N,tinS

the ATR Manager (one of the
AOTS Editors). To access the
ATR Manager you must

Werf

perform Steps l and 2 below.

q. Qit This .
Select Optlon:

i

STEP 1:

W8

To access an individual's
current Trainint Schedule

am

S
prim"

1.2

Suntfan (aG1)

Z

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter a 2 and then
press
D.
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JNZ.0%

?"lii

1.2

1. Triigsh~e

2.Arestainingfcrv(T)

3. avv=

~ie

30 &W aS

flauagem"

Froas

Select the Airman Training
Record (ATR) Manager

option from the Training
Management menu.

aae

4. qeliticatle. "moent

S Off-Lims ?OsL Castiol
(.: Off-Lie l..t Scarier
7. Acess isting lest
1. omit This flem

select Otia": 2

1041.2

w~

1.6

SELECT THE ATR MANAGER OPTION. Enter a 2; then press

STEP 2:

0 raw 10

NG~.S~Mus~Os-!b-jab Training hnt., Chou)
AiIUS ?raidin Assar (AU) IhUBWe

In this function you will be

editing an airman's training

1.Blra

record.

riighcr

3. tut Trasii boe
.
tltiry a u Vaty twestim
R.
Hot This Hesn

Select Otim:

2..

1044

(

~

STEP 3:

SELECT THE EDIT A TRAINING RECORD OPTION. Enter a 2 and then
presJ

This command will cause the Prompt (1) dentify Airman f rom List, (E) nter
Specific (Q)uit to appear.

(

~

STEP 4:

SELECT THE IDENTIFY AIRMAN FROM LIST OPTION. Enter an I (or i)
and then press C ID
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__

from
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which

airman

you

whose

AM

Am,. ,itst

status you wish to review.

Z.

UUSS8

S'

4.

UU

8ut
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Adam. Pat A.
Ba,,., Ja. .

You can access the records

.

i

%t

3. Mm6
S.

in

Your supervision list is dis-

Iab., Jam C.
Dabsee. hi," X.

(Cmmm.) boys, or (Cltm- (fioaid ....

),

(q) quit)

a

of only one individual at a
time.

(etP})

3.

J104

STEP 5:

M

GIM. i

1.o

Ai.ma

SELECT THE AIRMAN. Enter the field number corresponding to the airman and then press
.

eiiu
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anood (MA) rauaW

T!vinin bomd tor &AAvie, Jd, A.

M W

Training

Schedules

infor-

mation for an airman is
accessed

through

the

airman's ITR.

Z. Pwmuii Dte
3. 1 aiuir* Hitm jU
4. Ass
L"I
S. lrint a beiuiv aomed
q. Quit

mTis s

38.1t otim:

1

1045

m'

STEP 6:

SELECT THE INDIVIDUAL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS OPTION. Enter a

1 and thet press CAX.TflX T.
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imlYq

-iui&ildi

.qlo am uta

6 Ja" 39

fttm %air"

1.50t

t 7printed

1. Up.u or s

line, or can be reviewed on

Ieatim
2. Tpal", ,cksdml
3. Puitiem Tak Qamifficatiom Statm

4. Print Taim.ll
5.
6.

line.
The screen you are
viewing (illustrated at the
left) contains two options
for
obtaining
Training
data.
Schedule

,

init ts~iaaii bcimdim
rint Poltioa Tagi. qaliflcatjou

7, I=.,

ba"i

I'm

Uit TiB PAM

q.

The individual's
current
Training Schedule can be
and reviewed off

Proceed to Step 7 if you want
to print the person's Training Schedule.
Proceed to
Step 8 if you want to review

a81.t otton: z_

the
person's
Training
Schedule on line.
1044

The Training Schedule helps you determine the training requirements the individual
is currently involved with.
0

The schedule identifies each event for which the individual is the trainee trainer
or evaluator. An Event ID and training idehtification data is provided for each
event.

o

The schedule identifies when each event is to occur. If there are no start/end
times, the event is to be accomplished as soon as possible; if there are start and
end times, the event is to be accomplished during that timeframe.
The events required to be acccmplished as soon as possible are displayed at the top of the schedule.
The events required to be
accomplished during specified time frames are then listed, and are
sorted based on the time frame for each event (the earlier the time
frame, the higher the event is listed on the schedule).
An event remains listed on the individual's Training Schedule until
the event is marked complete.

::' STEP 7:

SELECT THE PRINT TRAINING SCHEDULES OPTION. Enter 5 and press

A prompt is displayed advising you that the print is taking place. PRESS RETURN
as prompted. In a few minutes, the individual's current training schedule is printed at your
designated AOTS Workstation printer. If you desire to review the training schedule data on
line, proceed to Step 8; if you do not desire to review the training schedule on line, proceed
to the last sten of this function.

(

STEP 8:

SELECT THE TRAINING SCHEDULES INFORMATION OPTION. Enter 2
and press (XrflD.
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If the individual is not currently involved with accomplishino training events, the
following prompt is seen: No Training Schedule Exists for this Individual. Since thcrc arc
no data to rcvicw, proceed to the last stcp of this function.
If the individual is involved with accomplishing training events, his/her Training
Schedule is displayed.

11974".011

.4 E

Trainin Sc.dule for SM Apple, Jom A.

1. on"

Task Taining
T.M4-T-g2-Ku,
Task Training

2. B&MJ

-1-

nl
3. I13B3
4.

W'll

S. MM453
E6. 8942

3 Jam 8

Taisins

leg

uIdw l"u Iatim

The screen illustrated at the
left provides an example of
how a Training Schedule
appears on line.

Tlk lTaining
82 Isc 190 IM

N-T-1?4-Pw
Z
eusme Evaluatiom
Anciillar
Cotmr.e

24 ::

AT
Camt
mseien
Taks
MTOM?
Additional Dty Courses
AM13

1908 1236
IM5661 6
25 Isc 1M0 1600
31 Jam 19 SIM
38 Jan 1969 1731

Cate M)unut Display, (C)asal Amliuu~

STEP 9:

(n)ark Complen. (q)uit ?

REVIEW THE TRAINING SCHEDULE DATA, AS DESIRED. Once you
complete your review, proceed to the last step.

For task training events, you must select the Event Display option (from the prompt

at the bottom of the screen) to determine if the individual is the trainee, trainer or evaluator
for an event. Once you select the Event Display option (by entering E or e and pressing
( RETURN J), you will then select the event for review (by entering the number corresponding
to the desired event and pressing return). At that point, the applicable on-line Event Notice
is displayed, which includes data identifying the Trainer or Evaluator for the event as well
as the trainee for the event.
For other training events (not task training), the individual is always the trainee.

LAST STEP

Continue to Quit each screen (by entering Q or q and pressing R
RN ), until you
reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point, you may quit the menu and log of f
the system or you may perform another AOTS function.
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10.10 Decertify an Airman on a Task

Each task that an airman must perform in their individual current duty position is
listed on the individual's Position Qualification Status List. If you or the airman review
the
position qualification status data and determine that one or more of the tasks listed as
"certified"
should not have been, you must complete the procedures outlined in this section.
3N7.U1

Momei

Owm-te-Jo

1.2

taistiaIU

,0088

Ptmi.

t.
Fow
I. Tanin.g

inin

access the airman's ATR. An
ATR
by using the
editoris accessed
referred to as the
ATR
Manager. The ATR
Manager is accessed by

untlrntia"

-terface

ets

selecting the Training Man-

Thi ram

Select

,tio,:

STEP 1:

8UNII.us
1.2

a NO" W

To decertify a task, you must

List (IM) I

Potion A m

q. Oit

(ACTS)

Mangem

3. Rate. ta
4.

st

r

agement option appearing on
the AOTS Primary Access
Menu (illustrated at the left).

2

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter 2 and press

Ttgluini

Mnamnt

smk.u I.screen
?raining
.
ai m
ugr
ATil Tr
3.. AaineI'Pral

39 rfw U

The ATR Manager option
can now be seen on the
(as illustrated at the
left).

I)Im

4.
sailticatie Asesmment
5. Of-L.. Tent Cietrel
6. Orf-I.. Test SiIq
?. Awa eniting Zeswt
q. Omit Tbis New

bleat Option:

(3

STEP 2:

Z

SELECT THE AIRMAN TRAINING RECORD (ATR) MANAGER OPTION.
Enter 2and press
i
.
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l"Th32.0

Advanced 0,-Thu-Jab Traliig System (A013)
Airman training ar
(AU) ftagaw

1.6

38 Now U

To revise data in an individual's ATR, you must

the EDIT option.

Dspla a ?ainig
1. Acordselect

2. it a ?iningt

hecard
3. Frlet training Reord
4. Identifyg a mo Dty poetlen
q. qatt This Roe

Select Optin:

SELECT THE E~DIT A TRAINING RECORD OPTION. En' ar 2 and press

m'~STEP 3:

"GIS.906

Z

Advanced On-Th-J& Training Sjutee (AOS)
Airman ?mining Record (All) rami'in

1.9

1. Diply

2. lit

0 Now OR

SSAN, or by selecting the
person from those listed on

ecr

tanig

a Trailag

3. print training hecmd

4. Identifyg a ma Dt

You may identify the individual by entering his/her

'

orSprvso

PostliyuoSpriionit

it

If you select the E option,

q. qmit This ra

you will then enter the person's SSAN. You will not see
the next screen illustrated,

Select Option: 2

nor will you perform Steps
4 and 5.

(Woiutty

Airman. Free List. (Zetu.

Speific SM.

(Q)uit 7 1

10. I0A-

SSTEP

4:

SELECT THE IDENTIFY AIRMAN FROM LIST OPTION. Enter I (or Q)and

pressw

D
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1. 101111M

SPAidam

1111001811

'

anxi.0

Baker. Jam C.
fthuwjw. Ali"m K.

buys. or (Cbnter (11.11

Airm

Training 11 -

Tra1iin a.W

2.

aw),r (q> 9xit)

A (regturn))

I~ho

I

38 Now 111
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for ZrA Arsi

Jam A.

mpiformed raiing
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Datamt
I1Ai
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t. Ilait This ram

Snlect optios:
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STEP 6:

To decertify the airman on
a task that must be per-

in their individual

current duty position, you

must access the Position
Qualification Status List.
This list is among the airman's ITR data.

3Traiin His.tory Datan

(

3

SELECT THE AIRMAN WHOSE ATR YOU WANT TO ACCESS. Enter the
corresponding to the desired airman and press C fI]

~ STEP 5:
Crnumber

1.0

one person's

ATR at a time.

A"l0, Joint A.

But
HWM
li

4 . 011081
S.

persons that appear

access only

Pat A.

amA

3. 1411110016!

Line (cuso)

-I0

A". Noie

AMm

The

on your Supervision List are
now displayed. You may

A

V
2.

38 Hou n

Training Imw Naar
hicu selection muues

nGuin.S?
1.0

I

SELECT THE INDIVIDUAL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS OPTION. Enter 1
and press
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6 Jam 8

You can see the option for

Position Qualification Status on this screen.

1. Uila~te or Schedule Training
2. Training Sc aledulso
Ismatio
3. Position Task Qualification Status
4. Print Traimin AqMIumeats
S. Print rainiq Schdule.
6. Print Pslition Task Qualifications
7. Access Gmuawal ITS
q. quit This New

Select Optim:

3

10-10A-7

STEP 7:

SELECT THE POSITION TASK QUAUFICATION-STATUS OPTION. Enter

3 and press ( ZiThiJ.
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1.5
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NIM
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tIMIMMemt

The
airman's
Position
Qualification Status information normally involves

tPle, Jam A.
at.:
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AIM OF ASUM=

certif-ie
. 1004t.
1:11 Jan 19

more than one screen of data.

6. Task II: Fl0IS
Statu:
Certified
Curt Dote: 15 Up 199?
%M et. Iu:z Sep t109
3I1.0 IN 33110S1 TO AN ALAMSIGNA

nter (I),"ad.m, (?)ask Search, ()ecrtify

lask. PeUp. (qhtit ? d

10-1 (A,-

You are able to decertify only one task at a time. The Task ID that applies to the task
being decertified must be one of those Task IDs appearing on the screen. If the desired
Task ID cannot be seen on the screen, complete one of the following actions:

o

Press the
- or E
key, as many times as necessary, until the desired Task
ID appears on the screen, or
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Select the Task Search option (enter T or t and press C'W'l"); then, enter the
desired Task ID and press
-

Once the Task ID for the task being decertified can be seen on the screen, proceed to
Step 8.
STEP 8:
SELECT THE DECERTIFY TASK OPTION. Enter D (or d) and press

~Paitian

INS4.J5

1.5

Task Taiuis

Dala

rlamta

6 Jam N

fr. &A Apple. John A.

s. Tank 10:

mit

Cawt Data: S Jan 156?
cOuc A NDIS SLA"4 Of A 11cr

task

(

will

currently

be

reflected as "certified."

6. Task ID:
MODIN
$tata:
C.rifled
Ldrt Date: 15 2" 199?
eet. bas:15 Up 19W
Duna IN i=
Z To AN AIAM SIamL

10e

Now you must identify the
task that you want to
decertify. The status of the

gut":
Certified
t=. DIM:, Jan 1999

Select tOn task for Demtificatim
LOW(FO up) My fat
i ngulw.
(OmmoI)

110W,

STEP 9:

Or (COt.

(field ..

W.. , (q) quit) & (jutUV},)

5.

SELECT THE TASK TO BE DECERTIFIED. Enter the number corresponding to the task and press
.

The status is automatically changed to "None" once the decertification update is processed by the system.
o

The task is automatically
individual's ATR.

o

The task is also automatically added to the airman's ITR. The task is placed at
the end of the tasks listed in the person's ITR; therefore, you may have to later
reorder the ITR to ensure the training priority is correctly established (refer to
Section 10-18).

o

You may continue to decertify other tasks by repeating Steps 8 and 9 for each
task.

removed from the training history portion of the

LAST STEP
Continue to Quit each screen until the AOTS Primary Access Menu appears on the screen.
At that point you may quit the menu and log off the system, or you may prcceed with another
function.
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Access Task Data

As a SUPERVISOR, you will find a frequent need to review, search for and print
various types of information for tasks performed by the airmen you supervise. You will bc
working within the MASTER TASK LIST (MTL) EDITOR each time you need to obtain task
data from the AOTS.
Task data will help you ensure that training programs are properly planned and executed.
There are more than 20 types of data you can obtain for tasks. The list below identifies the
data you will access most:
o

Subtasks (data which breaks down a task into smaller components),

o

Activities (data which breaks down a task or subtask into pei'formance steps),

o

Knowledge and skills airmen require in order to perform a task,

o

Resources necessary when performing a task,

o

Other information sources (outside of the AOTS) which identify task performance
requirements, and

o

Behavioral Objectives (data which identifies the behavior, stancards, and con-

ditions under which a task is performed).
Not all tasks, however, contain the same data.
o

Some tasks are not trained in the workplace via OJT. For those tasks, task analyses
are not performed; therefore, there are limited data for them in the AOTS.

o

For each task trained at the job-site, a complete task analysis is conducted, and
the resulting data are updated into the AOTS by the Instructional Systems Team
(IST) at Bergstrom AFB. Additionally, the IST develops and updates behavioral
objectives data, CAI lesson materials, knowledge tests, or performance evaluation
materials for many of the tasks they analyze. Since task analysis and training/evaluation development continues, task data will also continue to be updated
using the MTL Editor. When you are using task data to develop or conduct
training, you should review or obtain a current hard copy of the task's data to
ensure you have the most recent available data.

You should review this ENTIRE section before you proceed with any of the procedures
covered on the next few pages. This portion of t!'e handbook contains only "need to know"
task information. Once you become familiar with the AOTS, you should also take the time
to access the HELP screens, to learn about the data not presented in this section.
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BEFORE YOU CAN BEGIN ACCESSING TASK INFORMATION, YOU
NEED TO KNOW THE FOLLOWING:
0

Th CAFSCs oL Ih airmen you supervise
The AOTS will restrict your access to those MTLs that correspond to the
CAFSCs of the airmen you supervise. If you are not sure of the CAFSCs
of the airmen appearin& on your Supervision List, you can access the
Personnel Information within their ATRs, to identify their CAFSCs. (See
Section 9.2).

IM TASK LD11 for which yo want Io obtain information. fo.

o
-

Within the AOTS, tasks have been sorted by Task ID. A Task ID is a six
digit code, where the first character is always a letter and the remaining
five characters are numbers.

-

You will find Task IDs listed: in airmen's Training History and Individual
Training Requirements; on Training Schedules/Notices and Position
Requirements; and on hard copies of task data.

-

Generally, you will need to determine what task(s) you want to access before
any task data can be obtained, as you will be inputting the Task ID(s) as
part of the process. However, there is also a search capability for task data,
if you do not know the Task ID(s) that apply.
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The first four steps involve the AOTS paths available to you for accessing the MTL
Editor.
S

.miisz
.I

38 lou a

Traliin SIjstm (AOTS)

usecd O-flu-Jb

Earlier, in Section 6.1.2, you
learned that task data are

I. p I Tai ning8 l"foation
2. Trini.ng flanp.nwt
3.

4.

Platter Task List
haiti.. ,m."

(NIL)

contained within the Master
Task List (MTL) for each Air

iuterfai

Force Specialty (AFS).

q. Qait This Nua

S..ct Optio.n:

All users' access into task
data are initially through
Option 3 of the AOTS Primary Access Menu, illustrated to the left.

3.

10-10-1

STEP 1:

161.881

SELECT THE MASTER TASK UST (MTL) INTERFACE OPTION. - Enter
3 and press CREURN.
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ustin

1.

3.

r

4. RimJ

P,

you will not see the screen
illustrated here, therefore,
you will not perform Step 2.
(You are automatically pro-

police

vided access into the MTL

am,

Select Optiom:

If all the airmen you super-

vise have the same CAFSC,
e

I

mio-ty

q. Qit This

6 Jan 0

for that CAFSC.)
4

If the airmen you supervise
have different CAFSCs, you
are authorized to access only
the MTLs that correspond to
those CAFSCs.

10-10-2

STEP 2:

SELECT THE OPTION CORRESPONDING TO THE AFS FOR WHICH
YOU WANT TO ACCESS THE MTL AND PRESS RTiD.
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A MASTER TASK LIST is a list of all tasks commonly performed in an AFS, and a
collection of data that pertains to these tasks. Each MASTER TASK LIST has been broken
down into two parts:
o

FINAL MTL, which contains tasks commonly performed AFS-wide
- and

o

-

FINAL LOCAL-NEW TASK LIST, which contains tasks
-

performed only locally,
OR
"new* tasks which are caused by new equipment, changes
policies, etc., where new performance steps, or new skills
have to be trained and learned. Once a "new" task has
analyzed by the IST, the task (and all updated data from
moved to the Final MTL.

-
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1. rimi
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2. Ftoml MV imm
it,
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n
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ft.

in procedures or
and knowledges,
been completely
the analysis) are

U

MOST of the tasks you will
be accessing are contained on

List

the Final Master Task List.

- raw To& Li

IF the tasks you are accessing

.

are only performed locally,

ri

or are "new" tasks, they exist
381=t rtla:

on the Final Local-New Task

L-

List.

Once you select the part of
the MTL to access, the
remaining procedures are the
same for both parts of the
list.

10-10-3

STEP 3:

NOTE:

SELECT THE PART OF THE MTL TO ACCESS. Enter 1 or 2 and then
press LZIJ

To distinguish between AFS-WIDE and LOCAL/NEW tasks, a numbering
scheme has been established within the AOTS.
AFS-wide Task ID numbers range from 00001 to 60000. Local/New Task ID
numbers range from 60001 to 99999.
You need to know the Task IDs for which you are obtaining data, so that you

can correctly select the part of the MTL that contains those Task IDs.
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"U Ne. U

Paster Tk List Mitor

NGTM3.34

Selmh,am.itu Polic.

.

2. Search

3

Print

4 mas Difrnt Task List
q. Qat This.a

The DISPLAY option is
covered in Steps 4 through
54. The SEARCH option is
covered in Steps 55 and 56.
The PRINT option is covered
in Steps 57 through 61.

s3mlet Option: I

If all the individuals you
supervise have the same
CAFSC, you will not see
Option 4.
If you select
Option 4, you will be
returned to Step 2.

10-.

(

You are now within the MTL
Editor. The screen to the left
illustrates the MTL Editor
Main Menu. The remainder
of this section provides
procedures for the first three
options listed on the menu.

SELECT THE DISPLAY OPTION. Enter a 1 and then press CRETURN.

STEP 4:

kIit.003
hal

Tais)

to P

39 lb. a

z.8

cv~Mi
1.
Z:

Wire Task List
pltiaTlas id

q.

ROinput

3. Tak NN

This screen allows you to
identify the task(s) you want
to display. If you select to
display data for a specific
task, you will then need co
the TASK ID, as
illustrated here.
- OR -

selaet Option: z
a

e

If you select to display data
for a range of tasks, you will
then need to input the Task
ID for the first task in the
range, and then the Task ID
for the lat task in the range.
(It is recommended that you
keep within a range of no

: rtmk

more than fjy

10.104

Task IDs at

a time.)
STEP 5:

SELECT ONE OF THE OPTIONS AND PROVIDE THE TASK ID(s) AS
REQUIRED. (See NOTE on the next page) For the example, the Specific
Task ID option was selected.
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NOTE:
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The first time you are reviewing tasks, you should select SPECIFIC TASK to
make it easier for you to learn, and get used to, the MTL Editor. When you
select the TASK RANGE option, you will repeat the remaining procedures
for each task in the range, one task at a time. Since each MTL contains roughly
1000 tasks, it is n=t recommended that you select ENTIRE TASK LIST.

M ruto, - Tas
,ion 1

WNW3.=
2.9

39 rawN

: rum

For each task, there are four
primary menus that contain
options corresponding to the

type of data you may display.
The screen to the left illustrates the first of these four
primary menus.

Tank St~tmn
2. T&A Ob.J.ctivm
3. Tanrai..I. e d =l
1.

4.0"ationl
s.7k Referenceso
. MOPO" sgatan

7. Newt

n,

Wit

Thin

Dta

MENU I contains three
options you "need to know."
. . Task Statement, Task
Objectives, and Task References. (For the other options,
see HELP.)

.

slect optin: 1

Step 6 allows you to display
the Task Statement and other
identification data for this
task.
10-104

-

STEP 6:

SELECT THE TASK STATEMENT OPTION ON MENU 1. Enter a 1 and
then press

80

D RAFT

R97003.61Z

NnL UUCaP

- lash 1d
lash Description

Z.9

Task III :

IBU

Vaeion

30IS
Ib
NO

The Task Description screen
identif ies the Task ID, Task

5

tatemnt

Task
leal

ACTS User's Handbook

and Task Author

:Statement,

for this task. Task IDs and
Statements you review here
are the same IDs/Statements
you will see when you print
or review ATRs, ITRs,
training
schedules,
task
training notices, OPTRs and
GPTRs.

INtaMariETOAWMSGL

Author.

Rick

Death

Last Mdified by.

Richard L boot,

a rm<q>

10-10-7

'~'STEP

(Return>

guiPF4

q

QUIT THE TASK DESCRIPTION SCREEN. Enter a Q (or q) and then press
I~TUAXD.Menu 1wi reappear.

7:

01305NIL

All tasks, whether analyzed
or not, contain a Task ID and
Task Statement.

?Altar - Task Id

2.g

39Ura

OR.

The next step allows you to
review behavioral objective
data for this task.

1.

Task Statement
2. Tank Objmtivn
4. 000atiani braqv
S. lank heuae

Data

Qu
Dit This Nam

Sm~at Option:

SSTEP 8:

2.

SELECT THE TASK OBJECTIVES OPTION ON MENU 1. Enter a 2 and
then press(ZkiI.

ACTS User's Handbook

MCA.9
Z.9

laaua
9

DRAF T

t Ia

Sb

R9

Ama

a tm

UbuGSPw

.

Editors. As a SUPERVISOR,

1. Namvaa ObetvsEio
Q. it This

your access is restricted to
the Behavioral Objectives
Editor.

~Rea

Select Option:

At this point, the MTfL Editor
interfaces with Evaluation

1

10-104

(~

STEP 9:

WAumi.=
1.9

SELECT OPTION I TO ACCESS THE BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE EDITOR. EnteralI and then pressCII.
3.eim1ir

NO SOU

Objectiv Editor3

Dip3Iha3im ObetveDt

1.

The screen illustrated to the
left identifies the kinds of
data accessible for each

iawvaTih gu&"

Z. WAOU

3. Nomu-wa

objective that applies to the

BtV~

task.

S. Training Materials
omi~t This rho

select O1ptim:

STEP 10:

SELECT EACH OPTION, ONE AT ATIME, AND REVIEW THE BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE DATA THAT HAS BEEN DEVELOPED FOR THIS
TASK Se NOT: on the nut page) Enter the optlon number and then

If the task has =~ been analyzed, the AOTS will provide a message on the screen advising
you that Behavioral Objective data does not exist for this task. Press EifDas prompted
and proceed to Step 11.
This section does not illustrate any further screens/accesscs/opt ions you will encounter
when you select these options. Each menu and data screen you will sce is sclf-cxplanatory,
and you may access HELP screens if you have any questions.
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You should review behavioral objective data, to determine
o

what airmen should know and be able to perform once trained and
evaluated on this task

o
o

the available information sources where you can obtain the
task's performance policies and procedures
the resources required to train, evaluate and perform this
task, in order to achieve the behavioral objective

o

the materials available (on line and off line) for requisite
knowledge training for this task.

STEP 11:

QUIT THE DISPLAY BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES DATA SCREEN nd
QUIT THE EVALUATION SUBSYSTEM ACCESS MENU. Enter a 0 (or q)
followed by another Q (or q) and pressing
.
and then Dress
LaEflRN . Menu 1 will reappear.

nI WAitm - To" Id

NCUS.Us

Mons,

2.3

: FMe

N Nowa

The last option covered in

this section for Menu I is
Task References (publica-

tions).

2.
Task Okatiw.m
2. ask OlbiMdle

3. Iambk Ivalilhl NmlIu

4. Ofnmtioumsl shr"M bets
5. WIlp sumtmn
7. Next Iham

q. %i~tThis rm

slmat Optio: 5

10-10-11

:

STEP 12:

SELECT THE TASK REFERENCES OPTION ON MENU 1. Enter a 5 and
then press GiRiTHRN .
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DRAFT

rd1itm.

Pt1ICATIMN

38 NOWW8

These data reflect the pub-

Publiation(e) Iker
idatitriati.,

Muoie),

(SWI

1) an

Title

lications where task performance information can be
found. Publications include
Technical Orders, AF Regulations, AF Manuals, Separate Operating Procedures,
etc. You should use these
sources when you plan and
conduct training for this
task.

tug

1_ -

MLZ= HANN=

=I

smm
125-3
nI'

m
SM

-3-

-.

=D3C1l.

IISIUIIN3 w UNI

OWJIm

Cal

TS

-4
MI"
I0
MI.

sam4 MUMLIn
AM

PS,

N=

SmDTAIN INI

vvIM AB A

OF M

MW

PC=

=I "It

GTiG NINOt Cl=S

meU INCIDUIT

late (q) ma" Press Cttura)

Q_

10-10-12

STEP 13:

NG1U3.S

QUIT THE PUBLICATIONS SCREEN. Enter a 0 (or q)and then press
(UTIRN
). Menu 1will reappear.

WL

tlto - Toa* Id

FIN3

N

Pn 1

2.9

There are options on the four
primary MTL menus which

allow you to move between
each menu. These options are

1. Ta 8,eWOt
2. T.s otoati.,
a. Task T.i.no radal.
4. 0mpatioauul Bem"
5. Tak fttUE
. bepas 3 mtm

U
N.

NEXT MENU
VIOUS MENU.

Dat

and

PRE-

7. ftrt bmW
q.

ait This Nm

Slect Optim:

7.

10-10-13

(

STEP 14:

SELECT THE NEXT MENU OPTION TO GO TO MENU 2. Enter a 7 and
then press I iUD.
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MCAl3.2M6L

Ii itor

Z.3

Teask i

-

z

b*m

Id
: MONa
S3

U8ft

There is one option on Menu
2 which you will "need to
know": Certification

Z.

3. M, PC. Duty Lactian Cd.N
4. CetiictioI.ntoation
5. Geeic

Only those tasks that have
been analyzed will contain

Position Task N,

h
Frev.ca
i-na

task certification

7. Net, riaccurate

data.

h

v. Wit.

Infor-

mation.

raining standar

mialty

Biaet Option:

4.

10-10-14

STEP 15:

MC .M
no
ZA

SELECT THE CERTIFICATION INFORMATION OPTION ON MENU 2.
Enter a 4 and then press (.

RIL Kiti.

-

Task Id : rl1

3B raw U

Tank c¢tifictm infrmaio

Teak Trai.in

two facts for this task. First,
whether the airman must be
certified or supervised while
performing the task during
training
and,
second,

Pa.tarmemp
.i anmt

CUtIRTmno

This screen advises you of

whether

JMr

or

not

the

task

requires recertification on a
periodic basis.
Own-w-Jab Task Ikte

Mention Vbuir.nmt

You will use this informaNtIVItFITION

JIIU

CU

12

tion in order to plan pre-

ONWI(9)

requisite
evaluation.
ati

(q)

ed

training

or

se <Aatan)

1010-15

The AOTS uses the task recertification data to forecast task training for each individual
performing the task, 90 days before each airman requires recertification.

(

STEP 16:

QUIT THE CERTIFICATION SCREEN. Enter a 0 (or q) and then press
T N Menu 2 will reappear.
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NIL Kiitm - Tank Id : F

NGO.R
2.8

39 NOV 0

The next option to be covered
in this section is found on
Menu 3.

2. SMialty Tainig Stamlarda

3. PM. P,

Wty Lmation Coda.

4. Cat'tifle-tim lndormtion
5. onric Poaltiom Task lipta
6. Pvaviosn rm
?. Nmct Pea
q.

Wit

This rm

Bleat Optima:

7_

1010-16

STEP 17:

N
2.8

.NIL

SELECT THE NEXT MENU OPTION TO GO TO MENU 3. Enter a 7 and
then press C.

Uitm

- Taak Id :

f.. 3

rum

N

7.

There are two optiont on
Menu 3 which you will access
often when reviewing task
data: Required Performance
Resources and Prerequisite
Tasks.

1. Tan FO*
od
tTim
. Tank batlifl Tim
3. %mire dm.twmaa. v
4. hwvwisite T
5. TTank Inem,.tia
f.

W
8

Pe'utm
0t

The AOTS contains accurate
performance resources and

q. Wit Ts r

prerequisite task data only
for those tasks that have been
analyzed by the IST.

aimt ort..: 3

10-10-17

STEP 18:

SELECT THE REQUIRED PERFORMANCE RESOURCES OPTION ON
MENU 3. Enter a 3 and then press CRXTUR].
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NIL Ui1tor - Task Id : IM3UA
Na.0I Permencev
kanowasa

l"GIM.111

1. S=ITY POI

2. POTRI

3.

NaU

O111MITE

=DI=L

These are the resources that
must be available when airmen are required to perform
this task.

RAIO

mniniM BAG(S)

____

PLMSTIC RAGWITH4ZIP I* LO c

4. Ar Frf 5Z

mUiDV= TAG

L

7 )

Melv.

'

~ STEP 19:

NGU3.7NIL

QUIT THE PERFORMANCE RESOURCES SCREEN. Enter a 0 (or q) and
then press
Menu 3 will reappear.

Kitur - Tank Id:I'I
Mesa 3

2.9

3 ftm a

1.

Task Facts" am "n~aai
pofr~
2. Task Qmality Tims
3. 3~Rei Permmamnaac
4. Promslitteal
S. Tons Task Infomtion
6. Prevcsm Mas
7 . meet r
.Wait

This r,.

Select Optics:

(~

STEP 20:

The Prerequisite Task option
is explained next. Prerequisite tasks are those tasks
that must be performed (and
therefore trained) before
this task can be trained.

4

SELECT THE PREREQUISITE TASKS OPTION ON MENU 3. Enter a 4
and then press Cik~J
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IM Editor - Task Id : r18
Pr a4w.iittM
lan Urtati,

31 fb. a

If the screen is blank, there
are no prerequisite tasks that
apply to this task.

rm4

rism
nimn
Flow
POWa

If prerequisite tasks do
apply, the Task IDs are listed.
AOTS has been structured so
that training for prerequisite
tasks is ranked before
training for this task.
As a supervisor, you will
have to consider these data
when you plan the training
outline and prepare/conduct

r

training for this task.

pressatm
,>and

10-10-20

STEP 21:

==~i.m?

QUIT THE PREREQUISITE TASK SCREEN. Enter a 0 (or q) and then
press (.
Menu 3 will reappear.

NIL Editor - Task Id 1

2.8

38 Ne U

There are no other options on
Menu 3 which are addressed
this section of the handbook. See HELP, if you have
questions concerning the
remaining Menu 3 options.

ram a

1

Tain

2. Tmin Quaitry Tim
3.
4.
5.
b.
7.

buirnd Prntaruo.ivmen.
Prvagaisito mao
Tm Task Intortion
Proulns ibm
NMEt Fees

q. Quit This Phas

Selent Optim:

7

10- 10-21

STEP 22:

SELECT THE NEXT MENU OPTION TO GO TO MENU 4. Enter a 7 and

then press

1

. Menu 4 will appear one of two ways, depending

upon whether or not this task has been broken down into subtasks.
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MCI

334

NIL Kita - Task Id :1F1I9

Z.6

2. KNOlWlt

n

4

F

NowU

tratcd in the top screen to the
left. Steps 23 - 26 below,
address the procedures that

W Sl

3. Prvlia
q. Wit

h

If this task has not bccn
broken down into subtasks,
Menu 4 will appear as illus-

Mas

apply for these options.
- OR -

Select Opti.:

If this task has been broken
down into subtasks, Menu 4
will appear as illustrated in
the bottom screen. Steps 27
- 54, address the procedures
that apply to subtasks.

NC13S.W
2.3

NIL Zditm - Task Id :rUS
Hem 4

U lb.u U

1. SUbtasI.
2. Preeim Phm
q. Wit This

ns

Sect Option:

-

10-10-23

Go to Step 23 if the task you viewing has n=t been broken down into subtasks.
Go to Step 27 if the task you are viewing has been broken down into subtasks.
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IUitr - Task Id :
ram 4

139

3 lbv 0

and Skills/Knowledge data
only if the task has been
analyzed by the IST.

Aitio~

2. Mi=

The AOTS contains Activities

dM Sll

q. uit This rhm

saksot Optim:

I

10-10-25

(

STEP 23:

NG1I7 .91

WN1U

1.9

MUM .w=
PLW

SELECT OPTION 1, TO REVIEW THE ACTIVITIES. Enter a 1 and then
press RETRNJ.

SUu=1

U1x=

POSITION

-

cm.. Dispnay

WITw OW. m

-

T,
FM1lT A U

9"20 M MU3PTS

sptia.

P.

U

39 Now W1

nihtor

MOW AT

0IC
W

m

Mu

0U ASA W"

12 TO 18 MRS WM

NiA

Activities are the steps
required to perform this task.
These activities are listed in
the sequence that they are
performed. The screen to the
left shows the first three (out
of nine) activities for the
task illustrated. To display
all the activities you will
need to use the [ II
key.

For some tasks, the activities
are not listed. In place of
performance steps, a statement referring to a Technical Order or some other
is provided. (The
reference contains the per-

cq it?T areference

formance steps.)

1o-1o-2

You should use this information when you conduct
training for this task.
STEP 24:

QUIT THE ACTIVITIES SCREEN. Enter a Q (or q) and then press
(1_f.T
Menu 4 will reappear.
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Ile13m.94

2.8

31 iV

4

r

SO

You should also review the
Skills and Knowledges that
are listed for this task. Only
if this task is analyzed will
it
contain
Skills
and

ltivatiSi
raw

1.

3.

Udtor - Task Id :F119

AOTS User's Handbook

K,.ulad

Knowledge data.

q. Qat his. r
Selet Optica,:

2

10-10-27

SELECT THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS OPTION ON MENU 4. Enter a
2 and then press (.

STEP 25:

NCThJ13.
2.8

Sua bl
Ia
k
Ppoc a a
uIblede ad Skills

NIL

Inmg

NoiS

mLcK TMImEmACRMS
uISZ or roZ

These data identify the types
of knowledge and skills an
airman must possess in order
to perform this task.
As a supervisor, you are
responsible for ensuring the

airman is properly trained in
the skills required for the
task and that he/she has
situdied and knows the
information necessary to
accomplish the task.

Qoos

Display option

(Q).it ? q

10-10-2B

STEP 26:

QUIT THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS SCREEN. Enter a 0 (or q) and
then press
.
Go to Step 54 as steps 27 - 53 apply only when a
task has been broken down into subtasks.
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IF THE TASK HAS SUBTASKS
MGW."U

NI

Z.U

Iitom - lask Id : FlIW3
r
4

38 lbs U

Only if this task has been
analyzed will it be broken
down into subtasks.

2. Puwim lam
q. Qbit This ra

Select Optia: 1.

10-10-2

"

:(

STEP 27:

NG1IUI.e

NI L

SELECT THE SUBTASKS OPTION. Enter a 1 and then press LiL

3 u brlTa

--

2.8

P

ooroa amIg

n NDb

T-sk altar

i.

The Subtask Editor is an
editor within the MTL Editor, which stores subtask
data for tasks.

1. pint:
2.
Print
3. W4mlusti0.hbhs@tm

The screen to the left illus-

q. Qit This Pleas

trates

the

Subtask

Editor

Main Menu where you may
display each of the subtasks
for this task; print each (or
all) of the subtasks; or access
the Behavioral Objectives
for each subtask.

bSeat Option: 1.

10-1040

o
o
o
(

Steps 28 - 44 apply to the DISPLAY option for subtask data.
Steps 45 and 46 apply to the PRINT option.
Steps 47 - 53 apply to Evaluation Subsystem option.

STEP 28:

SELECT OPTION 1 TO DISPLAY A SUBTASK. Enter a 1 and then press

CETRN

.
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30in

so

0U1MI1

This menu allows you to
indicate which of the subtasks you want to display.
The prompt advises you how

many subtasks there are for
this task (in the example,
there are 4 subtasks).
To display a specific subtask,
you ENTER the subtask
number, or LIST the subtasks. You then SELECT the
subtask you want. The list
option is illustrated next.
-

Sbtak Saqumic

Nuambg.(Rang. I to 4) or

L)ist

L..

10-10-31

(

STEP 29:

NGUIB.US

N T L

ENTER L, FOR UST. Enter a L (or I)and then press {RETURN}.

Su bTas k

P roco.as i ng9

3

Cuvewt SATnh List

2.s

v

1. S, Te Statuut

S

AM SIL

m

This screen lists the first 3
subtasks for this task. If
there are more than 3 sub:
tasks you will have to
I P, Dn see the respective
subtask statements.

Z. SubTeak Statmnt
IULIMTE SITUATION AT AN A.Mq ACTIVATION SCN

3. SubTask Satatm.st :
DDLO

MR VWICLR UPONAh hSING ON-SMU SITUATION

Use (cimpsa)

U. (pegs dam) Im fta. paging.
Ios, oru ((leter <flid manbe), (q) quit) A (etumn))

1

10-10-32

'

STEP 30:

SELECT THE SUBTASK YOU WANT TO DISPLAY (the example shows the
first subtask being selected). Enter the number corresponding to the
desired subtask and then press (RETURN}.
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P1TL S ubh Ta a
Pro
aamI ng
Phan Sinlictiain for SubkThsk VUaeU1

39 fu a

1. Veso an
2. Knwep aM Skll
3. P004COMMO PA.MMO.
4. Publications

W.
it This ra
Seat Option: 1-

This screen identifies the

kinds of data accessible for
each subtask. You may find
ttmotimes when you will train
airmen on a single subtask,
rather than training them on
the whole task at one time.
You should use the subtask
data just as you use the task
data; to develop training
outlines and to assist you in
preparing to conduct training.
Each subtask appear in the
sequence in which they are
normally trained and performed.

10-10.3W

SSTEP

MCU1.M
2.8

31:

SELECT OPTION 1 TO REVIEW THE SUBTASK STATEMENT. Enter a 1

and then press Ci1J

S ub Ta ak

NifTL

Vsiam

P raca a

iu n

N I

60d St~tint

This

screen

reflects

subtask statement.
b"Tank Version

3

SbTak Statsment

To M MPsiGM.

Fr... (roam) to inmtim..10~l-04

(~ STEP 32.

QUIT THE SUBTASK STATEMENT SCREEN. Press C~fi]only.
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NS1B.U4
2.9

NT L
P

SU
Ta
k P rol C a ai n g
ka.tionm.
l
SubTask F8838-01

"M US

Knowledges

and

Skills

required by the airmen when

I.

performing this subtask can

,
siminm
4S. Plications
9l0lavio, ! Objectives

supervisor, you are respon-

Versio am Stte
2: R,,ng, M Skill

also be reviewed.

3

6.

--

As a

sible for ensuring that the
airman is properly trained in

-

the skills required for the
task and that the airman has
studied
and knows
the
to
information necessary
accomplish this subtask.

. t ..t*
Seect Option: 2

10-10-35

STEP 33:

NTB.M
2.8

MTL

SELECT OPTION 2 TO REVIEW THE KNOWLEDGES and SKILLS. Enter
a 2 and then press C.

30 "NMv

SubTaek
Procummnil
Inwletei
an Skills

of skills an airman must
possess in order to perform
the
and
this subtask,
knowledge the airman must

LOCATION or PRIOITV

have obtained before he/she

Mu

__MSN

CD=

A

TATICA

These data identify the types

can perform this subtask.

CUNEJSI
1L01
D.

upuSzIOM zoQMS

Choose Display option

PFgb

(Mait ? a

10-10- 6

STEP 34:

QUIT THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS SCREEN. Enter a 0 (or q) and
then press( RiETURN].
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a bT a ak

XNTL

pa

Puro

a

39 Now U

ainas

Ssiootion for Siakask F13138-1

1. Vrsio &"9"tanottask

Resources that are necessary
when performing this subcan also be reviewed.

2. Knowledge a" Skills

airo
S. Behairal Objctives

permraneAmws
3. ftbhiiatimrs
4.

q. bilt This ram

3

Select Option:

10-1037

SELECT OPTION 3 TO REVIEW THE PERFORMANCE RESOURCES.
Enter a3 and then pressCI1 .

S STEP 35:

IqC"l.818
Z.S

N TL

Suab T a

Perforanm hsosr

I 81=1 FOIC

1
2 PON
3 S!ul a r A(S)
4 rFMS
S

k

FPapao

ig
Ia

1nwa

This screen lists 11L perf ormance resources that
apply to the task, an
highlights those resources
that apply specifically to the

for SsbTask F1689-M

MIMS

subtask

(Iion sto

being

displayed.

(Although you can't see it
here, resources corresponding to Data Fields I and 2
are hi~hlighted in yellow,
signifying that they are
required when performing
this subtask.)

FUjleff

LCV la.e Um. 811=11)

(QOUit ? 2

10-10-IS

II~ STEP 36:

QUIT THE RESOURCES SCREEN. Enter a 0 (or q)and then press
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11T L

Z.8

38 Pu

IM

1.

Version and Stateamt
2. Knoledge and Skills
3. Ptusourcs
4. Pabliaatios
S. Behavioral Objectives
6. Activities
Qu
bit

The publications applying, to
this subtask can also be
reviewed.

This None

Smleat Option:

4

10-10-30

37:

SSTEP

SELECT THE PUBLICATIONS OPTION. Enter a 4 and then press

"a RmALIuesO
2.3

Ultm

39Ne

Pabicatio.(s) Reeene
Idntifiain,

Mo~ie), C(bWI....t)

end Title

Bt"

These are the publications
where performance infor-

mation can be found for this
S9=1u

2.
MI 12-3
TM~FZLWM PVAIOM
3.
WWM

subtask.

ICE eo

If you ENTER a Data Field
number, you may also select
to list the breakdowns that

RO

Cal 1-6
O MAIS.

DVW

AS A

Or

apply to the publication you
select. Breakdowns are specific Chapters, Paragraphs,
Tables, etc., within the
publication, where performance information for this
subtask can be found. (If no

M MM FM

orMptr () qit)a ratm))QBreakdowns
ew m~w>
Use<cww>fied
Lhe(mw)

u~ ar((tm.(teidmibar.
q) vi)

S(a~s)

~by

have been listed

the IST, the Breakdown

Screen will be blank.)

10-1040

SSTEP 38:

QUIT THE PUBLICATIONS REFERENCED SCREEN. Enter a 0 (or q)and

then press ZU

.
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z.9

SubTask
NTL
Fromm 2-Lectiaon fo

I. Versin

Processing
Stak!ask

3 pbv n

rMm-am

Behavioral Objectives, once
developed by the IST, are
also available for review.

and Iatamn

aWlue, ad skill.
Z.
3. Portmum kaeurs
4. Fubli'tin
lrlal Objectives
S.
6.
tltt iu 3m
qQuit This ro

select Optim:

S

10-10-41

STEP 39:

SELECT OPTION 5 TO ACCESS BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES. Enter a 5
J.
and then press

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE HAS BEEN LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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a.Ja.iora
Objctive wdtr
1
lehAiral Objetiv
,ata

MutII.13
1.9

3,

b*ep,w

,0

-.

2. Objective Stat=

3. a.teaci
4:.

For the subtask you arc
reviewing, as for every subtask, thcrc should bc at lcast
one Behavioral Objective.
If a Behavioral Objective has

not been developed by the

.as""

5.Trining Materials

IST, the AOTS will provide a

message on
the screen
advising
you
that
No
Behavioral Objective Exists.

1. uit This ee..

Press

Select Option:

L

prompted,

RETBRN J

as

and proceed

to

Step 41.

Just as you would for the
task, you should view the
Behavioral Objective data
for the subtask, to:
[0-10-Q

STEP 40:

SELECT EACH OPTION,
ONE AT A TIME, AND
REVIEW THE BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVE DATA THAT
EXIST FOR THIS SUBTASK.

(This
section
docs
not
illustrate
any
other
screens/prompts/options you will encounter when you
select these options. Eact. menu and data screen you will
see is self-explanatory, ard you may access HELP if you
have any questions.)

i

STEP 41:

o

Determine what an
airman should know
and be able to perform once trained and
evaluated on this
subtask.

o

Determine what information sources are
available for subtask
performance policies
and procedures.

o

Determine the
resources required
when training, evaluating or performing
the subtask.

o

Determine the materials that are available
for requisite
knowledge training
for this subtask.

QUIT THE DISPLAY BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES DATA SCREEN. Enter

a 0 (or q)and then press RURN.
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Sub T a ak
Se lectinfo

P r oce aa in g
&A.
.sUk rN38-0

fto W8

Version ad
,tao,,
Knod am skill

The next step enables you to
access the Activities, which
are

the steps

required

to

perform this subtask.

4.
S. Publicatio
Beaviowal Ob.Jectiues
S. Activiti.

You should review the activities to determine what
steps are required, and the

Q.it This rm

sequence

they

should

be

trained and performed.
select Option:

6-

10-10-43

STEP 42:

NGII1?.UI

SELECT OPTION 6 TO REVIEW THE ACTIVITIES. Enter a 6 and then
press
.

ACTIVITlU Uitm.

3

raw N

The screen will show the first
few activities. To continue

1.9

A==Lm
de

tin

TIff

C.

biIiaaple

otim

TO7M u.

Mln= lM

suaff (UM)

wg

mOg MM NIING To

MT

OW W in

ln:

nwio cmL r iLm

M4g

c

N

your review of all activities

you must press the LP 2nJ
key. For the example illustrated here, the screen shows
the first 3 ot 41 performance
steps.

CTrIUTI0N

Pgut (Qhilt 7

10-10-44

:

(

STEP 43:

JUIT THE ACTIVITIcS SCREEN. Enter a 0 (or q) and then press

STEP 44:

QUIT THE SUBTASK PROCESSING MENU. Enter a 0 (or q) and then
press C.

cRTIIN ).
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"Mr18.1

H TL

z.8

9, b Taak

Pr

,ashk UElta

c a

3 Sou*

,,Ina

Steps 45 and 46 apply to
PRINTING subtask data.

1. Display
2. Print
3. gual.atiodSAbwptm
q. GWit This flmu.

Slat opti..:

2

10-10-45

"

:

N3M..M2

STEP 45:

TL

SELECT THE PRINT OPTION. Enter a 2 and then press

SabTaak

,.Taah

z.6

Pro

c,.ie as10

U

This screen identifies

.

the

number of subtasks pertain-

Sletion
m=TZ

ing to this task (the example
shows 4 subtasks for the task
illustrated).
You may print a specific
subtask by entering the

subtask number; you may

print all subtasks by entering
a (for all); or you may LIST
the subtasks and then enter
the subtask number if you
don't know the subtasks
available for this task.
f

3 S"task Smqusmw

Nombar (lms I to 4). (A)ll ar (L)ist)

A

10-10.46

STEP 46:

ENTER THE SUBTASK NUMBER; ENTER A; OR ENTER L AND THEN
THE SUBTASK NUMBER. You can enter a subtask number followed by a
-orCXRfUJ]-or- you can enter an A (or a) followed by a
you can enter a L (or I) followed by [RIRN and the subtask number
and a .E._
.
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A prompt is displayed for you to specify the Printer ID of the printer at which you
desire to receive the subtask data. Press
will cause the printout to be genreated at
your normal AOTS workstation printer. If you desire to send the printout to another Alps
printer at another AOTS workstation, you are required to enter the Printer ID and then press
u
. (You may receive a list of Printer IDs by calling the AOTS hotline.)
The AOTS will prompt you that the print is occurring. At the completion of the printing
process, the Subtask Editor Main Menu automatically reappears. Go to the ALPS Printer at
your AOTS Workstation or assigned printer to obtain the hard copy of your printed subtask(s).
Once you request something be printed, there will be a delay before printing occurs.
This delay can range from a few seconds to a few minutes depending upon the load on the
AOTS central computer. If you feel that there is a real problem, that is you are getting no
printout after a few minutes, call to the AOTS hotline HELP for assistance.
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K TL

S u6T auak
shhkUtI

Z.8

P

0C a

38 N"

aIn a

Steps 8

Print
3. Evlainusse
Z.

STEP 47:

m.=

I11 illustrate the way

Steps 47 - 53 provide procedures for displaying behav-

This ra

ioral objective data for a
subtask.

Select Option:

.'~

-

to display behavioral objective data for a task.

1.

q. Qui

W

3

SELECT THE EVALUATION SUBSYSTEM OPTION. Enter a 3 and press

&a~
akr

oa

O

aaif

At this screen, you will need
to identify the subtask for
which you want to review

data.

Emm

subtask Senquence Njin

SSTEP 48:

(Plans 1 to 4) or WList >

I

ENTER THE SUBTASK NUMBER (the example Illustrates the first subtask
being selected). Enter the subtask number and then press
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t9u a l ua ton

Z.0

a&bS.

39ow U

t a.

Access lbwo

1. B

Here you access the Behavioral Objectives Editor.

Er

a

q. quit This Ibsus

Select Dtum:

1

10-10-49

STEP 49:

SELECT THE BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES EDITOR OPTION by entering a
1 and then press i.

famvim
Ob.tI uits.
o
Sio,1aW I.nia.ioal Objectie Dta

IJL@1.W
1.9

Nowi

The screen to the left reflects

the kinds of data accesssible
1

2.

To

Tee,

for each

tatement

objective

which

applies to this subtask.

,-joat satemen
Il -', -m

3.
4. ahmom
.
tin.iq latmilal
om it This Hem

Select Opti.:

0-1040

STEP SO:

SELECT EACH OPTION, ONE AT A TIME, AND REVIEW THE BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE DATA THAT HAS BEEN DEVELOPED FOR THIS
SUBTASK. Enter an option and then press
.

If no Behavioral Objectives have been developed for the subtask the AOTS will provide
a message advising you that No Behavioral Objective Exists. Press I,

on the screen, and proceed to Step 52.

as prompted

This section does not illustrate other screens/prompts/options you will encounter when
you select these options. Each menu and data screen is self-explanatory, and you may access
HELP (PAD r1 (minus) key) if you have any questions.
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STEP 51:

QUIT THE DISPLAY BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES DATA SCREEN. Enter
a 0 (or q) and then press CRETURN}.

STEP 52:

QUIT THE EVALUATION SUBSYSTEM ACCESS MENU. Enter a 0 (or q)
and then press [RETURN}.

: STEP 53:

g~

AOTS User's Handbook

STEP 54:

QUIT THE SUBTASK EDITOR MAIN MENU. Enter a 0 (or q) and then
press

QUIT MENU 4. Enter a 0 (or C) and then press C.

When you select the Quit option from Menu 4, the MTL Editor Main Menu is displayed.
(This is also true when you quit Menu 1, Menu 2 or Menu 3.)
o

To DISPLAY data for another task, repeat the previous steps, beginning at Step
4.

o

To SEARCH data for one or more tasks, proceed to Step 55.

o

To PRINT data for one or more tasks, proceed to Step 57.

0

If you are finished accessing task data, select the Quit option (enter Q or q and
press E)
as many times as necessary to return to the AOTS Primary Access
Menu. At that point, you may quit the menu and log off the system or you may
perform another AOTS function.
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Naatm. Tank Lint Editor

NG0003.034

2.9

31 110 GO

sun~ socoitii Police

Steps 55 and 56 apply to the
SEARCH option.

1. Displayj

2. search,
3. Print
4. Access Ditw.t Tausk
List
w.~it This Mona

Snelet Option:

2

10-10451

rn3~ STEP 55:

SELECT THE SEARCH OPTION. Enter a 2 and then press C~U]

NG.WMNL
.1Task

Editor

M~b
YAU

Lint Ista Soweh
hailabin Sarch No"

mCIP

3Lhtvtu

*a

OTOter a
FA F

rh PC
MCNaj Gona
06 0S Tal.

ST M We
1UTw sift
Ti To I&
IMTa- at

IN Tht1

111Iuit
UP
reto
amu.-.
Syobntinsfdta
PT Prior Tuums T1 Task Tug Rod MCVork Centar
3p am
2 TM Ralph

baIti PP Pot Porte

po Fr.ro ai

cuma 2-Chawaater Cads 015.)

(loter liomb Exprwelo

or. (uit

The Task List Data Search
screen is illustrated to the
left. There are 23 categories
of data which may be
searched using, the MTL
Editor.

Seii

aao

datao ore
o n
or more categories, can be
cobntoseofi

searched at one time.

The Search function provides a capability for the
system to identify one or
more task records containing
the data you specif y to
search.

?1

For example, the

system can search the MTL
to identify the tasks performed in one or more
workcenters,
units,
or

10.10m

MAJCOMs.

_____________________________

The data being searched must be entered in a format, referred to as a "Search Expression."
Once a valid expression is entered, the system searches all data for all tasks on the Task List
(within a minute or so); and determines the task(s) which apply to the search being conducted.
While a search is being performed, you may list the task(s) on the screen; when a search is
complete, you may print task data I-or the task(s) identifiled by the search.
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This handbook does not provide the rules or further procedures which apply to the
various search expressions. Call the AOTS hotline when you need to perform the search
function.
STEP 56:

QUIT THE TASK SEARCH MENU. Enter a 0 (or q) and then press

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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Paster Task List Uiltar

NGTUS.BN

Mm

Bwia Becaity Polka

2.6

0

1. Dplay

Steps 57 - 61 cover the procedures for PRINTING task
data.

3. Print
4.
AccesDltmnt Task List
q. Qit This Flme

select aptiam:

3

10-10-3

=:1

STEP 57:

MCA.

SELECT OPTION 3. Enter a 3 and then press

M

Selet Tank(s) to Prmes

2.3

mS

01nm1

1

.

This screen allows you to
specify what task(s) are to be
printed.

You should D Md

print the
h

2. ,etim TakLi
2. Igmaifi Tank ii£ouI
3. Task am"

entiT tLukiIL since each list

,it Thin,W=

contains hundreds of tasks.

q.

If you elect to print a specific
task, you must enter the
TASK ID for the task. (This
option is illustrated to the

select oIM: z

left.)

Butr task id

If you select to print a task
range, you enter the Lirst task

ID in the range, and then
enter the 1W task ID in the

range. (It Is recommended
that you keep within a range
of not more than five tasks.)

10-104.

STEP 58:

SELECT THE SPECIFIC TASK ID OPTION. Enter a 2 and then press
CRrTI
. THEN ENTER THE DESIRED TASK ID. Enter the Task ID
nng to the task for which you desire to print data and press
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WnL.
rAitor - Tan. Print S.ction

C703.004

Z.S.

1. "a

To

Plaid otin.

-

30 NO

page i

etire Taik baw

Z.
MAKI
3. lavioral
Tak Tranin0J0ctivn
4. OccWAatNI SbrWW IW'mrRtI0N
5. Ta k Refrene.
Naga SwatV.
7. ther Syste
8. Specialty Training Standards

s.

options, press the

o Net Print
so ra Print
so Not print
no Nt Print

key.

You may print all data for
the task(s) you selected, by

No1Not print

Selecting Option 1. If you
select Option 1, all options
change to
will automatically
PRINT.

Not Pint
trit

NO
Noreflect

xmm

0

Select E0GINPRINTING
SUlect Print Optons
h Printing-O
*) to
t"m @

um

(Pe 1---> h.a for Paging.
or {(Entnr <field a..
(q> quit) & (rtu.)

w.u (=.,.r> kay,.

Z_

10-1o-55

n

'

STEP 59:

3

Fluid Otimn- - Page I

2.9

You may print specific data

for the task(s) you selected,
by entering the number(s)
corresponding to the data
options you want printed. As
you enter a number and press
RETURN, the option you
select will "toggle" to PRINT.

SELECT OPTION I TO PRINT ALL DATA: OR SELECT THE OPTIONS
CORRESPONDING TO THE SPECIFIC DATA TO BE PRINTED. Enter 1
and then press
]or enter a number corresponding to the
desired data and press
0 (Leamtuntil all desired options
reflected "Print on Page 1; Press (f;
and repeat until all desired options
reflect 'pnnt on Page 2).

NIL ultor - Task Print Selection

"7s03.004

first page of two pages that

Pint

O Not

sm.

The screen to the left is the
contain print options for task
data. To see the remaiiin

No print

Sa

9. MCIN PRINTING

AOTS User's Handbook

NOWU

To start the printing process,
you need to select the BEGIN

print

PRINTING option.
This
option appears on both pages

2. Dalmm.Iaor.i

Pit

selected, this option toggles

3. Task TrainIng Nodule
Information
4. Ocmpetiml Suae
5 Tak Nr
6. 1ne
Sratam
7. Other fvt=W
8. SpecialtV Training Standards

No

9. N1IN PRINTING

No

1. "M Etire Tank IDord

S Nt Print

te

Ta

Sela t Print Optimm; blet
Press
Ubm (rw)

how.

(P

No
No
Do
No
No

t
Nt
Not
Not
Not
Not

of the Print Menu.
Print

1IN PRINTING

*) to ADMNG
Printing

Lim (page Lou. M for paging.
W ((Otm. (field
bmh). (q) quit) I (retain))

STEP 60:

from "No" to "Yes."

Print
Print
Print
print
Print

9

SELECT THE BEGIN PRINTING OPTION. Enter a 9 and then press
I

CITUKIN

(if you are viewing PageI ); or enter 20 (or 21) and press
(ifyou are viewing Page 2).
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In
iitor - task Plt

MCI.K

z.9

as

SleUtio
1.

via& artin - ?a"

1. Tl

am rat Print

Rtire Pa

Pnt

TanStaement

Ocprinted.
ti
lorottln
s Task .,ftfmor

t Nt Print
Not pit

7. ftm ktftt
B. Spuinalt T.rini

Do Nt P.t

3.. Texk training Modlso

Net print

4. o

9.

Vag

Selct Print Optios:

how

Sect

=IN P

If you want the hard copy to

G

be

MM Printing
CM. 0 11

____

NOTE:

at

an

AOTS

one at which you nor-

Moethe

STEP 61:

printed

Workstation different from

1 0047

(

A prompt is added at the
bottom
of
the
screen
instructing you to identify
the ID of the printer where
the task data are to be
If you want the hard copy of
the task data to print at the
AOTS Workstation where you
normall
work,
press

itPr
taunii

=IN PRINTING

S

Moi M

Press

mally work, enter the printer
ID that applies. (You can
obtain a list of the PRINTER
IDs from the IST.)

or input another printer ID and then press

i

.

The AOTS will provide a message indicating the Task ID(s) for which task
data are being printed for. Once the print process is complete, the MTL Editor
Main Menu automatically appears on the screen. Go to the ALPS Printer (at
our workstation, or the workstation where you sent the print), to obtain your
ard copy of the task data.

LAST STEP
To discontinue your review, search, or print of task data, simply continue to Quit from each
screen until you reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. Enter a Q (or q) followed by pressing
iE
J until the Primary Access Menu reappears.
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10.12 Access Position Requirements/Create a New Duty Position

The AOTS enables you, as a Supervisor, to define the performance requirements for
individuals assigned to duty positions within your area of responsibility. When you need to
create a new duty position within the AOTS, or change the performance requirements for an
existing duty position, you will use the Operational Position Task Requirements (OPTR)
Editor.
The OPTR Editor enables you to create a new OPTR; change data for an OPTR; print
or review a listing of OPTRs; print or review a single OPTR; and to delete an OPTR, among
other functions.

An OPTR is a list of tasks to be performed and courses to be
completed by the individual(s) assigned to a specific duty position.
Each OPTR is tailored to the individual(s) occupying the duty
position.

Within the AOTS, OPTRs have been established for many duty positions. Each OPTR
is identified by a unique OPTR ID, whereby the ID is the same as the duty position number
of the position for which the OPTR applies.
o

As a supervisor, you are responsible for ensuring that an OPTR exists, within
the AOTS, for each duty position occupied by one or more persons working for
you. If an OPTR does not exist for a duty position, you are responsible for
creating a new OPTR. Also, you are responsible for reviewing and maintaining
the accuracy of OPTR data for each duty position within your area of responsibility.

Once an OPTR exists for a duty position, you are then able to assess the qualifications
of one or more persons with respect to the position's requirements; and you can assign one
or more persons against the OPTR. (Section 10.13 provides procedures for these functions.)
In addition to the OPTR Editor, you will need to interface with other AOTS editors
and data when creating or editing an OPTR. The editors you will most often use are listed
below:
o

The ATR Editor - to obtain an airman's duty position number and duty title
from the personnel data contained in their Airman Training Record (ATR).

o

The GPTR Editor -- to determine whether or not a GPTR exists from which an
OPTR can be created. A Generic Position Task Requirement (GPTR) is a generic
list of tasks normally performed by all airman in the same type of duty position
(e.g., Crew Chief, OER Clerk, Flight Chief).

o

The MTL Editor -- to obtain task statements and Task IDs for tasks performed
in an Air Force Specialty, from which you determine the tasks to be listed in an
OPTR.
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The OTR Editor -- to obtain course titles and Course IDs for other training
requirements (OTRs) which apply to AF duty positions, from which you determine
the courses to be listed in an OPTR.

To determine if position requirements have been defined for an individual's duty
position, you must accomplish the following actions:
o

Review the airman's personnel data within their ATR to determine the duty
position number and duty title which corresponds to the position the individual
occupies. If the person's position number and duty title have not yet been updated
into the AOTS, you may obtain this information from the Unit Manning Document
(UMD).

0

Review a listing of existing OPTRs to determine whether or not an OPTR exists
for the airman's duty position. The OPTRs are listed in numerical order, by OPTR
ID. (Remember, an OPTR ID is the same as the airman's duty position number;
and an OPTR Title is similar to, or the same as, the airman's duty title.)

0

If one or more OPTRs exist for the duty position, you will review the task
requirements and other training requirements of the OPTR(s), to determine if an
"individualized" version of the OPTR is necessary.
There are two versions of OPTRs: Standard and Individualized.
A standard version OPTR defines a duty position where the tasks to
be performed and courses to be completed are the same for all persons
who occupy the position. The OPTR ID for a standard version OPTR
is a seven digit number (equal to the duty position number), followed
by the code: STD.
An individualized version OPTR defines a duty position where more
than one person occupies the position and different tasks are performed or different courses must be completed b the persons occupying the position. The OPTR ID for an individualized version OPTR
is a seven dilit number (equal to the duty position number), followed
by a three digit numeric code: 001, 002, 003, etc.

o

If an OPTR does not exist for the position, or if an individualized version of an
existing OPTR is required, you must create a new OPTR.

To create a new OPTR you may enter all data for the OPTR; or you may copy data
from another OPTR or a GPTR, and then edit (add to, delete from, or reorder) the copied
data. Because an OPTR may contain numerous tasks and courses, it is recommended that
you copy existing data, whenever possible.
o

If an OPTR exists which closely resembles the requirements of the individual's
position, you will copy the existing OPTR, and then edit the data, to create the
new OPT R.

o

If an OPTR does not exist which resembles the requirements of the position, you
will review GPTR data. A GPTR defines the generic position task requirements
for a type of duty position (e.g., Crew Chief, Law Enforcement Patrolman, and
Flight Chief). A GPTR can be used as a baseline for creating a new OPTR.
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You will need to print a listing of the GPTRs, and possibly the data
for one or more GPTRs, to determine if a GPTR exists for the type
of duty position being updated.
o

If a GPTR exists, you will copy the GPTR and then edit the data to create the
new OPTR; if a GPTR does not exist, you will need to create the new OPTR by
updating all data for the OPTR.

To create or edit an OPTR, you need to have access to the following data, from which
you determine the tasks to be performed and the courses to be completed for the OPTR:
0

A complete list of Task IDs and task statements for tasks performed in the Air
Force Specialty (these data are reflected on the MTL and Final Local-New Task
List).

0

A complete list of Course IDs and course titlez for other training requirements
(these data are reflected on various OTR Lists).

This section of the handbook provides you with procedures and information which
will help you list, print and review OPTR data; access GPTR data; and create a new duty
position within the AOTS.
o

Lists for task data and OTR data may already exist at your AOTS Workstation;
if not, contact the IST representative (for the AFS involved) by calling the AOTS
hotline. These lists are large and take a considerable amount of time to print.
Current printouts of these lists should be made available for use at the workstation
-- it is not cost effective for each supervisor to print these lists.
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The remainder of this section is organized in the following manner:
o

Steps 3 - 14 provide procedures for determining whether or not an OPTR exists
for an individual's duty position, and

o

Steps 15 - 42 provide procedures for creating a new OPTR.

As mentioned earlier in this section, you will first need to review the current list of
OPTRs to determine whether or not an OPTR exists for an individual's duty position. It is
recommended that you print the list of OPTRs, however, you may review the list on line
instead of printing the list. (More data is printed on a single page of printout than can be
viewed on a single screen, and you may have to refer to the list more than once.) Steps 4 7 contain procedures for printing a list of OPTRs.

~

STEP 4:

SELECT THE PRINT OPTRs OPTION. Enter 6 and then press

STEP 5:

SELECT THE ALL OPTRs OPTION. Enter A (or a) and then press

STEP 6:

PRESS
OR ENTER A PRINTER ID. Press X1.lJ
to
print the list at your AOTS Workstation printer, or enter a valid AOTS Printer
ID and press L 1EIRN to print the list at another designated AOTS Workstation printer. (You may obtain a list of AOTS Printer IDs by calling the
AOTS hotline.)

A prompt will appear on the screen, indicating that the printing is occurring. Once
the prompt disappears from the screen, you may obtain the OPTR List from the printer.
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1e.teh

by:

AeroOpect SyS Security Specialist
29 Tasks. Created by: MSgt Bertrand, Charles M.
Aero5l .C SCty Sp*Ct
27 Tasks Created by:
AEROSPACE
STS SC7Y SPECL
104 Tasks. Created by:
Armed Rsptore T.eStcurity lespprise Team (L*.der/eimer)
81 Tasks. Created by: TSG BOOth, Riclard L.
AkROSPACISCTY 9PEReVISON
30 Tasks. Created by:
AEROSPACE
SCTY SUPVI
43 Tasks. Created by:
Aerospace $cty Spect
29 Tasks, Created by:
AtrStpce Scty Spect
42 Tasks, Created by:
Security Oe rjisor
101 Tasks, Created by: Civ Popp. Gary 9.
AeroSpace Scty Swpor
100 Tasks, Created by: Civ Popp, Gary K.
Flight Chief/Aerospace Sys scty Sper-isor
128 Tasks. Created by: TSG Moth. Richard L.
AreotspascSec Spvr
142 Tasks, Created by: Cle P,
Gary N.
Aerospace Sety Suiper
(.2 Tasks, Created by:
Flight Chief
32 Tasks, Created by: "t Bertrand0 Ctartes .

STEP 7:

REVIEW THE OPTR UST TO IDENTIFY WHETHER OR NOT AN OPTR ID
EXISTS FOR THE INDIVDUAL'S DUTY POSITION. Review the OPTRI1Ds
on the list, to identify an ID that matches the airman's duty position number.

The listing provides the following data:
o

The OPTR IDs that exist for the duty positions in the Air Force Speciality; and
the Version codes for each OPTR (i.e., "STD" for standard version OPTR; "numeral"
for individualized version OPTR),

o

The OPTR Title (duty title) that applies to each position,

o

The number of tasks and courses defined for each OPTR, and

o

The name of the person who created each OPTR (not available for some OPTRs).

If one or more OPTR IDs exist which match the person's duty position number, you
will need to review the tasks and other training requirements that make up the OPTR data
for the position.
o

If the tasks and courses for the existing OPTR(s) are not sufficiently tailored to
the individual, you will need to create a new individualized version of the OPTR.
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STEP 8:
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STEP 9:
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When you specify an OPTR, two entries of data are required:
o
the OPTR ID (seven digit numerical entry) and
o

the code identifying the OPTR version (three digit entry: STD for standard
version; or numeral (001, 002, etc.) for individualized version).
STEP 10:

ENTER THE OPTR ID. Enter the seven digit OPTR ID which Is the same as
the individual's duty position number, and then press M.
(In the
example above, OPTR ID 0125047 has been entered.)
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The version for each OPTR is provided on the OPTR Listing. You may review the
listing on line, or you may have already printed the listing (Steps 4-6). Remember, there are
two versions of OPTRs: Standard and Individualized.

(~

o

A Standard version OPTR represents a position where all persons occupying the
position are required to perform the same tasks and complete the same courses.
"STD" is the code which designates a standard version OPTR.

o

Individualized versions of an OPTR represent a position occupied by more than
one person, where different tasks or courses are required by the individuals
occupying the position. The "individualized versions" of an OPTR enable you to
tailor the duty position requirements into more than one OPTR, whereby you can
specify the requirements for each individual occupying the position. A numeral
(up to 3 digits) is used to designate an individualized version OPTR.

o

When you review, print, create, delete or edit an OPTR, you must specify the
version of the OPTR as well as the OPTR ID.

o

You may specify the version by selecting the Standard OPTR or Individualized
OPTR option; or by selecting the List option and then selecting from the versions
listed. The List option is illustrated at the next step.
-

If you select the Standard OPTR option, instead of the List option,
proceed to Step 13.

-

If you select the Individualized OPTR option, you must enter the
version number of the OPTR for which you desire to obtain data;
then, proceed to Step 13.

STEP 11:

SELECT THE UST OPTION. Enter L (or I) and then press (RUXN .
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STEP 13:

PRESS
J OR ENTER A PRINTER ID. Press C Tf I
to
print the list at your AOTS Workstation printer; or enter a valid AOTS Printer
ID and press ( RETURN to print the list at another designated AOTS Workstation printer. (You may obtain a list of AOTS Printer IDs by calling the
AOTS hotline.)

A prompt will appear on the screen, indicating that the print output is being generated.
The printer begins to print the output once the prompt on the screen disappears from view.
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The following information explains the data printed for an OPTR:
o
o
o

The OPTR ID and version number are contained in the title of the printout, as
well as the Air Force Speciality which applies. The OPTR title is contained in
the subtitle of the printout.
Each task performed by the individual(s) occupying the position is listed (by
Task ID and Task Statement).
Each course required to be completed by the individual(s) occupying the position
is listed (by Course Id and Course Title).
STEP 14:

REVIEW THE OPTR DATA TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT THE
OPTR IS SUFFICIENTLY TAILORED TO THE INDIVIDUAL

If the individual is required to perform most of the tasks and complete most of the
courses listed for the OPTR, you will not need to create a new OPTR.

o

However, if the individual is required to perform tasks or complete courses which
are considerably different from those listed in the OPTR, you will need to review
other versions of the OPTR. To review another version of the OPTR, you must
repeat Steps 8 - 14.

o

If no other versions of the OPTR exist, or if the other versions are not sufficiently
tailored for the individual, you must create a new (individualized version) OPTR.
The remaining portion of this section explains how you create a new OPTR.
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TO CREATE A NEW OPTR
Steps I - 14 explained how to determine whether or not an OPTR exists for an individual's
duty position. When an OPTR does not exist for a duty position, or when the existing
OPTR(s) is not sufficiently tailored for an individual, you must create a new OPTR.
To create a new OPTR, you will:
o

Copy data from an existing OPTR and then edit the data for the new OPTR, or

o

Copy data from an existing GPTR and then edit the data for the new OPTR, or

o

Update all data for the OPTR.

Steps 4 - 7 explain how to print and review a listing of all OPTRs for an Air Force
Specialty.
:

STEP 15:

REVIEW THE OPTR LIST TO DETERMINE THE OPTR(S) FROM WHICH
YOU MAY COPY DATA TO CREATE A NEW OPTR.

Review the OPTR IDs and OPTR Titles, and isolate those OPTRs which may contain
the data you need. For example: If an OPTR ID does not exist which matches the duty
position number of the position, you would review the list to identify an OPTR with the
same (or similar) duty title; If an OPTR ID does match a duty position number, you would
review the list to identify the different versions of the OPTR.
o

If you identify one or more OPTRs, proceed to Step 16.

o

If you did not identify an OPTR from the list, proceed to the information
following Step 16.
STEP 16:

REVIEW THE SPECIFIC OPTR(S) TO DECIDE WHETHER OR NOT THE
TASKS AND COURSES ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE WHICH APPLY TO
THE NEW OPTR.

Steps 8 - 14 explain how to print a single OPTR.
o

If you determine that an OPTR has sufficient data which can be copied to create
the new OPTR, proceed to Step 27.

o

If you determine that no OPTR exists from which you can copy data to creatc
the new OPTR, proceed to the following information and Step 17.
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SELECT THE REVIEW GPTRs OPTION. Enter 5 and then press
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~ STEP 18:

SELECT THE PRINT GPTR LISTING OPTION. Enter 3 and then press
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PRESS CifI)OR ENTER APRINTER ID. Press C
flDto
print the list at your ACSWorkstation printer; or enter avalid AOTS Printer

STEP 19:

IDand press LRELIR N Jto print the list at another designated AOTS

Workstation printer. (You may obtain a list of AOTS Printer IDs by calling
the AOTS hotline.)
A prompt is displayed on the screen, advising you that the printed listing is being
generated. Once the prompt disappears from the screen, you may obtain the printout from
the designated printer.
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Before the AOTS was available within the workcenters, members of the IST updated
GPTRs into the system. Each GPTR is identified by:
o
A three digit numeric code (e.g., 001, 185, and 686),
o
The type of duties performed in the position (i.e, Supervisory, Technician, Both
or Other), and
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A title (e.g., Law Enforcement Patrolman, Flight Chief).
STEP 20:

REVIEW THE LISTING TO IDENTIFY WHETHER OR NOT A GPTR
EXISTS FOR THE TYPE OF DUTY POSITION YOU ARE CREATING.

If a GPTR title exists which resembles the type of duties the individual performs in

his/her duty position, you should review the GPTR, therefore, proceed to Step 21. By
reviewing the GPTR, you can then determine whether or not you can create the new OPTR
by copying data from the GPTR.
o

MG
Im.0
1.4

If a GPTR does not exist for the type of duties performed by the individual,

proceed to Step 26.
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PRESS CXf~JTO UST THE GPTRs.

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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STEP 24:

PRESS C
OR ENTER A PRINTER ID. Press CIl.
to
print the list atyour AOTS Workstation printer, or enter a valid AOTS Printer
ID and press LS.EfiLBbl to print the list at another designated AOTS Work-

station printer. (You may obtain a list of AOTS Printer IDs by calling the
AOTS hotine.)
A prompt will appear advising you that the GPTR print is being generated.
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REVIEW THE GPTR DATA TO DECIDE WHETHER OR NOT THE TASKS
ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE WHICH APPLY TO THE NEW OPTR.

STP25

If a GPTR contains tasks which can be used as a baseline for the new OPTR, you will
copy the GPTR as part of the process when creating the OPTR. If a GPTR does not contain
data which can be used as a baseline for the new OPTR, you must update all data for the
new OPTR.
o
j

Repeat Steps 21

~

-

25 if you wish to print another GPTR to review.

SELECT THE QUIT OPTION FROM THE GPTR MAIN MENU. Enter 0 (or

STEP 26:

q) and then press

NSW.l

Opeational Position Zask 3"alr.,tzi

1.

aa

3 Jam 39

io

I retamVAO

Z: Ui &110113Menu

To create a new OPTR, you
must select the f irst option
on the OPTR Editor Main
(illustrated to the lef t).

4. Belau. an 0F11
S. Asie. CPT%
6. Print OPIue
7. List 011kb
q. bsit This

N~wa

elast Option:

I-

10-12-20

in~~STEP

27:

SELECT THE CREATE A NEW OPTR OPTION. Enter 1 and then press
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OiJMIU

The OPTR Specification
screen is where you specify
the OPTR ID and version for
the new OPTR.

8675426

Individualized Version,:

latn OFlU to Cre.ate.

Pra

P"M
M

Pieass IRMA a Vales batus...

to abort.

I AM 9999M

10-12-21

(

~

1inTfl7.311

STEP 28:

ENTER THE OPTR ID. Enter the seven d~aft yps .ion number for
which the OPTR applies and then press LZ~)

Operatioal Position ?Usk lAMqiresu

1.5

3 Jan 89

OF72 SMacicatim

OPTI Ndyt Position:

0U11Z

The prompt at the bottom of
the screen changes, for you
to specify the version of the
new OPTR.

@67S42

lndividlualied Version:

Select CShtaudad OPM, WLiet, Inter (1adisidualizaJ OPTu7 2
10-12-22

You will select the Standard OPTR option if:
o
the position is occupied by one individual, or
o
all individuals occupying the position perform the same tasks and complete the
same courses.
You will select the Individualized OPTR option if:
0
the duty position is occupied by more than one individual and separate versions
of the OPTR are necessary to identify differences in the tasks performed and
courses completed by the individuals occupying the position.
When an OPTR is a standard version OPTR, the version is represented by the code
"STD." When an OPTR is an individualized version OPTR, the version is represented by a
three digit numeral (e.g., 001, 002).
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DR A F T
SELECT.THE STANDAR D OR INDMDUALIZED
OPTR OPTION. Enter S
(or 3) andPress
;-.Or enterI (Or 1)and Press
, and
then enter a version number. (Standard version
has been illustrated.)

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE
LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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The OPTR Create Options

screen is illustrated to the
It is at tids point where
you identify how you want
to update the data for the

om

Q.it This PamOPTR.
Select Oties:

-

10-12-23

If you previously determined that data from an existing OPTR closely resembles the
tasks and courses required for the new OPTR, you will select the first option on this screen.

You will then see screens and prompts which enable you to specify the OPTR to be copied
(you will enter the OPTR ID and version code).

If you previously determined that data from an existing GPTR closely resembles the
tasks required for the new OPTR, you will select the second option on this screen. You will
then see screens and prompts which enable you to specify the GPTR to be copied.
If you previously determined that data must be entirely entered for the OPTR (because
data can neither be copied from an OPTR nor a GPTR), you will select the third option.

STEP 30:

SELECT THE OPTION CORRESPONDING TO HOW YOU WILL ENTER
THE DATA FOR THE OPTR. Enter 1, 2 or 3 and then press
).

If you selected option I or 2, provide the identification data for the OPTR or GPTR
to be copied (screens and prompts you will see are not illustrated).
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Omatotgmal Position Tsk Smi @wrt
Positi, Title tar oS420-M

. am Title:
mt b :

Deve

The screen illustrated to the
left reflects the OPTR
Identification data for the
new OPTR.

=%

The OPTR ID and version

. Mar A.

are identified in the subtitle
of the screen. The OPTR
Title is identified at Data
Field 1.

Uve (M-)

ho

or,
azterz

lelt

Mfther,

(q> quit) a (zMHtu)

I.

10-1224

If you copied an OPTR or GPTR, the title of the copied OPTR/GPTR is reflected. If
you did not copy an OPTR or GPTR, no OPTR title is reflected on this screen. An OPTR
title should be the same as the duty title of the individual(s) who occupies the duty position.
If you need to change the OPTR title, proceed to Step 31. If the OPTR title reflected
on the screen is correct for the new OPTR, skip Step 31 and proceed to Step 32.

(

STEP 31:

ENTER THE OPTR TITLE FOR THE OPTR BEING CREATED. Enter 1 (for
field
g")and
then You
pressmay have to toggle
.;thenthe
enter
the title and then
pressnumber
L
. (Note:
INSERT/OVERWRITE mode when entering the duty tite. This is done by pressing the UM
key on the KEYPAD, so that the word OVERWRITE appears in yellow at the
top right comer of your screen.)

STEP 32:

QUIT THE POSITION TITLE SCREEN. Enter 0 (or q) and then press
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. position

2. Ang Tas

9

The OPTR Data Selection
menu is now in view (illustrated to the left).

Titt.

Trainn

3 . "A acal~bw AF, skN,
q.iieu te
4. Ot tbaiOi

0tlqm~

~ts

The options appearing

this

screen

identify

on

the

different data which are
entered and stored for an
OPTR.

q. kit This ln

slect Optim: Z.

10-12-25

SELECT THE AFS TASK TRAINING REQUIREMENTS OPTION. Enter 2
and then press C.

STEP 33:

Tasm Selacted amd PrImity
O1U l6W4-T3 - Ogi9M .auait Polim

rg S.01
1.6
1. 013l9

6 Jam 8

The

screen now

reflects a list

anz
MWW OPEMo MINTWIME ONm M-i&

of Task IDs and task state-

2. 3m0
MU DMRS ONDO FN

tasks

3.

Fl

14M (A

ments which apply to the

s.

MtM
(A )Ib to and.

in

this

If an OPTR or GPTR had

P0wM

been copied, the tasks you
see are those that were listed
for the OPTR/GPTR which
had been copied. If an OPTR
or GPTR had not been

UZaS TOmInTiNW&ITLFIC16i0M

4. PSUs
FPUAI A6

performed

position.

ORM TrMWIC 13C0t)

riJUM

TWTIC TICUM

0

VIoNATION NTIChS

copied to create this OPTR,

TomS

4A A?~t~m
t ttM A myou
IS
(ms-t,

(T)ak ract r, (S)emc,

(p)elotw,

Po.

really,
(order m

(I)sPri,

ltize.

will not see task data on
the screen.

(pq.it I

10-12-26

The prompt at the bottom of the screen contains options for changing or specifying
tasks for the OPTR, and for determining the order the tasks should be listed. Depending
on how many changes are required, you may need to repeat options more than once.
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You must delete each task that is not performed by the individual(s) occupying
the position. To delete a task: select the Delete option (enter D or d and press
z'rEiJ); then, enter the data field number corresponding to the task to be
deleted and press
. A prompt is displayed, to verify that you want the
item deleted; if you enter Y (yes), the task is deleted and all data after the task

are moved up one field on the screen; if you enter N (no), the deletion is ignored.
o

You must add each task that is performed by the individual(s) occupying the
position. You will need to review the Master Task List (MTL) to determine the
Task IDs which are defined for the Air Force Specialty. (A printout of Task IDs

and task statements for the MTL should be available at the workstation - if not,
call the AOTS hotline.) You cannot determine the Task IDs that apply to the
OPTR unless you have access to all Task IDs for the AFS. To add a task, you
can select one of two options on the screen:
The Add to End option enables you to add one or more Task IDs to
the end of the list. Enter A (or a) and press £Errifl; then enter the
Task ID to be added and press
i-. You may continue adding
Task IDs, one at a time. Once you press return twice in a row (as a
prompt will indicate on the screen), the Add to End option is discontinued and the original prompt is returned to the screen.
The Insert option enables you to insert one or more Task IDs anywhere
on the list. Enter I (or i) and press ERU i; then enter the Task ID
to be added and press
. You may continue to insert Task IDs,
one at a time. Once you press
u
twice in a row (as the prompt
indicates), the Insert option is discontinued and the original prompt
is returned to the screen.
0

You must rank-order the tasks listed for the OPTR. The AOTS has a built in
rank-ordering scheme which you should employ, by selecting the Reprioritize
option (enter R or r and press
). Based on a variety of task factors
(percent performed, task difficulty, etc.) stored for each task, the system rankorders the tasks and lists them by priority. You are also able to manually order
tasks by selecting the Order Manually option and entering data as required by
the prompts which appear on the screen.
STEP 34:

MODIFY THE LST OF TASKS FOR THE OPTR, AS NECESSARY. Information has been provided above, which explains how you should modify
the data to reflect only those tasks which apply to the OPTR being created;
and how to rank-order the tasks.

STEP 35:

QUIT THE OPTR TASK SELECTION AND PRIORITY SCREEN. Enter 0

(or q) and then press A.
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raw

Select 0tin:

The OPTR Data Selection
Menu returns to view (as
illustrated to the left).
Once you have defined the
AFS tasks which apply to the
OPTR, you then must define
any local or new tasks which
apply to the OPTR.

3

10-12-27

STEP 36:

SELECT THE ADD LOCAL/NEW AFS TASK REQUIREMENTS OPTION.

Enter 3 and then press

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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You will need to obtain a list of Task IDs an the list of Task IDs and task statements
which make up the Local-New Task List for the Air Force Specialty. This list should be
available at the AOTS Workstation; if not, call the AOTS hotline.
o

Review the list to determine if one or more local/new tasks should be added to
the OPTR. If you need to add a task, you can add it at the end or insert it
anywhere on the list. If you add one or more tasks, you may also want to have
the system reprioritize the tasks for the OPTR (select the reprioritize option).
The Add to End, Insert, and Reprioritize options are the same options explained
between Steps 33 and 34.

STEP 37:

MODIFY THE TASKS FOR THE OPTR, IF NECESSARY.

STEP 38:

QUIT THE OPTR TASKS SELECTION AND PRIORITY SCREEN. Enter 0
(or q) and then press
.
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Data Selection Menu applies
to the Other Training

I

Position Titl:
9Wreweete
Z. "s 74811 TPA,
L--,amo
T~a, fwi,
4. ftmr t?"Wast . WS
lm~il
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Qit Thi.

Requirements (OTRs) which
apply to the duty position.

Other training requirements, with respect to an
OPTR, includes:
(1) Ancillary Courses;
(2)
Additional
Duty

sa.

Select ftio.:

The last option on the OPTR

4

Courses;
(3) Contingency Tasks; and
(4) ECI/CDC courses.

10-12-29

(

STEP 39:

1GuSS.1g

SELECT THE OTHER TRAINING REQUIREMENTS OPTION. Enter a 4
and then press C__EiJ
.

OPI Ot.

1.3

6 Jan U9

Tweisig bquimments

If you copied an OPTR to

Ot 011 List

1. ANU
2. ATEW

3. AM16

,m,,
s. cl3
4.

create this OPTR, you may

Title

CmmltitatIea
c..e ?.ion

see OTR data on the screen.
OTR data includes Course
IDs and Course Titles for

cam

air AU arnWW9

Training

ver

Ancillary, Additional Duty

U

and ECI/CDC courses, and

ft=idmt *,.lwg

Monitoing a tm tt n& -itin rpm

Task IDs and task statements
for Contingency Tasks.

=mltee DariNg Anesgeuw Slteatia..

The screen will not reflect
data if you did not copy an
OPTR, or if the OPTR you
copied did not contain OTR
data.
Che...

Idit optiom (N)oditg,

(1)ret, (A)dd To End,

CD)lete, (Q)uit 7.

10-12-30

If a course/task is listed which does not apply to the OPTR being created, you must
delete the OTR from the list. To delete an OTR, select the Delete option (enter D or d and
press
)uthen, enter the data field number corresponding to the OTR to be deleted
and press ErJ.
You then must determine the OTRs which should be added to the OPTR. You must
have access to the OTR lists which are available from the system. You cannot determine
the OTRs which should be listed for this OPTR, unless you review all the OTRs which exist
(OTR data is not sorted by Air Force Specialty). The OTR Lists should be available at the
AOTS workstation; if not, call the AOTS hotline. There are two ways in which you add one
or more OTRs to the OPTR:
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o

Select the Insert option (enter I or i and press C rrus ); enter the data field
number to identify where the OTR data is to be listed, and press E iIUiEI; enter
the code representing the type of OTR (a legend is provided in a prompt which
lists the codes), and press return; then, enter the OTR ID of the OTR to be added,
and press RErURN I

o

Select the Add to End option (enter A or a and press EErRD); enter the code
representing the type of OTR (a legend is provided in a prompt) and press EErr D;
then, enter the OTR ID of the OTR to be added, and press

-OR

-

STEP 40:

MODIFY THE OTHER TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE OPTR, IF
NECESSARY. The procedures have been explained above. No other
screens/prompts/options are provided for illustration.

STEP 41:

QUIT THE OPTR OTHER TRAINING REQUIREMENTS SCREEN. Enter 0
and then press
.

PRU.iU
1.5

hDta slectim 1m
OM 1 9654a-m

3 Jan 89

The OPTR Data Selection
Menu reappears nn the
screen (as illustrated at the

left).
You have

i sraiLo
wii
z2.A
fa
3. htUdLacalim WdX Usk %twqmiwwu
4.
fm
utIhUAU
,, ,i=,t
q. %it T....

Smimt ots:

completed

the

creation of the new OPTR at
this point. Next, you should
print the OPTR and review
the data for accuracy.

4

10-1241

(

STEP 42:

QUIT THE OPTR DATA SELECTION SCREEN. Enter 0 (or q) and then
pressc.

To print the newly created OPTR, repeat Steps 8 through 13. If data is incorrect, you
must then edit the OPTR to correct the invalid data.
0

To edit the OPTR, you will need to select the Edit an OPTR option from the
OPTR Main Menu (this is Option 2 on the menu). You will then enter the OPTR
ID and version, after which the OPTR Data Selection Menu is displayed. Steps
33 through 42 provide the procedures you must follow when editing the OPTR.
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LAST STEP

Select the Quit option (enter Q and press return) enough times to- return to the AOTS
Primary Access Menu. At that point, you may quit the menu and log off the system, or you
may perform another AOTS function.

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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10.13 Perform Qualification Assessment (Training Needs Diagnosis)

The Qualification Assessment process enables you, as a Supervisor, to match individuals
on your supervision list against position training requirements. Based on this matching you
can readily:

o

determine which airmen on your supervision list are most nearly position qualified
for each of the duty positions you supervise;

o

compare the qualifications of various airmen on one or more positions;

o

identify the AFS Tasks and Other Training Requirements (OTR) on which each
airman who is assessed on a position needs to be trained to become fully position
qualified;

o

make duty assignments that will require the least amount of training to ensure
that all positions are covered by position qualified personnel;

o

determine the number of tasks on which airmen under you need to be trained;

This section of the AOTS User's Handbook details the steps required to perform
Qualification Assessments against AFS duty positions on the airmen assigned to you for
supervision.
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Qualification Assessment is
a function perf ormed within

I Pesnlann Infomsation

the Training Management

3.aNster Task List CMI) InmtWcu

component is accessed via

PORG hn'"

Option 2 on the AOTS Pri-

1~f

mary Access Menu (illustrated at the left).

gai~t This in..u

Select fttio": 2
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SSTEP 1:

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter a 2 and then

E3~

press

NGISISfn

Sletion rNm

3 "a. 6

If you are authorized to
access data for more than
one AFS you will see the
screen illustrated to the lef t.
The AFS you select must he

1.6
nlm select tim ofinsr" AM:

1. *=4 Tatia AicatHano

2. 4seu

3. rJ

ftsm M Powlss
IP-mosI

4. sliml

Isocaity9

the same as the AFS for the

Polic,

position or person for which
you are performing the
qualif ication
assessment
process.

q . Rit Thi ram

Select Option:

4-

If the individuals listed on
your Supervision List have
the same CAFSC, your access
to data is restricted to that
AFS. Theref ore, you will not
see the AFS Selection screen
nor will you perform Step 2.

10-13-2

SSTEP

2:

SELECT THE AFS. Enter the number corresponding to the desired AFS

and then pressC flD
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STEP 3:

~

SELECT THE QUALIFICATION ASSESSMENT OPTION. Enter 4 and then

.
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illustrated to the
left screen
co- tains options which

enab le you to: (1) assess the
qualif ications of one or more
persons asainst a specific

t

rnsa

su

duty position (Option 1); (2)
assess the qualifications of
one individual against one or

Thi No

more duty positions, (Option

Select tim:

2); and (3) review OPTR data
(Option 3).

10134

The remainder of this section is organized in two parts: Part A covers qualification
assessment by position; Part B covers qualification assessment by airman. (Ortion 3 is not
covered in this section. Section 10-12 of this handbook provides you with procedures for
reviewing OPTR data.)
o

The two assessment modes are similar but enable you to accomplish different
f unctions.
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0

Either mode permits you to assess the qualifications of onc airman against onc
position. If you are performing a qualification assessment for one individual,
you may refer to the instructions provided in either Part A or Part B of this
section.

0

Either mode enables you to assign an individual against a duty position; whereby
the person's individual training requirements (ITR) are automatically established
and updated in his/her ATR. Once established, you are then able to revise the
ITR data as necessary.

0

If you want to compare two or more airmen against one position, you must refer
to Part A of this section. This assessment mode enables you to compare the
amount of training that each airmen would need to qualify for the same duty
position.

0

If you want to assess an individual against two or more positions, you must refer
to Part B of this section. This assessment mode enables you to assess the amount
of training the airman would need to qualify for each duty position.

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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This part of the Qualif ication Assessment procedures
explains how you assess the
qualif ications of one or more

individuals against a spe-
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cific duty position.
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~ STEP 4:

"671111.3111

SELECT THE BY POSITION OPTION. Enter a 1and then press

Operational Position !aah bqMlru

1.1

-1

3 Jam U9

OMuSpeciication

CFu

Wty position:

btoM

fo

8=01%.

ftingmt

List.

The

OPTR

Specification

screen is used to specify the
QPTR ID and version for the
position which you will use
during the assessment pro-

press PAS

Flown. [mt a wala. beta... :

STEP 5:

WAl!Z

to abort.

ad W9M

ENTER THE OPTR IDTHAT APPLIES TO THE POSITION FOR WHICH
YOU WILL ASSESS THE QUALIFICATIONS OF ONE OR MORE INDIVIDUALS. Enter the seven dikOT ID (which isthe same as the duty position number) and press LLfAJ
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You may specify the version

Individueiid Uersio:

Selec'

()tandawd

The prompt at the bottom of
the screen changes, for you
to specify the version of the
OPTR.
by selecting either the
Standard or Individualized
OPTR option; or you may list
the versions and then select
the version from the list.
The list option is illustrated
next.
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SELECT THE UST OPTION. Enter L (or I)and then press (.

SSTEP 6:
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The list of versions for the
OPTR is shown on this
screen. The illustration at
the left provides examples of
versions for an OPTR.

As explained in Section
10-12, there are two types of

OPTR versions:

Select Um 063
Wes (o

e)

lube , or ((

tet (lield

erelo. meate
wmbe,),

Standard

and Individualized.
The
code which represents a
standard OPTR is "STD"; the
code which represents an
individualized OPTR is a
numeral (up to three digits).

(q) quit) A (retur)) 2_

10-13-.

STEP 7:

SELECT THE VERSION OF THE OPTR. Enter the data field number corre.
sponding to the desired version and then press
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The prompt at the bottom of the screen provides four options:

o

(D)o assessment -- initiates the assessment of a persons' qualifications against the
OPTR. (The certified tasks and completed courses listed in the individual's

training history are matched against the tasks and courses which comprise the
OPTR.)
o

(R)eview training - enables you to review a person's ITR once the person is
assessed against an OPTR. (If you select this option before assessing the individual
against a position, the system prompts you that the airman has no ITR.)

0

(A)ssign -- assigns a person to the position identified by the OPTR ID appearing
in the sub-title of the screen. This option establishes the initial data for the
person's ITR.

o

(Q)uit -- quits the assessment process for the position.

STEP 8:

INITIATE THE QUAUFICATION ASSESSMENT PROCESS. Enter D (or d)
and then press CRTUN.
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When the assessment is
complete, the system displays the results of the

Cm et

assessment (as illustrated to
67

*

1
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the left).
The numbers under the columns at the right side of the
screen identify the number
of tasks for which the person
would require training, as
well as the other traIning
requirements (i.e., Ancillary
courses, Additional Duty
courses, Contingency Tasks
and ECI/CDC courses) the
airman would have to complete to be qualified for the
position.

-

10-,3.12

If you desire to review the tasks and other training requirements which are identified
for the individual by the assessment process, you must select the Review Training option.
This option is not further explained nor illustrated.
If you desire to Asign the individual to the duty position, and establish his/her
individual training requirements (ITR), proceed to Step 10.

9.

If you desire to assess another individual against the same position, repeat Steps 8 and

If you desire to assess the qualifications of other individuals against another duty
position:
o

Select the quit option (enter Q or q and press

o

Repeat Step 4 (i.e, select the "By Position" option).

o

A screen is displayed that lists the OPTR ID(s) against which you have assessed
individual's qualifications. Select the "Include Another Position In List" option
(enter I and press I
).

o

Repeat Steps 5 through 9.
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STEP 11

SELECT THE INDIVIDUAL TO BE ASSIGNED. Enter the number corresponding to the Individual and then press C XTUJ.
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Many times, you will choose to update the person's ITR at the time you assign him/her
to the position. By updating the person's ITR, you can:
o

Add tasks which the person performs (which are not listed in the OPTR),

o

Delete tasks which the person does not perform (which are listed in the OPTR),

o

Add Ancillary courses, Additional Duty courses, Contingency Tasks and ECI/CDC
courses, which are required by the individual (which are not listed in the OPTR),
and

o

Add PME and Formal Training courses (these types of courses are not listed in
OPTRs).

If you do not want to update the person's ITR at this time, respond NO to the prompt
shown on the screen (enter N or n and press
). Then, quit each screen (enter Q or
q and press
I
) until you reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. (At a later time, you
can refer to Section 10.8 for procedures for reviewing and editing the ITR.)

STEP 12:

SELECT THE YES OPTION 10 UPDATE THE GENERATED ITR. Enter Y
(or y) and then press
i
.
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STEP 13:

REVIEW AND EDIT THE CONTENTS OF THE ITR. Select each option,
one at a time, and review/edit the individual's requirements.

The screens, prompts and options you will see are not illustrated in this section. You
may refer to Section 10.8 for explanations of data and options contained in an ITR.
The following information should be considered as you update the person's ITR:
o

o

Ensure the person requires training to perform each task listed in the ITR.
-

If a task is one which the person is already trained and certified to
perform, you must certify the task. (Section 10. 16 provides procedures
for certifying a task.)

-

If a task is listed which the person does not perform, you must delete
the task since the person is not required to be trained on tasks the
airman is not required to perform.

-

If a task is not listed for which the person is required to perform and
for which the airman requires training, you must add the task.

-

Once the correct tasks are identified, the tasks must be placed in order
of training priority. (You can select the order option and move one
or more tasks up or down on the ITR. The ITR operates on a rank-order
process -- the person is trained on the tasks listed at the top of the
list before the airman is trained on the tasks appearing at the bottom
of the list.)

Ensure the person is required to complete each Ancillary, Additional Duty, and
ECI/CDC course listed. If the individual is not required to complete a course,
delete it from the ITR. If a course is not listed, add it to the ITR.
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o

Ensure the person is required to be trained on the Contingency tasks listed in
the ITR. If the individual will not perform a task while assigned to the duty
position, delete the task from the ITR. If tasks are missing, add them.

o

PME and Formal Training courses are not listed in OPTRs, therefore, you must
update these types of training requirements into the person's ITR.
STEP 14:

QUIT THE ITR TYPE SCREEN ONCE YOU HAVE FINISHED REVIEWING/UPDATING THE ITR DATA. Enter 0 (or q)and then press

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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based
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requirements identified in
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administering training when
using the AOTS.

10-13-17

LAST STEP

Continue to select the Quit option from each screen (enter Q or q and press FErru N )
as many times as necessary to the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point you may quit
the menu and log off the system, or you may perform another AOTS function.
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STEP 16:

I

SELECT THE AIRMAN TO BE ASSESSED. Enter the data field number
pQM~~gn~ngto the airman you wish to assess and then press
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assessment using procedures

from Part A of this section,
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This screen allows you to select any of the OPTR IDs listed; or include other OPTR
IDs on the list. The OPTR ID you select from or include on the list identifies the position
which the individual (selected at Step 16) will be assessed against.
o

If an OPTR ID is listed corresponding to the OPTR you desire to assess the
individual against, select the Do Assessment option (enter D or d and press
I RETuRN). Then, select the OPTR (enter the number corresponding to the desired
OPTR ID and press
). The assessment process is initiated -- refer to the
information presented after Step 20, for an explanation of the data resulting
from the assessment process.

o

If you need to include an OPTR on the list, proceed to the next step.

STEP 17:

SELECT THE INCLUDE IN LIST OPTION. Enter I (or i)and then press
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ENTER ThE OPTR ID ThAT APPLIES TO THE POSITION YOU WILL
THE INDIVDUAL AGAINST. Enter the seven digit OPTR ID
(wihiste same as the duty position number) and then press
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version from the list. The
list option is illustrated next.
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(If, STEP 19:

SELECT THE UIST OPTION. Enter L (or 1)and then pressC:
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The numbers under the columns at the right side of the
screen identify the number
of tasks for which the person
would require trainin$, as
well as the other training
requirements (i.e., Ancillary
courses, Additional Duty
courses,
Contingencycourses)
tasks
and
ECI/CDC
he/she would have to com-

plete to be qualified for the
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position.

If you want to assess the individual's qualifications against another duty position,
repeat Steps 17 through 20.
If you want to assign the individual against a duty position, proceed to Step 21.
If you do not desire to assess the individual against another position, or if you do not
desire to assign the individual against une of the OPTRs, continue to Quit each screen (enter
Q or q and press
i)
until you reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point
you may quit the menu and log off the system or you may perform another AOTS function.

STEP 21:

SELECT THE ASSIGN OPTION. Enter A (or a) and then press

STEP 22:

SELECT THE OPTR TO WHICH THE INDMDUAL IS TO BE ASSIGNED
AGAINST. Enter the number corresponding to the desired OPTR ID and

then press (.
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vidual's training requirements are being developed.
(When
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takes only a few seconds.
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Many times, you will choose to update the person's ITR at the time you assign him/her
to the position. By updating the person's ITR, you can:
o

Add tasks which the person performs (which are not listed in the OPTR),

o

Delete tasks which the person does not perform (which are listed in the OPTR),

o

Add Ancillary courses, Additional Duty courses, Contingency Tasks and ECI/CDC
courses, which are required by the individual (which are not listed in the OPTR),
and

o

Add PME and Formal Training courses (these types of courses are not listed in
OPTRs).

If you do not want to update the person's ITR at this time, respond NO to the prompt
shown on the screen (enter N or n and press c
). Then, quit each screen (enter Q or
q and press Ei'll ') until you reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. (At a later time, you
can refer to Section 10.8 for procedures for reviewing and editing the ITR.)

:

STEP 23:

SELECT THE YES OPTION TO UPDATE THE GENERATED ITR. Enter Y
(or y) and press
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STEP 24:

REVIEW AND EDIT THE CONTENTS OF THE ITR. Select each option,
one at a time, and review/edit the individual's requirements.

The screens, prompts and options you will see are not illustrated in this section. You
may refer to Section 10.8 for explanations of data and options contained in an ITR.
The following information should be considered as you update the person's ITR:
o

Ensure the person requires training to perform each task listed in the ITR.
If a task is one which the person is already trained and certified to
perform, you must certify the task. (Section 10. 16 provides procedures
for certifying a task.)
If a task is listed which the person does not perform, you must delete
the task since the person is not required to be trained on tasks he/she
is not required to perform.
If a task is not listed for which the person is required to perform and
for which he/she requires training, you must add the task.
Once the correct tasks are identified, the tasks must be placed in order
of training priority. (You can select the order option and move one
or more tasks up or down on the ITR. The ITR operates on a rank-order
process -- the person is trained on the tasks listed at the top of the
list before the airman is trained on the tasks appearing at the bottom
of the list.)

o

Ensure the person is required to complete each Ancillary, Additional Duty, and
ECI/CDC course listed. If the individual is not required to complete a course,
delete it from the ITR. If a course is not listed, add it to the ITR.
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o

Ensure the person is required to be trained on the Contingency tasks listed in
the ITR. If the airman will not perform the task while assigned to the duty
position, delete the tasks from the ITR. If tasks are missing, add them.

o

PME and Formal Training courses are not listed in OPTRs, therefore, you must
update these types of training requirements into the person's ITR.
STEP 25:

"GIM?3.UI
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QUIT THE ITR TYPE SCREEN ONCE YOU HAVE FINISHED REVIEWING/UPDATING THE ITR DATA. Enter 0 (or q) and press CRFU
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Now that the person's ITR is
established, you (or other
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designated individuals) may

S.lect Option: 4.

begin to schedule and conduct training for the airman,
based on the requirements

identified in the airman's

ITR. Refer to Section 10.14
for procedures for administering training when using
the AOTS.
ia-ia-a

LAST STEP

ContinL_." to select the Quit option from each screen (enter Q or q and press
)
as many times as necessary to return to the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point you
may quit the menu and log off the system, or you may perform another AOTS function.
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10.14 Administer Training

As a supervisor, you will become quite familiar with the AOTS Training Scheduler.
The Training Scheduler is the editor which provides you, and other authorized users,
capabilities and access to data for administering training for the persons you supervise.
o

In Section 2, a decision logic table is provided which portrays the AOTS functions
involved with administering training. The various types of training are identified
on the table, as well as the users who are responsible for performing each function
for each type of training.
lg
and conductiny training are two of the four functions
identified on the table, for which this section of the AOTS User's
Handbook applies. It is recommend that you review the table as you
review the material contained in this section. As you continue to
schedule and conduct training with the support of the AOTS, you will
gain a further understanding of the interrelationships you will have
with trainees, trainers, evaluators and the system, as depicted by the
table in Section 2.
-

The Training Scheduler enables you to schedule and conduct training for one or more
persons at a time. The procedures for scheduling and conducting training vary, depending
on the type of training involved and the amount of data existing within the AOTS.
o

The Training Scheduler accommodates the assignment and scheduling of training
events. Different types of events exist to support the different types of training
required by workcenter personnel. Various data exist for each event, which helps
you identify and monitor the following:

-

specific type of training that applies,
timeframe in which training occurs,
progress status of trainee(s),
location where training takes place,

-

participants of training (trainer, evaluator, trainee),
other specific data (e.g., resources and training materials)

-

o

0

TJk trang

involves four separate events:

1.
2.
3.

Knowledge Training
Knowledge Evaluation
Performance Training

4.

Performance Evaluation

Other
trainina which includes Ancillary courses, Additional Duty courses,
ECI/CDC courses, Contingency Task training, Formal Training and PME courses,
only involve a training event.

Before you begin to schedule any training, you need to be aware of the following:
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o

Task training events apply only when the AOTS contains one or more behavioral
objectives for a task.
-

0

o

AOTS User's Handbook

The four events apply to ea terminal behavioral objective for the
task. When a task is broken down into subtasks, the four events also
apply to each supporting behavioral objective.

If a- behavioral objective does not exist for a task, the Training Scheduler does
no= accommodate the scheduling nor the conduct/administration of training for
the task by way of events.
-

When you attempt to schedule a Knowledge Training event for a task,
you will be able to identify whether or not a behavioral objective
exists for the task, once you perform Step 10 of the procedures.

-

Another way to identify whether or not an objective exists for a task
is to display or print the entire task (before you begin to schedule
training for the task) and review the objective data. The system
provides the objective data or a statement advising that there is no
objective data.

Task training events are designed to be accomplished in sequence; i.e., the
Knowledge Training event should be accomplished first; the Knowledge Evaluation event next; the Performance Training event next; and then the Performance
Evaluation event.
The Knowledge Training event is the period of time in which the
trainee studies materials to obtain knowledpe about the task (or
subtask). Knowledge training may occur on line or off line.
If a CAI or IVD lesson exists for a task, the knowledge training
event is accomplished on line.
If a CAI or IVD lesson does not exist for the task, knowledge
training is accomplished off line, using training materials such
as films, sound-on-slide presentations or textual materials (e.g.,
training manual, T.O., regulation).
The Knowledge Evaluation event is the period of time in which the
trainee is evaluated to determine whether or not he/she has attained
sufficient knowledge about the task to begin performance training.
Knowledge evaluation may occur on line or off line.
If a knowledge test exists in the AOTS for a task, the knowledge
evaluation event can be accomplished on line or off line. It is
recommended that knowledge testing occur on line whenever
possible, since functions, such as scoring and marking the
completion of the event, are accomplished automatically by the
AOTS for on-line knowledge tests.
If a knowledge test does not exist in the AOTS, the event is
accomplished off line, using whatever means are established
within the workcenter.
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The Performance Training event is the period of time in which the
trainer teaches the performance steps of the task and the sequence in
which the steps must be accomplished. Performance training is always
conducted off line.
The Performance Evaluation event is the period of time in which the
evaluator observes the trainee accomplishing the task and determines
whether or not the trainee can adequately perform the task without
further training. Performance evaluation is always administered off
line.
When evaluation products (explained in section 10.14.4) are
available for a task, the products must be used to conduct the
Performance Evaluation event.
When evaluation products do not exist for the task, the evaluation
event is conducted by whatever means are established within
the workcenter.
Because the procedures for scheduling and conducting training vary somewhat,
depending on the type of event involved, this section has been organized into five sub-sections.
o

The five sub-sections pertain to scheduling and conducting training for one person
at a time. Each sub-section contains procedures for scheduling an event, as well
as information you need to know for conducting the event.

o

The following identifies the sub-sections, and the type of training event that
applies to each:
-

10.14.1
10.14.2
10.14.3
10.14.4

Task
Task
Task
Task

10.14.5

Other Training - Training Event

Training
Training
Training
Training

Knowledge Training Event
Knowledge Evaluation Event
Performance Training Event
Performance Evaluation Event

When scheduling events for individual people, there are some common procedures you
will perform regardless of the type of event involved. The common procedures begin on the
next page.
When scheduling an iiial
event, follow the common procedures (Steps 1-7); then
follow the procedures within the sub-section that applies to the specific type of event being
scheduled.
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COMMON PROCEDURES FOR SCHEDULING INDIVIDUAL TRAINING
These first seven steps provide you access into the Training Scheduler, as well as access
into the individual's training record for whom you are scheduling an event.
USgZ?.U1

1.2

Advnd

1.

-hn-Ja

Psna

T,.isin System (miTS)I

Prmr

c

oe;"a

The screen at the left is an

illustration of the ACTS
Primary Access Menu. You

need to access the Training

Tpaifliar laeea

Management component of

3. Rhlter leak List (fnL) Iuteface
4. Position an

the ACTS.

q. Qiit This raw

Select Option: 2..

II~ STEP 1:

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter 2 and press

You may choose one of two
paths to schedule an indi-

1.2
II~ii~3C.~iWvidual

1.Trlile Shelmeraccess
3. lipr i
5. QostI-in
6. Ott-L,
?.

q.

for an event; you may

the

Training

Scheduler, or you may access
the ATR Manager.

A

loot soorims

hoces =ltter Zen"
Q a.i am.

The Training Scheduler path

Option:

able to schedule events using

Snlect

is illustrated in this section.

As you grow more familiar
with the ACTS, you will be

I

either path.

10-14-2

STEP 2:

SEET H TRAINING SCHEDULER OPTION. Enter 1 and press
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SLOW

1 b~ a

Traliin fl~eggt

MS&

1.2
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bottom of the screen, as
illustrated at the left.
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(

~

"9mn
1.4

SELECT THE SUPERVISOR OPTION. Enter S(or s)and press

STEP 3:

adv~o Trainin 3.WsFMNta
Assinet AwlsU an GonraIe
1. Updae o Scodl
2. Schdul

At this point you need to
select the option which

applies to scheduling an
individujal training requiremenit.
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lAd.ida

Grow Trini .

1 Do

m

3. Trainin leart boue s
lat
4. Add Personel to Dulytift leant
1. islt Thi Now~

select otieft:

et

IeSe

1
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~

STEP 4:

SELECT THE UPDATE OR SCHEDULE INDIVDUAL TRAINING
REQUIREMENT OPTION.- Enter I and press
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1.0
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whom you want to schedule

Since many of us do not
memorize SANs, the illustrations show how you
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Adeas
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pple, Jam A.
AUU
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or Meter (field

.mbuu) (q> quit)

list

is
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airman

for

whom you want to schedule
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A (retiurn))

the

by last name,
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tpi
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aiinw. Jame C.

Brila

that

an event.

3_.
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STEP 6:

EJJ~

SELECT THE INDIVDUAL FOR WHOM YOU WANT TO SCHEDULE AN
EVENT. Enter the field number corresponding to the person and press
Cf i . (Inthe example, Data Field 3 was selected, which corresponds to SrA John A.Apple.)
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STEP 7:

"97131.=

SELECT THE UPDATE OR SCHEDULE TRAINING OPTION. Enter 1and
press C iXD

Indiidual Training bUIonit
eo Opoate

1 Do

4.
elugis
6: NCIM3
7 . Formal Trainift

The screen you are now
viewing reflects the types of
requirements existing for an ITR.
It is at this point that the
remaining procedures for
scheduling an event depend

q. Qsit This ron
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1.4

select Two of Training

2:

Amllf

1

Antasktraining

the

involved.

type

select fttie.:

10-14-8
FOR THE REMAINING PROCEDURES, REFER TO THE SPECIFIC SUBSECTION WHICH APPLIES TO THE TYPE OF EVENT YOU ARE SCHEDULING.
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10.14.1 Schedule And Conduct A Knowledge Training Event

BEFORE YOU BEGIN THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES,
ENSURE YOU HAVE COMPLETED STEPS 1-7 OF SECTION 10.14.

NGT8U.in

Individual ?miun

1.4

Selet

I Doc

113quivomets

to Update

8

To schedule a task training
event, you must access the
AFS Tasks portion of the

r T,

.t.

z.

We a..ls

person's ITR.

Ancillary

5. €UCtVOCm
S. !MU!
6.1:
7. formal ?nelim
Q. uit This bms

Select Optim:

I
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STEP 8:

SELECT THE AFS TASK OPTION. Enter 1 and press
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An important fact to remember is that the tasks on a person's ITR are listed in the
order of training priority. In other words, ask training should be scheduled and conducted
for tasks at the op of the list before training is scheduled and conducted for tasks appearing
in the middle or at the end of the list.
You are able to identif-, whether training for a task haE begun, is occurring, or has
been completed by reviewing the status of the task. The status of each task is reflected at
the right of the Task ID.
o

The following table defines the status for a task:
TASK STATUS
NONE
IN PROGRESS

AWAITING CERTIFICATION

DEFINITION
Training has not been scheduled nor conducted for the task.
Training has been scheduled or has begun for the task.
Trailninghas been completed forthe task, and the person can now
be certified on the task,
-OR Training takes place without the assistance of the AOTS (when
the AOTS does not contain a behavioral objective for the task).
and the person can be certified once training iscompleted offline.
Table 10-2 Task Status Definitions
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To schedule a Knowledge Training event, the status of the task must reflect "None" or
"In Progress."
0

It is important to remember that the task for which yoM are scheduling in event
must bh; one of thetasks isted on the screen you are now viewing. When necessary:
-

Press the
key, and continue to press the key, until the task you
are seeking can be seen on the screen,
or

-

Select the Task Search option (enter T or lower case t and press
£XmUiJ). Then enter the Task ID that corresponds to the task for
which you are scheduling training and press
-

Once the task you are scheduling an event for can be seen on the screen, proceed to
Step 9.

STEP 9:

SELECT THE SCHEDULE OR ASSIGN OPTION. Enter S (or s) and press

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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STEP 10:

SELECT THE TASK. Enter the field number corresponding to the task and
press C.

The screen changes in one of the following three ways:
1.

The status of the task changes from "None" to "Awaiting Certification,"

2.

The Task Initialization screen is displayed, or

3.

The Task Status scr-.en is displayed.

Over time, you will be exposed to each of the three situations listed above. The next
portion of this section provides information and procedures for all three screens - refer to
the portion of information that applies to the screen you are currently viewing.
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TASK STATUS CHANGES TO "AWAITING CERTIFICATION"
Because the AOTS does not contain one or more behavioral objectives for this task, the
status of the task on the person's ITR changes from "None" to "Awaiting Certification."
o

Without behavioral objectives, the Training Scheduler cannot be used to schedule
or conduct training events for the task. (Events do not exist for a task without
a behavioral objective.)

0

The training for the task must be accomplished without further support or data
from the AOTS. The status of the task, on the person's ITR, will remain "Awaiting
Certification" until the task is certified.

Since the scheduling of events is not possible for this task, perform Step 1A below.
After you conduct training for the task (without the support of the AOTS), you will need to
certify the individual on the task (see Section 10.16).
STEP 11:

SELECT THE QUIT OPTION (enter 0 or lower case q and press
C
E) ifthis is the only task you desire to schedule training for this
person at this time, 2r repeat Steps 9 and 10 If
you desire to schedule
another task.
If
you are not going to schedule training for another task at this time, continue to QUIT each screen until you reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu.
At that point you may quit the menu and log off the system, or you may
perform another AOTS function.
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TASK INITIALIZATION SCREEN IS DISPLAYED
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There are three data fields existing on this screen: Start Date, Trainer and Evaluator.
0

The training start date will automatically be reflected as today's date. You may
change the start date (select option 1 and enter a new date in the DD MMM YYYY
format), or you may accept today's date.

o

The trainer will be the person you designated as the trainee's Primary Trainer
(Section 10.5).
-

If zeros are reflected, it means that you have not designated a Primary
Trainer for the person, or that the Primary Trainer is not certified
to perform the task. You will have to identify an individual who is
qualified to be the trainer for this task.

-

If the person reflected on the screen will not be the trainer for this
task, you will have to identify another individual to be the trainer.

If necessary, identify the correct trainer, by selecting Option 2 and entering the
SSAN of the person who will be the designated trainer for this task.
-

The trainer must be one of those people listed on your Supervision
List, or you may designate yourself to be the trainer.
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The trainer should be certified on the task being trained. If the person
is not certified on the task, the system will provide a prompt advising
you that he/she is not certified. You will then have the option to
designate another trainer, or you may override the certification
requirement and allow the person to remain as the trainer.
o

r1

The evaluator will be the person you designated as the trainee's Primary Evaluator
(Section 10.5). The information provided above for the trainer also applies for
the evaluator, except Option 3 applies versus Option 2.

STEP 12:

CHANGE THE START DATE, TRAINER OR EVALUATOR, IF NECESSARY (see Instructions on previous page or above).
SELECT THE QUIT OPTION (enter 0 or lower case q and press
Cflum ) IF/ONCE DATA ARE CORRECTLY REFLECTED ON THE
SCREEN. The Task Status screen appears next.

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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TASK STATUS SCREEN IS DISPLAYED
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The trainee, Task ID and Task Statement are identified at the top of the screen, to
help you keep track of the airman for whom you are currently scheduling training and the
task for which training is being scheduled.
Data are sorted on the screen based upon the behavioral objective(s) existing for the
task. The following information is provided for eaqh objective:
o

The Objective ID (in the example the Objective ID is 1989).

o

The Task Level to which the objective applies.
-

An objective that applies to a task is referred to as a Terminal
Objective. "Term. Obj." is reflected under the Task Level column
when the objective applies to the task (as in the example).

-

An objective that applies to a subtask is referred to as a Supporting
Objective. The subtask number, "1," "2," etc., is reflected under the
Task Level column when the objective applies to a subtask.
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0

The four events and the status of each.
The status of each event enables you to determine the person's training
progress as it pertains to this task. The following table provides
definitions for the status of events:

DEFINmON

EVENT STATUS
Unassigned

The event has not been scheduled nor conducted.

Assigned

The event is scheduled to occur AT THE EARLIEST OPPORTUNITY. The status remains "assigned" until the event is accomplished and marked complete.

Scheduled

The event is scheduled to occur AT A SPECIFIC TIME ON A
SPECIFIED DATE. The status remains "scheduled" until the event
is accomplished and marked complete.

Complete

The event has been successfully accomplished. The status
remains "complete" until all other events for the task are marked
complete.

Taken

The event had previously occurred, however the trainee did not
pass an evaluation. The status remains "taken" until the event is
reassigned, rescheduled or marked complete.

Reassigned

The event has been rescheduled to occur AT THE EARUEST
OPPORTUNITY. The trainee did not pass an evaluation, therefore
the event must be repeated. The status remains "reassigned" until
the event Is reaccomplished and marked complete.

Rescheduled

The event has been rescheduled to occur AT A SPECIFIC TIME
ON A SPECIFIC DATE. The trainee did not pass an evaluation,
therefore the event must be repeated. The status remains "rescheduled" until the event Is reaccomplished and marked complete.

Table 10-3

STEP 13:

Event Status Definitions

SELECT THE SCHEDULE OR ASSIGN OPTION. Enter S (or s) and press
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STEP 14:

SELECT THE KNOWLEDGE TRAINING EVENT TO BE SCHEDULED.
Enter the field number which corre nds to the Knowledge Training event
. (In the example, Data Field
E
for the task (or subtask) and press
1 is selected which corresponds to the Knowledge Training event for the
example task.)

The screen changes in one of two ways:

1.

The Training Materials screen is displayed, or

2.

The Event Notice screen is displayed.
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TRAINING MATERIALS SCREEN IS DISPLAYED
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Training materials are on-line or off-line sources of information that provide knowledge
about a task or subtask. Training materials can be of five types, as the legend at the bottom
of the screen illustrates.
The Training Materials screen provides a list of materials that have been defined for
the task (or subtask), which will assist the trainee in attaining requisite knowledge about
the task. You are required to identify which one of the materials should be used as the
trainee's orimarv source of requisite knowledge. There are some rules regarding your selection
of materials:
o

If CAI or IVD is defined for a task/subtask, you must select the field number
corresponding to the CAI or IVD material. CAI and IVD are to be the primary
sources of providing knowledge training when such materials exist for the task.

o

The trainee is not limited to studying only the material you select on this screen.
However, he/she will use the material you select as the primary source of requisite
knowledge information.
STEP 15:

SELECT THE TRAINING MATERIAL TO BE USED BY THE TRAINEE FOR
THIS KNOWLEDGE TRAINING EVENT. Enter the field number corre-

sponding to the training material and press

.(Inthe example,

Data Field 2 is selected which corresponds to CAI lesson 81-1-1-2-3, titled
"Premarksmanship Training.) The Event Notice screen is displayed next.
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The following information is provided to acquaint you with the information appearing
on an Event Notice, and to explain the data for which you are responsible.
o

The system automatically establishes an Event ID for each training and evaluation
event. The Event ID is reflected in the sub-title of the screen. (In the example,
the Event ID is 172.)

o

The event is further identified by a combination of data, which appears on the
first line of the screen (below the sub-title). Using the example above, the ID
can be broken down for explanation, as follows:
F00278

t

Task ID

-

T

t

Task
Level

-

1774

Knowledge Training

t

t

Objective
ID

Type of Event

The task level will reflect "T"when the event applies to a terminal (task) objective.
"Sl," "S2," etc., is reflected when the event applies to a supporting (subtask)
objective, where the number corresponds to the specific subtask involved (*Sl"
applies to the first subtask; "S2" applies to the second subtask, etc.).
o

You are automatically reflected as the person who is generating the event (your
SSAN. rank and name are automatically listed).

o

The person you earlier designated as the trainer for the task is reflected at Data
Field I (SSAN, rank & name). You may change the trainer by modifying thc
data in Data Field 1.

1g0
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The start date and time, and end date and time, for the accomplishment of this
Knowledge Training event are reflected in Data Fields 2 and 3.
-

If you want the event to be assigned or reassigned (i.e., occur AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE), you will not enter dates nor times for the event.

-

If you want the event to be scheduled or rescheduled (i.e., occur
DURING A SPECIFIED TIME FRAME), you will need to enter the
start and end date(s) and times, by modifying Data Fields 2 and 3.

o

The number of participants (trainees for the event) is reflected next. When there
is ocly one participant, the person's rank and name are reflected, rather than the
number 1. The data are automatically provided by the AOTS, and cannot be
modified by a user.

o

The installation where the training is to take place is identified in Data Field 4.
If the event will take place in the normal work place of the trainee
and trainer, no installation data are required.
If the event will occur outside of the normal work place, you need to
modify Data Field 4 to identify the base, building or to provide other
information about the event.

o

The Training Method is reflected next.
-

If training materials do not exist in the system for the task, the training
method field does not appear on the screen.

-

If training materials do exist for the task. However, you did not
specify the materials at Step 15, the training method field does not
appear on the screen.
If training materials do exist for the task, and you specified which
of the materials is to be the primary information source (Step 15), the
training method field will reflect the material you specified.

0

The Description is the last portion of data reflected on the screen. If additional
information or instructions are required for the accomplishment of the event
(e.g., bring pen or pencil to take notes), you must modify Data Field 5.

STEP 16:

SELECT THE MODIFY OPTION IF YOU NEED TO ADD DATA TO THE
EVENT NOTICE. Enter M (or m) and press CRfl1Ri). GO TO STEP 21
IF YOU DO NET NEED TO MODIFY DATA.

STEP 17:

SELECT THE FIELD NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO THE DATA YOU
WISH TO MODIFY. Enter the field number and press
]. (You
can only modify one data field at a time.)
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STEP 18:

ENTER THE DATA AS INSTRUCTED BY THE PROMPT. Enter the data
and press
.

STEP 19:

REPEAT STEPS 17 AND 18 FOR EACH DATA FIELD THAT REQUIRES
MODIFICATION.

STEP 20:

SELECT THE QUIT OPTION. Enter 0 (or q) and press (.

STEP 21:

SELECT THE GENERATE EVENT OPTION. Enter G (or g) and press

Generating an event causes Event Notices to be automatically printed to the trainer
and trainee of the event. The printed notices will contain the same data as this on-line
notice, in addition to other data.
Generating the event also automatically updates the person's ITR, current Training
Schedule and Position Qualification Status listing, as appropriate.
0

The person's ITR reflects the status of the task as well as the status of the event.
The status of the task will be "In Progress"; and the status of the event will be
"Assigned," "Scheduled," "Reassigned" or "Rescheduled."

o

The Training Schedule of the trainee and trainer will reflect the event. The
event will remain on the Training Schedules until the event is cancelled or marked
complete.

0

If the task is one listed on the person's Position Qualification Status listing, the
status of the task is reflected as "In Progress."
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If you entered start/end
dates and times, the status is
reflected as "Scheduled" or
"Rescheduled."
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QUIT THE TASK STATUS SCREEN. Enter 0 (or q) and press

LAST STEP FOR SCHEDULING A KNOWLEDGE TRAINING EVENT

Continue to Quit each screen until you reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point
you may quit the menu and log off the system, or you may perform another AOTS function.

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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CONDUCTING THE KNOWLEDGE TRAINING EVENT

When the trainee receives the printed Event Notice, he/she should perform the function
of "Proceed with Training." If this knowledge training event is the next event to be
accomplished by the individual, the AOTS will provide identification data for the event to
the trainee.
0

If the event will be accomplished on line, the system will automatically access
the appropriate CAI lesson. Once the trainee completes the entire lesson, the
system will automatically mark the completion of the event.

o

If the event will be accomplished off line,
-

The trainee can accomplish the event without the assistance of a
trainer (if training materials have been defined for the task),
or
The trainer must either assist the trainee to acquire the materials for
attaining the requi:-cd knowledge or provide direct knowledge training
'or the trainee if training materials have not been defined.

-

Once the event is accomplished, the trainee, trainer or you (as the
supervisor) can mark the completion of the event.

Once the Knowledge Training event has been marked complete, the Knowledge
Evaluation event can then be scheduled and conduc-ed (see Section 10.14.2).
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10.14.2 Schedule And Conduct A Knowledge Evaluation Event

BEFORE YOU BEGIN THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES,
ENSURE YOU HAVE COMPLETED STEPS 1-7 OF SECTION 10.14

MG113.r Z

lndiid"i
a
ralslu

1.4

Select ?We at TrletUpda

a.lwmuets

I DOCN

To schedule a Knowledge
Evaluation event, you must
the AFS Tasks portion
of the person's ITR.

t

Taccess
IAn Ush

z. bsll=a

3. A itlmial Duty
4. Cout iquc
5. Ilb'O
7. Forea1 Training
1. Quit This Mmo

Select Option:

1

I0-14-1S

rn

STEP 8:

SELECT THE AFS TASK OPTION. Enter I and press C.
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illustration of tasks as they
appear in an ITR.
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The task you are scheduling the cvent for must be one of the tasks listed Q~the screen
you are now viewing. When necessary,
o

key, and continue to press the key until the task you are seeking
Press the
can be seen on the screen,
QL

0

Select the Task Search option (enter T and press return); and then enter the Task
ID that corresponds to the task for which you are scheduling an event.

Once the task you are scheduling can be seen on the screen, proceed to Step 9.

m'~STEP

9:

SELECT THE SCHEDULE OR ASSIGN OPTION. Enter S (or s)and press

AOTS User's Handbook
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SSTEP

11:

SELECT THE SCHEDULE OR ASSIGN OPTION. Enter S (or s) and press
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STEP 12:

SELECT THE KNOWLEDGE EVALUATION EVENT TO BE SCHEDULED.
Enter the field number which corresponds to the Knowledge Evaluation
event and press
J. (In the example, Data Field 2 is selected
which corresponds to the Knowledge Evaluation event for the example

task.)

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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The screen changes in one of two ways:
1.

If there is a knowledge test for the task within the AOTS, you will see a prompt.

2.

If there is NOT a Knowledge Test for the task, you will see the Event Notice
screen. Skip the information provided below, and skip Step 13.
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A knowledge test consists of true/false and multiple choice questions. The test can be
administered on line or off line. The procedures you accomplish depends on where the test
is going to be administered. Whenever possible, the = should ke administered on lin. The
test won't need to be printed and controlled, and the system will automatically score the test
and mark the completion of the event.
STEP 13:

SPECIFY WHETHER OR NOT THE TEST IS TO BE ADMINISTERED OFF
UNE. Enter Y or N (or lower case y or n) and press
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STEP 14:

SELECT THE MODIFY OPTION IF YOU NEED TO ADD DATA TO THE
EVENT NOTICE. Enter M (or m) and press (.
(If you want the
event scheduled for a specific time frame, ensure you modify Data Fields 2
and 3.) GO TO STEP 19 IF YCU DO NOT NEED TO MODIFY DATA.

m

STEP IS:

SELECT THE FIELD NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO THE DATA YOU
WISH TO MODIFY. Enter the field number and press
D. (You
can only modify one data field at a time.)

m

STEP 16:

ENTER THE DATA AS INSTRUCTED BY THE PROMPT ON THE
SCREEN. Enter the data and press
D.

STEP 17:

REPEAT STEPS 15 AND 16 FOR EACH DATA FIELD THAT REQUIRES
MODIFICATION.

STEP 18:

SELECT THE QUIT OPTION. Enter 0 (or q) and press C.

STEP 19:

SELECT THE GENERATE EVENT OPTION. Enter G (or g) and press

(

Generating the event causes notices to be printed automatically to the evaluator and trainee
of the event. The printed notices will contain the same data as the on-line notice, in addition
to other data.
Generating the event also automatically updates the person's ITR and current Training
Schedule.
o

The status of the task in the ITR will remain as "In Progress"; and the status of
the event will be "Assigned," "Scheduled," "Reassigned" or "Rescheduled."

o

The Training Schedule of the trainee and evaluator will reflect the event, until
the event is cancelled or marked complete.
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If there is an off-line AOTS test involved, the test and answer key can be printed either
now as you are generating the event, or later. Skip Steps 20-22 below, if the evaluation event
does not involve an off-line AOTS test.
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STEP 20:

itut."I

SPECIFY WHETHER OR NOT YOU WANT A COPY OF THE TEST NOW.
Enter Y or N (or lower case y or n) and pressCD.
Ifyou enter N
(or n), proceed to Step 23.
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STEP 21:

DECIDE WHETHER OR NOT YOU WANT A COPY OF THE ANSWER KEY
PRINTED NOW. Enter Y or N (or lower case y or n) and press
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If you did not elect to print
a copy of the test or the
answer key, you will not see
the prompt illustrated in the
screen at the left, nor will
you perform Step 22.
The test and answer key can
be printed at any AOTS
Workstation. Normally, you
will print tests and answer
keys at your AOTS Workstation. However, if you have
the need to print at another
AOTS Workstation, you may
contact the Systems Administrator (call the AOTS hotline) for the correct Printer
ID for that workstation.

ENTER A PRINTER IDOR PRESS RETURN. Enter a printer IDand press
( IPTI
, ifyou want the test/answer key printed at a workstation other
than your own; 2r just press L.fLInNJ (ifyou want the test printed at
your workstation's printer). You will see a short prompt advising you that
the printing is occurring. The screen automatically changes, and you are
returned to the Task Status screen. When you retrieve the test and answer
key from the printer, you will also receive a Test Control Log Record.
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If you did not enter
start/end dates and times,
the status is reflected as
"Assigned" or "Reassigned."
If you entered start/end
dates and times, the status is
reflected
as "Scheduled" or
"Rescheduled."
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STEP 23:

(i

v..h 3i,-g.

()uit

QUIT THE TASK STATUS SCREEN. Enter 0 (or q) and press

LAST STEP FOR SCHEDULING A KNOWLEDGE EVALUATION EVENT
Continue to Quit each screen until you reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point
you may quit the menu and log off the system, or you may perform another AOTS function.
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CONDUCTING THE KNOWLEDGE EVALUATION EVENT
If thc cvcnt involves an on-line knowlcdge test, the trainee must take the on-linc tcst
via the function referred to as "Proceed with Training." Once the trainee completes the test,
the results are automatically scored, feedback is provided to the trainee on line, and the
completion of the event is automatically marked by the AOTS.
If the event involves an off-line knowledge test generated from the AOTS, the evaluator
for the event will administer the test to the trainee. If you printed the test and answer key,
you need to provide the test, answer key and Log Record to the evaluator. If you did not
print the test/answer key, the evaluator will have to access the existing event and print the
test before he/she begins the event.
o

Once the trainee completes the test, the evaluator (or you as the supervisor) needs
to score the test.
-

If the test is scored using the OMR equipment (SCANTRON) or by
keyboard input, the system automatically prints the results and marks
the completion of the event. You, as the person's supervisor, are
responsible for providing feedback to the individual.

-

If the evaluator manually scores the test off line using the answer
key that was printed, the evaluator must give you the results so that
you can provide feedback to the trainee. Then, either you or the
evaluator must mark the event "complete."

If the event does not involve a test generated from the AOTS, there is no ability to
score results of the evaluation. The evaluator (or you as the supervisor) must mark the
completion of the event.
Once the Knowledge Evaluation event has been successfully accomplished and marked
complete, the Performance Training event can then be scheduled and conducted (see section

10.14.3).
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10.14.3 Schedule And Conduct A Performance Training Event

BEFORE YOU BEGIN THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES,
ENSURE YOU HAVE COMPLETED STEPS 1-7 OF SECTION 10.4.
1 De
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SELECT THE AFS TASK OPTION. Enter 1and press

STEP 8:
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STEP 9:
SSTEP 10:

SELECT THE SCHEDULE OR ASSIGN OPTION. Enter S(or lower case s)
and press C~f~J
SELECT THE TASK. Enter the field number corresponding to the task and

press FiZJ
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3. Tem. 011J.

1W69
159"

4. Urm. Obj.

IDec W

task Training Fqulrinents
Aple. JuWeA. an Task fte

The Task Status screen is

in view.

MJT

rinn

11momuau Evaluation
perfrnceu Iuaiatio,

You may refer to sub-Section

Complet

10.14.1, between Steps 12 and
13, if you need an explana-

Complete
Ussig

tion of the data appearing
on this screen.

Select the taskt event .to si-Inule or ass igni
L'". (muse..)

1mys,

or ((Enter, (fild

nma),(>quit) A (returs))

3_.
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SSTEP

11:

SELECT THE SCHEDULE OR ASSIGN OPTION. Enter S (or small s) and

SSTEP

12:

SELECT THE EVENT TO BE SCHEDULED. Enter the field number corresponding to a Performance Training event and press(ZfiD

%GMi.1111

press (~l~J

Dec a

Trainive Boont Asipnt W1

tank Training Event 2"6Tesre

1.4

Task Event Iiuutitloatiau: AU--SDPfeaaTraining
cata
by:
ti
gt
Alwa.
Nark A.
1. ?T@I nor:
St
ft
Buker. Jaum C.

Participants:

o
as the
no

You may ref er to sub-Section
10.14.1, between Steps 15 and
16, if you need an explanation of the data appearing
on this screen.

QIA Apple. julie A.)

4. Installation:

S.

re r

Event Notice screen.

2. Start Data and Tim: No Sake",
3.
End Date ed Ti.
No Sohadale

Nwmbw of

o
sreero
ihe
viewing ireredto

Desciption:

Enter. (C0amei Event Guenration,

Modlfq Event, (Counrata Event
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'

~

STEP 13:

SELECT THE MODIFY OPTION IFYOU NEED TO ADD DATA TO THE
EVENT NOTICE. Enter M (or m)and press C IIki. (Ifyou want the
event scheduled for a specific timeframe, ensure you modify Data Fields 2
and 3.) Go to Step 18 ifyou doi = need to modif data.
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STEP 14:

SELECT THE FIELD NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO THE DATA YOU
WISH TO MODIFY. Enter the field number and press I.
(You
can only modify one data field at a time.)

STEP 15:

ENTER THE DATA AS INSTRUCTED BY THE PROMPT ON THE
SCREEN. Enter the data and press t.

STEP 16:

REPEAT STEPS 14 AND 15 FOR EACH DATA FIELD THAT REQUIRES
MODIFICATION.

~ STEP 17:

STEP 18:

SELECT THE QUIT OPTION. Enter Q (or q) and press CLDT.

SELECT THE GENERATE EVENT OPTION. Enter G (or small g)and press

Generating the event causes notices to be printed automatically to the evaluator and
trainee of the event. The printed notices will contain the same data as the on-line notice,
in addition to other data.
Generating the event also automatically updates the person's ITR and current Training
Schedule.
o

The status of the task in the ITR will remain as "In Progress"; and the status of
the event will be "Assigned," "Scheduled," "Reassigned" or "Rescheduled."

0

The Training Schedule of the trainee and evaluator will reflect the event, until
the event is cancelled or marked complete.
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Task Trainluw Flquiements

for &A Aple. John A. un Task. AN2Oceteevn

1.4

o

ASSII
PSITRIISgenerated,
PfSOIfl.
Objective TWOpxnst
jwg
Xuiaaag
Tvniau
ISSO
Knowuladg.
3alwatim

task Level
1. r. Obj.
2.ainr. Obj.
4. 1.... Obj.

IW9

eroorgans Evaluation

I Doc SO

asbe
the Task Status

UJY
Satuas
complets
Copplets

usasagnmW

screen returns to view,
reflecting the new status of
the event.

If you did not enter
start/end dates and times,
the status is reflected as
"Assigned" or "Reassigned."
If you entered start/end
dates and times, the status is
reflected as "Scheduled" or

(Vnce Asio~ies"Rescheduled."
Mhe"s o aslir,
listrMentDislay
(Marl Complete.

Mldestify tralvero.4aat.

(Qh~uit 7 IL
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SSTEP

19:

QUIT THE TASK STATUS SCREEN. Enter Q (or q) and press

LAST STEP FOR SCHEDUUNG A PERFORMANCE TRAINING EVENT

Continue to Quit each screen until you reach the ACTS Primary Access Menu. At that
point you may quit the menu and log off the system, or you may perform another ACTS
f unction.
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CONDUCTING THE PERFORMANCE TRAINING EVENT

Performance training is a

conducted off line.

o

If you are the trainer for the event, you should print the entire
task before you
begin training (see Section 10.1). The AOTS contains data for many
tasks, which
provides you with training outlines,
assist a trainer when planning and
conducting training. For example: and
Subtasks
activities data provide a
breakdown of a task into sequential performance and
steps; Resource data identifies
the resourceg required to perform and train the task.

o

If you are not the trainer for the task, you should ensure the trainer
obtains and
uses the data from the AOTS pertaining to the task, if available
when training
the task.

Once the training is conducted, the trainer (or you, as the person's
supervisor) must
mark the event complete.
Once the Performance Training event has been marked complete,
the Performance
Evaluation event can be scheduled and conducted
(see section 10.14.4).
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10.14.4 Schedule And Conduct A Performance Evaluation Event

BEFORE YOU BEGIN THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES,
ENSURE YOU HAVE COMPLETED STEPS 1-7 OF SECTION 10.14

NGThlm.S

Iullviadal Treuilas A.qImtnts

Slett lwo. oTfv eiaw t

1.4

I De a

Ut

To schedule a Performance
Evaluation event, you must
access the AFS Tasks portion
of the person's ITR.

I. asTask
4. e~m
Cobltimml
*j
um
5. IRla1
?,

rmag& I

Traii

q. Quit This Nmua

s-lect Option:

I

10-14-33
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STEP 8:

SELECT THE AFS TASK OPTION. Enter 1 and press
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lank liaa1
r. &A A,

1.4

MrmquIem.nta

1

J3=en.

stat.,: Owitiai

The screen

you

are now

viewing lists the first four

1. ta k 1: MZ
tats,.: InF
OM83H ?i
M TO1JTV ,MIIOs
2. Task 10: NUN
c01ucT STAF =?IN

M

tasks on the person's ITR.
c,

The screen at the left is an

illustration of tasks as they

tification

appear in an ITR.

3. tak 10: F19
Status: In1051
CCMIUCT A IMLI, UANOI o A M
UMT
4. Task Ii:
M
StatsM: In F OVI
Film MAPM To MIWAIN QML1IFI1MTOH

gnte. (A)dd to aid, (0)imt. (Ohrdm. (M)eleta° ()cheduls or Amign,
(CVartity, Mroakedown, (]o)view staten, (TMs Soreuo, ftba° (Q)Nit ? a
10-14-34

The task for which you are scheduling the event must be one of the tasks listed on the
screen you are now viewing.

o

Press the G
key, and continue to press the key until the task you are seeking
is displayed on the screen,
or

o

Select the Task Search option (enter T or lower case t and press crUiN ); and
then enter the Task ID that corresponds to the task for which you are scheduling
an event and press
.

Once the task you are scheduling an event for can be seen on the screen, proceed to
Step 9.

STEP 9:

SELECT THE SCHEDULE OR ASSIGN OPTION. Enter S (or lower case s)
and press
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MGT96,.UI
Teak training klquinunft
1.4
for &A Apple, JM A.
I. Task ID: *so=
stafts: In prass
NDIGH ImmUND. TOMIT
srosIN

1 Dec U

A prompt is added at the
bottom

of

the

screen,

advising you to select the
task.

2. Tak 1D: DMF
COMDCT STPAFF TINGS
3.
ask IS: FLOM3
CONDUCT
A mALLSc1m0

States:

Stata
or A aIIt

maeiting Certification

In Pres

4. Tak 10: FBI=?8
States: In Froe.
FIE UNI TO MINMIN qUALIFICATION

Select the task to sc,,dule or
azzt
Use (pae down) My for plingi.
or ((Unter (rield number), (q> quit)

(umwor)
Q.e

ke,

A (raturn))

3
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STEP 10:

MGTh4.10I
1.4
MAU
CONDUCT
A IIA.i

0

SELECT THE TASK. Enter the field number corresponding to the task and
press iYXT iD.

Task Training imqluir"mta
For A1120
e ,po.
A.
TOFk
04t~l
OF A UIICT

1 Dec U

The Task Status

screen

is

now in view.
las" Le el

1. ?ae.. oj.
2.

Tr.

Obj.

3. Tern. Obj.

Objectie Tyr KeSmt
12M4
U---eIrse
1274

lmimledi

1274

Per mae

gtaY

Compete
Ielmaton
leaisin

Complete

Congted

refer to sub-Section
10.14.1, between Steps 12 and

You may

13, if you need an explana-

tion of the data appearing

on this screen.

gnter (M)ckedele or mlgn,
(i)uMet
Display, (C)esal Ansigolut,
(M)e& Coplete, (i)dentify Treimedealoter, (Q)uit ? 1
10-14-30
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'

STEP 11:

SELECT THE SCHEDULE OR ASSIGN OPTION. Enter S (or s) and press
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"9704.001
1.4ET

ROOM

",

look Level

or

Sweetftat
two~u

Ojective

M
Iowlfte
%j. raiiva
1. T".

2. TmW.-01J.
3. is".. "j.
4. Tome. Obj.

1 Do

Task traliuimg Aqlromostn
.
fa.C1Jo
SPIII

ompeteevent.

Iealaton
lnuowladua
pfroaeo training
Purtomaa. Realuatim,

W24
1274
12V4

Select the tank Sweet to acWie~l
lWe (ouwein) be",. or ((laton. (lA

uoohwr,

WI

Another prompt is added at

the bottom of the screen,
advising you to select the

completo
Complete
Uwaanignad

or a&wig"
(%> quit)

A (zetA,'.))

4

10-1437

SELECT THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION EVENT TO BE SCHEDULED. Enter the field number which corresponds to the Performance Eval-. (Inthe example, Data Field 4 is
uation event arnd press - selected which corresponds to the Performance Evaluation event for the
example task.)

STEP 12:

Lj~

n1.
lank eateIda:tlloatiaa

1

Traisant Sweeit

To

1.4k Swank lTeeitalulos

learnt 2

1. ramlWater:

MWUUE
Ugt
kdbor,

Screen.

A]lom I.

2. start late aMWTim: No Sclmadea
3.
Roi ste "A wo Nom
Us cbaimim

Fotcia"
NWWo
4.

(r

You may ref er to sub-Section
0.~on

10.14.1, between Steps 15 and

.

16, if you need an explanation of the data appearing

,-.--,.-ti--

Rotor.

The screen you are now
viewing is the Event Notice

KleAut
"-r7-hlurm.

711

on this screen.

Malmmal leawA Geooatioa. fN)ediy Swet.

(Gamato

Seent.

(Lint lowarm.?

(

~

STEP 13:

SELECT THE MODIFY OPTION IFYOU NEED TO ADD DATA TO THE
EVENT NOTICE. Enter M (or m)and press I RFTlXRN . (ifyou want the
event scheduled for a specmfc timeframe, ensure you modify Data Fields 2
and 3.) Go to Step 18 Nfyou do W~ need to modify data.
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' STEP 15:
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SELECT THE FIELD NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO THE DATA YOU

WISH TO MODIFY. Enter the field number and press i.
can only modify one data field at a time.)

(You

ENTER THE DATA AS INSTRUCTED BY THE PROMPT ON THE
SCREEN. Enter the data and press CRETURN}.

STEP 16:

REPEAT STEPS 14 AND 15 FOR EACH DATA FIELD THAT REQUIRES
MODIFICATION.

Ij

STEP 17:

SELECT THE QUIT OPTION. Enter 0 (or q)and press C.

1

STEP 18:

SELECT THE GENERATE EVENT OPTION. Enter G (or g)and press

Cenerating the event causes notices to be printed automatically to the evaluator and
trainee of the event. The printed notices will contain the same data as the on-line notice,
in addition to other data.
Generating the event also automatically updates the person's ITR and current Training
Schedule.
"

The status of the task in the ITR will remain as "In Progress"; and the status of
the event will be "Assigned," "Scheduled," "Reassigned" or "Rescheduled."

o

The Training Schedule of the trainee and evaluator will reflect the event, until
the event is cancelled or marked complete.

If the AOTS contains evaluation products for this task or subtask, the evaluation products
should be used to conduct the evaluation event. Evaluation products available from the
AOTS includes an Oral Test Guide (OTG) accompanied by a Performance Evaluation Checklist
(PEC).
0

An OTG contains instructions to the evaluator for administering the evaluation;
a PEC is the checklist to be used by the evaluator when conducting the evaluation.
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Trlning guat Asgimmt
I "m31.001
Tas Training agAe 2"9 90alhtica
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t
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"ratea denomoa

1.

u.leetw
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&bmw

, Aln.

Bosomwt

2. Start Dat. ni Tim: M
3.
Rod Date and Tim: Me
o Paticlpnt:

.

Sc
I

(CbAAple. Jelm A.)

1

8e

If the AOTS contains evaluation products for this task,
the prompt changes on the
screen, as illustrated in the
screen at the left.
If evaluation products do

4. I

not exist for this task, you

5. Derlptio.:

below and skip Steps 19-20.

Do

are returned to the Task
Skip the
Status screen.
presented
information

u waent a be"

mgp priutd of this teet

C)Me.

(M). 7 1

10-14-30

STEP 19:

SPECIFY WHETHER OR NOT YOU WANT A COPY OF THE EVALUATION PRODUCTS NOW. Enter Y (or y) or N (or n) and press
CB.E.TlAD. Ifyou selected the No option, proceed to Step 21.

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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?rainims Comet Assignment
1.4
Task Training Event 299
Task. Event Ijent ificat aen: TI 139-T-1Z7-Pmrfowmance Ew. hatliON
Gourmt"d by: 8989119
Ugt
Abram. Hark A.
1. Evalsato.:
80916
. 18vtInheberi,.
Allen I.

hS
OJZEiITE

2. Start Bte sM Tim: Me scsl
3.
I Bets mad Tim.: No Sciumi.

*AbWm

Ot Pmtipanta": (SVAApple. Jahn A.)

4. Iostallationm

products

S.s ciption'.

Enter ,rrnterldo prs

MT= to us

rft

SSTEP 20:

-

Ie

CSUE A WALL93*804 OF A SUM

Task Level
I. TM. Oh6.
2. Term. Obi.
3. Tem. obJ.
4. Term. 016J.

Objective
1V?4
1V74
127
1V74

your

AOTS

ENTER A PRINTER ID OR PRESS RETURN. Enter a printer ID and press
Cflhii.T i, if you want the OTG and PEC printed at a workstation other
than your own; Qr just press C i~Dto have the evaluation materials
printed at your workstation's printer. You will see a short prompt advisin
you that the printing isoccurring. The screen automatically changes, and
you are returned to the Task Status screen. When you retrieve the OTG and
PEC from the printer, you will also receive aTest Control Log Record.

Task Training flmquiremmnts
For SwM Apple. Jobs A. a" Task 719

1.4

at

Workstation. Howevei, if
you have the need to print
at another ACTS Workstation, you may contact the
Systems Administrator (call
the AOTS hotline) for the
correct Printer ID for that
workstation.

10-14-40
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The prompt changes again,
to have you identif y the
printer ID that corresponds
to the printer where you
want the evaluation prodUt
opit
The OTG and PEC can be
printed at any AOTS Workstation. Normally, you will
print
the
evaluation

?We.Event
Kamuledge
EnM.iefte
?mrfarnam
Performance

Training
IValmation

Training
Ivalmatiaon

Satus
Coplt
complete

Completeeet
Assigned

a~

Once the event has been
generated, the Task Status
screen returns to view,
reflecting the new status of
the Performance Evaluation
vet

If you did not enter
start/end dates and times,
the status is reflected as
"Assigned" or "Reassigned."

gatei. (Schadeie or saiegm. CKPvent Display.
CMark Cmlete.

M(I irti

raiewleeilmater.

Mac)Iel Assignment,
(9)vIt ? a3Rsheue.

If you entered start/end
dates and times, the status is
reflected as "Scheduled" or
"eceue.

10-14-41
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-

STEP 21:

QUIT THE TASK STATUS SCREEN. Enter 0 (or q) and press
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LAST STEP FOR SCHEDUUNG A PERFORMANCE EVALUATION EVENT

Continue to QUIT each screen until you reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point,
you may quit the menu and log off the system, or you may perform another AOTS function.

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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CONDUCTING THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION EVENT

If evaluation products are available within the AOTS for the task, the evaluator will

administer the evaluation to the trainee using the products. If you printed the OTG and
PEC at the time you generated the event, you must give the products to the evaluator for
the event. If you did not print the OTG or PEC, the evaluator must access the existing event
and obtain the hard copy of the OTG and PEC.
o

Once the evaluation is administered, the evaluator (or you as the supervisor) must
score the test.
If the test is scored using the OMR equipment (SCANTRON) or by
keyboard input, the system automatically marks the completion of the
event. You, as the person's supervisor, are responsible for providing
feedback to the individual.
If the evaluator manually scores the checklist off line, the evaluator
must give you the results so that you can provide feedback to the
trainee.
"complete."Then, either you or the evaluator must mark the event

If there are no evaluation products within the system for the task, the evaluator is to
use whatever means exists in the workcenter to accomplish the event. There is no ability to
score the evaluation via the AOTS when non-AOTS evaluation products are used. The evaluator
(or you as the supervisor) must mark the completion of the event.
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10.14.5 Schedule A Training Requirement Other Than Task

BEFORE YOU BEGIN THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES,
ENSURE YOU HAVE COMPLETED STEPS 1-7 OF SECTION 10.14.

SRG NI8.

Individeal Training Requlrments

1.4

Select Two at Training

1. AM

o

I

task, you will first select the
type of requirement that
requires scheduling.

T.sk

2. *wla
3. AUItimoi Dty
4. Con~ti gse
5.

~i'ci21C

&.

.
q.

,,u

Procedures have been pro-

vided

rrmal Truining
%it

Thi

for

an

Ancillary

course
only.
These
procedures are the same for
the other non-task training

ram.

slct Optin,,:

DU

To
schedule
training
requirements other than

a

z.

requirements.

10-14-42
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STEP 8:

SELECT THE TYPE OF TRAINING REQUIREMENT FOR WHICH YOU
DESIRE TO SCHEDULE TRAINING. Enter the number corresponding to
the type of requirement and press C.
(In the example, Data Field
2, which corresponds to Ancillary courses was selected.)
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RGT54.Ufl
1.4

Acillary Camrse Rsqiremeats
fr- SA Apple, John A.

1. cours: ATUI
Title:

Chemical Walrfae

States:

Title:

3

6.

Statu: Unammsitmed
States: ima.. iffud
States: U masped

P otectim at the PreeAldet (MG-4ICS

Cams.: A111S

Title:

pleted by this trainee.

l ,,,

Crime preention Training

S. Cours: AT?
Title:

:

courses required to be com-

Exploson Ordnsne Rm~Mnitiam Treiing

4. CAurse: ATM%
Title:

Trainitng Per Hish Threat Areas

The screen you are now
viewing lists the Ancillary

Sael Aid and oaddu Cam.

3. Coure: AT
Title:

1 Dec a

inassig ed

Defense

2. Cou,.e: hleSttst
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436)

States: U-eamigned

Base Populace pining

Enter (AI)
to mnd. (I)neert, (O)rder, (Deleta, (S)cediule or essign.
(M)..
displaV, (C0ancel assignment, (Mark complete, f 3l,
(qMeit ? a
10-14-A3

The status of each Ancillary Course requirement is reflected at the right of each Course
ID. The status will either be reflected as "Unassigned" or "Scheduled."
o

"Unassigned" means the training has not been scheduled nor conducted.

0

"Scheduled" means the course has been scheduled and has not been accomplished/completed.

It is important to remember that =s course f.r which y= Ure schedulina an event
must b 2ne of tho lisd on tha screen j=0 urM now viewin. When necessary:
o

Press the P
key, and continue to press the key, until the course you are
seeking can be seen on the screen. Once the course for which you are scheduling
an event for can be seen on the screen, proceed to Step 9.

STEP 9:

SELECT THE SCHEDULE OR ASSIGN OPTION. Enter S (or s) and press

I209
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I

c.
Title:

1 De

Ancillary couse liequi...fts
ar SiA Apple. JoM~ A.

1.

*A01
aimia

2. Curs.
Title:

GO

Statuo Unssige

OhirAl WraeDefuse

Training Paz. High

A prompt is added at the
bottom
of
the
screen,

you to select the

hFtadvising

course.

Status: Unassigned
AT1U2
Self Aid and Muddq Cam.

Status: Unasigned
3. Cmi,..: AtS
Title: Zxplosiwe Ordnance fcAg-itian ?raising
States: limassigned
4. Course.: A IS
Title: Crime prevention Training
States: Unassigned
5. Course: ATUS?
Title: Protection at the Prooliowt (IG-UIICS 436)
S. cmir,
Title:

Status: Ihassigned
laceAinlg

htum
saw. Ppl

in mclujia to
Salect the -- a
Use (page Aomft ke for paging.

U.. (camr) Imprn. ar (Mliter (fieid somber), (q) qjuit) 11 (retun))

1
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SELECT THE COURSE. Enter the field number corresponding to the
course and press C ff~ . (Inthe example, Data Field 1was selected,

STEP 10:

which corresponds to course AT0001 - Chemical Warfare Defense Training
for High Threat Areas.)

MGT83I .Ui1

Training Snout A.ign
mt
ANITh
8811111104
SWt
Abams.

co" ,.
Anclls~ av

1.4

Course identification:

Genrated bu:

Itmhur at participants:

U

CMMITZ

Th scenatelftllscenatelftiu-

trates

Notice.

an

on-line

Event

The notice will be

printed automatically once

ATm:11Dc10I

1. Str lt

3.

Ba

-

3"
n.,u A.

later).

(SwA Apple. JmA)plained

Training Agency.

4. Inetallation:

S.

Ieewipti..:

KINtP

Me~nel 1000t GO.UIaM.

(NudtGM lint.

(Clinret. 196et ?

&a
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The following information is provided to acquaint you with the information appearing
on an Event Notice, and to identify the data for which you are responsible.
o

The system automatically establishes an Event ID for each training and evaluation
event. The Event ID is reflected in the sub-title of the screen. (In the example.
the Event ID is 220.)
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0

The event is further identified by the Course ID, which appears on the first line
of the screen (below the sub-title).

o

You are automatically reflected as the person who is generating the event (your
SSAN, rank and name are automatically listed).

0

The start date and time, and end date and time, for the accomplishment of this
training event are reflected in Data Fields 1 and 2.
-

Training requirements other than task training requirements, are
always scheduled to occur during a specified timeframe.

-

You must enter the start and end date(s) and times by modifying Data
Fields 1 and 2.

0

The number of participants (trainees for the event) is reflected next. When there
is only one participant, the person's rank and name are reflected rather than the
number I This information is automatically provided by the AOTS and cannot
be modified by a user.

0

The training agency which is responsible for conducting the training can be
defined by modifying Data Field 3.

o

o

(

The installation where the training is to take place is identified in Data Field 4.
-

If the event will take place in the normal work place of the trainee
and trainer, no installation data needs to be entered.

-

If the event will occur outside of the normal work place, you must
modify Data Field 4 to identify the base, building or other specifics
that identify where the event will occur.

The Description is the last item reflected on the screen. If additional information
or instructions are required for the accomplishment of the event (e.g., bring pen
or pencil to take notes), you must modify Data Field 5.
STEP 11:

SELECT THE MODIFY OPTION. Enter M (or m) and press

STEP 12:

SELECT THE FIELD NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO THE DATA YOU
WISH TO MODIFY. Enter the field number and press CRETURN}. (You
can only modify one data field at a time and you must modify Data Fields 1
and 2.)

STEP 13:

ENTER THE DATA AS INSTRUCTED BY THE PROMPT. Enter the data
and press C.
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REPEAT STEPS 17 AND 16 FOR EACH DATA FIELD THAT REQUIRES

STEP 14:

I.L~

MODIFICATION.

II~ STEP 15:

SELECT THE QUIT OPTION. Enter 0 (or q) and press

(~STEP

SELECT THE GENERATE EVENT OPTION. Enter G (or g) and press

16:

Generating an event causes Event Notices to be automatically printed to the trainec
of the event. The printed notice will contain the same data as this on-line notice, in addition
to other data.
Generating the event also automatically updates the person's ITR and current Training
Schedule.

0

The person's ITR reflects the status of the course as being "scheduled."

o

The Training Schedule of the trainee will reflect the event. The event will remain
con the Training Schedule unitil the event is cancelled or marked complete.

"GO54 .U
1.4

Title:

11mgt~tW

1111111
I . state:
airs: ch~ledgenerated,
chmical warfae. Damo Tralsit. For Higi Threat

2. cm,..e: Aum I
Title: Self fild and
3

Cose
ca.
Title:

I lit

Cm,.. kyAWWMNt
for 11A ftnle Jobe i.

States:
WAdil

Camr

$#At":

Once the event has been

the person's ITR
ments returns to the screen.

listing the course require-

Unaigne

Note that the status for the

States: liae ge
A13
itimn Turning
Zipiarni.. Opaan A

4. Course:. *1,
title: CAMir

1

course is now reflected as

"scheduled."

Unasigne

vn tiou Tt~el

5. Cam,..: ATOM?
Stat".: linmaige
Title: Protection of the Fresidzt (Mra-5ICS 436)

states: U"Waigned

6. C~90.: *UfB

Mvwt IAoplay, (aCela

aa.igut6

N)
.

a

mplet.. FOR.

Wa~lt 7 q

10-14-46

E~~

STEP 17:

QUIT THE ITR SCREEN. Enter 0 (or q) and press

IT

LAST STEP FOR SCHEDULING A NON-TASK TRAINING EVENT
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Continue to Quit each screen until you reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that
point, you may quit the menu and log off the system, or you may perform another AOTS
function.
CONDUCTING THE TRAINING EVENT

Because non-task training requirements are usually accomplished by outside agencies,
further information has not been included on how the event is conducted.
0

Once the training is accomplished, you are responsible for marking the completion
of the event.

0

Once the event is marked complete, the course is automatically removed from the
person's ITR and is listed in the person's Training History.

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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10.15 Mark Completion of a Training or Evaluation Event

Because training can be marked complete by a variety of users, and because the
completion procedures vary depending on the type of training, this section is organized into
two sub-sections.
o

There are some completion procedures, however, which are common to all typcs
of training. The common procedures begin on the next page.

To mark an event complete, first follow the common procedures (Steps 1-7). Then,
refer to and follow the procedures within the sub-section that applies to the specific typc
of event you are marking complete.
o

The following list identifies the sub-sections, and the type of event that applies:
10.15.1 Task Training Event
10.15.2 Training Event for Other Training Requirements
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COMMON PROCEDURES FOR MARKING EVENTS COMPLETE
SUI6Z.1111
1.2

hilsuncd On-The-Jo& Traininmg Syjste

1 Dec W

(AOTS)

To mark an event compicte,
you must first select the

Primary hocess Nam,

I.

Training

Trinin Inant

Pesoa

Management

option on the ACTS Primary
Access Menu.

2. Tr~aining Managmnt
3. Hester Tak List (NITL) Interface
4. Position Asqiremuita
q. Qait This Nowa

Select Option:

2

10-15-1

.'-~

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter 2 and press

STEP 1:

aRFW.S

Training Rsaagna

1 3sc Be

You may choose one of two
paths to mark an event
You may
complete: (1)
access the Training Scheduler; or (2) You may access
teARMngr
teARMngr

1.2

1. Training Schimle
2. *1w... Training Asm~

(ATI) Maae

3. Repartin Progres
4. QAliItcatia" Asesset
et Control
Oft-Linm Tost Soring
7.
Lceseisting Ie~
5. Oft-Line

6.

q. Qui

The Training Scheduler path

is illustrated in this section.
As you grow more familiar
with the AOTS, you will bc

This Nam.

able to mark events complete
using either path.

Select Wilen: I-

10-15-2

SSTEP 2:

SELECT THE TRAINING SCHEDULER OPTION. Enter 1 and press
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Traning ranubine~-

1.2

1 Dec a

1. trinin SOMulerillustrated
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A prompt is added to thc
bottom of the screen, as
at the left.

Alrea% Training Alee (ATS) Manager
1mport ing Programs
qtaiification e.mn
Ott-Lin es~t Central
Oft-Lin Tst Sowring
Acces existing Iwent

q. Quit This NNWa

select option:

Select Twopof Taining no". :

1

Mrainer, Muqpereiam..

Mqult ? S

10-15-3

SSTEP 3:

NGTM.UI
1.4

SELECT THE SUPERVISOR OPTION. Enter S (or s) and press

Individual Training SIeaennta

1 Dec SO

When you mark an event
complete, you are updating

acsignet Iloion and Gonerti.

TVOigPRiMW
IVLV~
it.
. &AWSM.kt.
Deqwien
2. lo~nduie Cee TraisirNMI
3. Traifn Znt ftyiew or Update
4. Add Paeemmel to hkitig tweat

the

person's

Training
(ITR).

Individual

Requirements

5. Print Training A.qihe..nta for Group
6. Print Schedules for Group
q. %pit?his nowm

select Option:

(

~

STEP 4:

I

SELECT THE UPDATE OR SCHEDULE INDIVDUAL TRAINING
REQUIREMENT OPTION. Enter 1and press
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Assignment 11eulee and Generat ion

WGT3S.USI
1.4

1.

1 Dec W
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Uipdate or. Schedule liiIa
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Ikwiefen

You may mark an event
compictc for only 1 person
at a time. Since many of us

Z. Shedle QoapTraiingRequremntsdo
3.
Rviewor
Tainig
Udateyou
lest
A4
" Peronnel to Eisltingi Eventyu"uevso

S: Print Treanig Requireents fr
6. Print kchodales for. Group

not memorize SSANs, how
select a personf
iti o
son

illusratue.

Geu

Lsti

ilsrtd

q. Quit Thin lnes

select Optie,.:

I

(I)"atily Airman Fro

I

List, (Ehite, &pacific SGM,

Malut ' 1

10-15-5

SSTEP

5:

SELECT THE IDENTIFY AIRMAN FROM UIST OPTION. Enter I (or i) and
press ~~U J

MGTBM2
A?

I Nianager

Training A.-

1.9

1 Doc a

Group selection across

The screen at the left illus-

trates a Supervision
1110111

___"_

I.
2.

&SU
SA

efrirt
D"
Adaa. Pat A.,
Apple, jakn A.

POWt

iirawj.

soi01

11011111100

3.
4.

S. ininim

~

Note

___________

SeA

31t~

Us. (cureas.) hape, or ((lte. (field

Bake.

.b..r>,

Ja

that

alphabetized

the

by

list

List.
is

name,

makingieaerfryut
paseronout
tiyi
ident

.

(q> quit) & (ieturn,))

the

pesn

for

whom you want to update

#Ilen X.

data.

3

10-154

-

~ STEP 6:

SELECT THE INDIVIDUAL FOR WHOM YOU WANT TO MARK AN EVENT
COMPLETE. Enter the number corresponding to the person and press
C~i~iDX. (Inthe example, Data Field 3 was selected, which corresponds to SrA John A.Apple.)
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Indiviuial Traiing bquii..mnts

M01330.113

1.4

1 JIM W

selct Actioneired

1. Update or 20dale Trinn

3. Psto

2. Tainng cheulesInfrmaionmark
afitiSttsItPei
must

4. Print TValaImi
S.

At this point, you havc
accessed portions of thc
person's training record. To

an event complete, you
select the update or

schedule training option,
which accesses the person's
ITR data.

ww t

Pint freiimu Winmduias

6. ftat Position 41alfitotimi Status
7. access GeneralI 11
q. Omit This buet

Select option:

1

10-15-7

SELECT THE UPD5ATE OR SCHEDULE TRAINING OPTION. Enter 1 and
press

SSTEP 7:

lujII111
niviuali training hquil"W"a

pec a

select TWO of TriigtoUdt

1.4

viewing reflects the types of
training requirements existing for an JTR.
It is at this point where the
procedures for
marking an event completc
depend on the type of event
involved.

-.

2. AM ask~,

AiittiauaI
3.
4. Contiug'

Wetv

S UC~cSCremaining

7 . Foral TraItinn

q.

The screen you are now

Qit This None
select Option:

10-154

FOR THE REMAINING PROCEDURES, REFER TO THE SPECIFIC SUB-SECTION WHICH APPLIES TO
THE TYPE OF EVENT YOU ARE MARKING COMPLETE
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Mark Completion of a Task Training Event

BEFORE YOU BEGIN THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES,
ENSURE YOU HAVE COMPLETED STEPS 1-7 OF SECTION 10.15.

NGT3.11a
1.4

1sildw Training hqUiMI.nts
Selet typea
of raining to Upd*48

2:

hwllr

Dwc N

To mark a Task Training
event complete for a person,
must access the AFS

hnlaskyou

I

Tasks portion of his/her

3. kIR

4.Cot

7. finus! Training
q .- tit

This Rosus

Select Optian

~~ STEP 8:

L

SELECT THE AFS TASK OPTION. Enter 1 and press
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ask !ainig
laquirmuta
r.ram fAple. JOM A.

I Dec M

1. fak I0: PMM
states: In hogrese
Asio rmoo"
To SUITIM
mm
2. Task ID:

1837

States: ftalting Cartiflcation

ComCT Sr MEtINM
3.

Tak 1: F?1U3
A104

COWUCT A Mou

Stat:

The screen at the left illustrates tasks listed in an ITR.
It is important to remember
that the task you are marking an event complete for
must be one of the tasks
listed .R t screen you arc
now viewing.

In P as

or A utven

4. 1sk 10: roan
Stata : In ogwum
FIU UMPONS TOMINtMIN QUALIFICION

Ewnte (A)dd to end. (1)m "r, (0)wdr, (M)utate, (Sdtle
or .Igull.
(C)otify, (D)reabiAmm, ()eviw states,M(T)ak Search. PgDn. (E)uit ? 3
10-15-10

o

You may press the
key, and continue to press the key, until the task you
are seeking can be seen on the screen, or

o

You may select the Task Search option (enter T or t and press i ruD), and
then enter the Task ID that corresponds to the task for which you are marking
an event complete and press cE'E .

Once the desired task can be seen on the screen, proceed to Step 9.
STEP 9:

SELECT THE SCHEDULE OR ASSIGN OPTION. Enter S (or s) and press
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I sec 88

Task Tra1.1mg Fulrements
Fr SM Anile. Joint A.

1. Task 10: AMz

stat.: In pro8.,
Nesaw TO DUTYFOSITOS

,MI=G

Now, you must enter the data
field number corresponding
to the task for which you arc
marking an event complete.

2. tank to: 1883
Stat.s: AwaitTng Certification
COMXXT STAFF MEETINGS
3. Task I: riU3
Status: In hgua
COCE? A VMLLSlEAR0 OF A SUSPECT
4. Task ID: Foom
States: In Pie.
Fli3 ISAPF1W TOVAINTAIN WMLIF1CAtION

-3e (cusa)

Select tim task to scindule or actign
Uie (pave damn> key for paving.
or ((Enter (rield mms), (q) quit) & (retw))

ka,

4.

10-15-11

STEP 10:

SELECT THE TASK. Enter the number corresponding to the desired task
and press CiRETURN ]. (In the example, Data Field 4 was selected, which
corresponds to Task ID F00278.)

; ~

NGIVr6.SSt

1.4

lak Trainiw Requlremn

FomSTO
Q Ape. J

FInS VIAPNS,
10 ISIIN GIML.FnC*ONm
Task Leel
1. Tin. OhJ.
2. tem. 01J.
3. Tre. Obj.
4. Te m.. 01J).

Enter (Scimd.
(N)a-h omaphet,

ctiv
1774
1774
1774
1774

A.

TwopEent

Xmledg

1 Dec

TUAk
13IATO

Trinin

,nm.
. Evaluatio.
Purfermaus. Traimug
P erfrm ance Ieliaatn n

The screen you are now
viewing is referred to as the

"Task Status" screen. It is at
this point that you mark
events complete.
T ask tra in in g , f o r e a c h
objective that applies to a
task, involves four events:
1. Knowledge Training
2. Knowledge
Evaluation
3. Performance
Training,

states
Asg

Um..Igd
UNlowged
t t "i
w

and
4. Performance

(l eat Display, (C)ancel Asignmnt.
or alpg,
(I)dlmI~t~iry Tei.aim.'lat,-, (Q)ult ? -

Evaluation.

10-15-12

The screen above provides an example of a task which is broken down into subtasks.

There is one behavioral objective for this task.

There are four events which should be

completed before the person can be certified on the task.
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o

If the task you are viewing has been broken down into subtasks, the screen reflects
the four events for each subtask objective as well as the four events for the task
level objective.

o

You mark events complete for subtasks in the sarre manner as you mark events
complete for tasks.

The remaining procedures vary somewhat, depending on the specific type of task event you
are marking complete. In the next few pages, separate information for each type of task
event has been provided..

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK iNTENTIONALLY.
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KNOWLEDGE TRAINING EVENT
You should be aware of the following facts regarding marking a Knowledge Training
cvent complete:
o

A Knowledge Training event is accomplished by the trainee. He/she studies
textual materials, takes an on-line CAI course, reviews a film, etc. The AOTS
provides the trainee with the capability to mark a Knowledge Training event
complete (Proceed with Training function).
If a Knowledge Training event is accomplished by the person reviewing a CAI
lesson on the AOTS, the system automatically marks the Knowledge Training event
complete, once the person completes the entire lesson.
A designated trainer for the task can mark a Knowledge Training event complete.
Y
as the person's supervisor, have the capability to mark a Knowledge Training
event complete. Once you feel the airman has attained sufficient knowledge
about the task and is ready to be evaluated on that knowledge, you should ensure
the Knowledge Training event is marked complete (either by the trainee, trainer,
or by you as the supervisor).

0

o
o

RGTK64.UI

1.4
FIRE U

Task Training Riquriments

For SM fAe, John A. n
PGImIPN QIJA.IC~tATI

Task LeI

Obj.ctiv
1774

KImledge

Z. Term. Obj.
3. is".. Obj.
4. lea. Obi.

1774
1774
1774

Knoiuledge
lealmatia
Performa
Training
Pawtarc e ealuation

rM..

Trainiug

To
mark
a Knowledge
Training event complete,

perform the next two steps.

Stat,

1ey" vent

OJ.

1.

I Dec W

,

Amlged

Unanniuud
Un.aigind
Unaaeirund

Enter (S)chlude or eign, (l)vent Display, (C)sancl Asl.ma
(MIark Compiet.s (i)deutity Traier-11vealutar, (q)uit ? H

t.

10-15-14

STEP 1:

SELECT THE MARK COMPLETE OPTION. Enter M (or m) and press
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;IlM6,
.34
1.4
11
1R.4

Teal. lw.inm
Se&
raie,ng, lhquiwineimt
e . @ hrmentes
To IWNAIN
farPOI
I.aLIFICOnI

Task Level
I.
Z.
3.
4.

Ters.
Tsm.
Iwo.
trm.
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0kjati-ye

Obj.
Okj.

obj.
ObJ -

US

Status

Ev'ent

Kaledg
Xwloutefg
PII olUC€
P r
as

1774
1774
1774
1774

I D

Traini
RSuamatiou

Traning
auatim

Assign
Unassinead
Unassigned
Unassigned

A prompt is added at the
bottom of the screen,
as
illustrated in the screen to
the left.
Now, you must identify the

event

you

are

m arking

complete.

Select the task emnt to CNIeto
Um (o0weae)

hew., or ((Unte.

(flild nsdmb.), (q) quit) A Catar))

1.

10-15-15

SELECT THE TASK EVENT TO MARK COMPLETE. Enter the field num.
i
ber corresponding to a Knowledge Training event and press
(In the example, Data Field 1 was selected, which corresponds to the
Knowledge Training event for the task.)

STEP 2:

NG1 A.Ur
.

1.4

To

Fm-

Task Tre almig lh.ueman.
A ,pnl,
JobS . , Tha, VS

I bec as

The status of the Knowledge

Training event changes to
Taall Level
mi.
1. T,.

ftsw

01J.
3. Iwo. Obj.
4. Tom'. 01j.

1774
1774
1774

Z. Ism.

1774

nt
TWO*U
!pe
Ino,,f

gt"t~
Trin n

RUIo
Ieslatic"
pefamwase T alni g
Pirfmanm Bseaeatim.

Comple
Usaaalned
Unaeilguud
Unassipgud

"Complete" on the person's

ITR, as illustrated by the
screen to the left.

Intr4. (:ktle.
or msi,
(I)mt Displa . (C)asIca
tlginmt,
(")&Ph Comlete, (I)J..tlty Tueium.lu-tae, (q)Nit 7 q
10- 15-16

The following automatic actions occur:
0

If the Knowledge Training event previously had a status of "Assigncd," "Schcd-

uled," "Rcassioned" or "Rescheduled," the event is automatically removed from
those events listed on the pcrson's Training Schcdulc. Additionally, thc cvcnt is
removed from the dcsignatcd t-raincr's Training Schedule, if thc traincc was thc
only or last trainee to complete the event. (Remember, a Training Schcdulc
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reflects those events for which training is occurring or is forecasted to occur.
Since the event has been marked complete, it no longer belongs on the Training
Schedule).

LAST STEP

o

If you desire to mark other Knowledge Training events complete for this task
(or its subtasks, if applicable), repeat Steps I and 2 above for each event.

o

If you desire to mark another type of task event complete for this task, refer to
the procedures (within this sub-section) that are specific to that type of event.

o

If you do not want to mark another event complete, QUIT each screen until you
reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point, you may quit the menu and
log off the system, or you may perform another AOTS function.

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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KNOWLEDGE EVALUATION EVENT

You should be aware of the following facts regarding marking a Knowledge Evaluation
event complete:
0

A Knowledge Evaluation event is accomplished between an evaluator and the
trainee. The event can be accomplished on line or off line.
If the evaluation is administered on line, the system automatically
scores the test and marks the completion of the event.
If the evaluation is administered off line, the evaluator *ill normally
use a test that is stored in the AOTS when available. However, if no
AOTS test is available for the event, the evaluator will use some other
means to determine whether or not the individual has attained
sufficient knowledge to begin performance training for the task
(subtask).
If an non-AOTS test is administered off line, the evaluator will
need to mark the completion of the Knowledge Evaluation event.
If an AOTS test is administered off line, and if the evaluator

scores the test using the AOTS (either by using the SCANTRON
OMR equipment or by keyboard input), the system automatically
marks the Knowledge Evaluation event complete.

If an AOTS test is administered off line, and if the evaluator
scores the test off line (using the answer key printed with the
test), the evaluator will need to mark the event complete.
o

You. as the person's supervisor, also have the capability to mark a Knowledge
Evaluation Event complete. Once you feel the person has been adequately
evaluated on his/her knowledge of the task, and is ready to begin performance
training for the task, you should ensure the Knowledge Evaluation event is marked
complete (either by the evaluator or by you, as the supervisor).

o

Before you mark a knowledge evaluation event complete, ensure the corresponding
knowledge training event is first marked "complete."
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PICTS64111
1.4

Task Training Requiremnts

For SrA Apple, John A. on Task FOB278
FIE~UAN~

T

Pwmsomialuto

174

4. Teom. ObJ.

I Dec OR

o

MITAINQUAIFITWKEvaluation

becieTpe mvent
Knowamefte
Training
1774

TakLve
1Town. Gui.

~
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K0wcg
cvcnt complctc,

perform the following thrcc
stejps:

Status
Complete

UnseI
lial""

mr

Knowledge
the
Ensure
Training event is marked
complete before you begin to
mark the Knowledge Evaluation event complete.

~

Enter (Slajeduls op small.. CIVuent Disay~. (C0encel Asigmet.
(N0ara Complete, (lMAntify Tpinspnealuator, (Q)ult ? a

[10-15-17
SSTEP 1:

.Thb4 .=

SELECT THE MARK COMPLETE OPTION. Enter M (or m)and press

TeaskTri ning

equ iriam.ta

SIR

fop a Apple. John A. as tesk In=9Aprmti

1.4

1.
2.
3.
4.

Usk) Lovel

Objective

TWO aget

trerm. obj.
Toem.Obj.
Teom. Ohj.
Tom.. Obi.

1774
1774
1774
174

Ilmoulote
lnamledge
Peat samao
Performance

steme
Trainig
Ealuation

Training

Ealuation

ddda hh
sadda
bottom of the screen, as
illustrated in the screen to
the lef t.
Apop

Fln WEAPON TO MAINIAIN WAMLATICN

Copplets
Assiged~
Unineud
Uase igmed

Now, you must identify the
event you are marking
complete.

Select the teak event to complete
Usea(cursor) heyja, op ((Enter (field member), (q) quit) & (zeturn))

SSTEP

2:

2

SELECT THE TASK EVENT TO MARK COMPLETE. Enter the field number corresponding to a Knowledge Evaluation event and press
iiiD
(inthe above example, Data Field 2was selected, which corresponds to the
Knowledge Evalution event for the task.)
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ATI. ON

Cid SA

1774
1774
1774
1774

Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.

ipple. JOIS A.

STEP 3:

.

The prompt changes, to have
you

identify

whether

the

passed or failed the

SIOSaperson
tee.
Z. Tom.
3. TsO.
4. Ti.
1.

1 DeCn

TU
ask Ixalie Fkquirmeta

MTr1T

Fin
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Xa.uleg.e

fuainiag

Zealmatioa
nawuledge
PsFurmance Tralug
Peromruawm Ie19ltin

P)eas,

Complet.

evaluation.

Assiged
Uaelled
Umaeigued

(Flail, (q)Uit I I

SELECT THE PASS OR FAIL OPTION. Enter P or F (or lower case p or f)
and press
.

The following automatic actions occur:
1.

If the person passed the evaluation, the status for the Knowledge Evaluation
event automatically changes to "Complete" on the person's ITR.
o

2.

If the status of the evaluation event had previously been "Assigned,"
"Scheduled," "Reassigned," or "Rescheduled," the event is automatically
removed from the person's current Training Schedule. Additionally, the
event is removed from the designated evaluator's Training Schedule, if the
trainee was the only or last trainee to complete the event. (Remember, a
Training Schedule reflects those events for which training is occurring or
is forecasted to occur. Since the event has been marked complete, it no
longer belongs on the Training Schedule.)

If the person failed the evaluation, the status for the Knowledge Evaluation event
automatically changes to "Taken" on the person's ITR.
o

The status of the corresponding Knowledge Training event will also bc
changed from "Complete" to "Taken." It is assumed that if a person fails a
knowledge evaluation, he/she requires additional knowledge training (both
knowledge events will have to be reaccomplished).

o

If the status of the Knowledge Evaluation event had previously bccn
"Assigned," "Scheduled," "Reassigned," or "Rescheduled," the event is automatically removed from the person's current Training Schedulc. Additionally, the event is removed from the designated evaluator's Training
Schedule, if the trainee was the only or !ast trainee to complete the cvcnt.
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LAST STEP

0

If you desire to mark other Knowledge Evaluation events complete for this task
(or its' subtasks, if applicable), repeat Steps 1 through 3 above for each event.

0

If you desire to mark another type of task event complete for this task, refer to
the procedures (within this sub-section) that are specific to that type of event.

0

If you do not want to mark another event complete, QUIT each screen until you
reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point, you may quit the menu and
log off the system, or you may perform another ATS function.
PERFORMANCE TRAINING EVENT

You should be aware of the following facts regarding marking a Performance Training
cvcnt complete:
o

0

o

PI

A Performance Training event is always accomplished off line, between a trainer
and trainee. The trainer teaches the steps required to be accomplished within
the task, as well as the sequence in which the steps are performed. Once training
is conducted, the trainer has the capability to mark the Performance Training
event complete.
You. as the person's supervisor, also have the capability to mark a Performancc
Training event complete. Once you feel the person has acquired sufficient training
on the task (or subtask) and is ready to be evaluated on his/her performancc,
you should ensure the Performance Training event is marked complete (either by
the trainer or by you as the supervisor).
Before you mark a performance training event complete, ensure the corresponding
Knowledge Training and Knowledge Evaluation events have been marked complete.
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Ensure the corresponding
Knowledge Training and
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Evaluation
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SELECT THE MARK COMPLETE OPTION. Enter M (or m)and
press

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT
BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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STEP 2:

SELECT THE TASK EVENT TO MARK COMPLETE. Enter the field number corresponding to a Performance Training event and press CAfTIRNJ.
(Inthe above example, Data Field 3 was selected, which corresponds to the
Performance Training event for the task.)
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The following automatic actions occur:
0

If the Performance Training event previously had a status of "Assigned,"
"Scheduled," "Reassigned" or "Rescheduled," the event is automatically removed
from those events listed on the person's Training Schedule. Additionally, the
event is removed from the designated trainer's Training Schedule, if the trainee
was the only or last trainee to complete the event. (Remember, a Training Schedule
reflects those events for which training is occurring or is forecasted to occur.
Since the event has been marked complete, it no longer belongs on the Training
Schedule.)

LAST STEP

o

If you desire to mark another Performance Training event complete for this task
(or its subtasks, if applicable), repeat Steps 1 and 2 above.

o

If you desire to mark another type of task event complete for this task, refer to
the procedures (within this sub-section) that are specific to that type of event.

o

If you do not want to mark another event complete, Quit each screen until you
reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point, you may quit the menu and
log off the system, or you may perform another AOTS function.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION EVENT
You should be aware of the following facts regarding marking a Performance Evaluation
event complete:
o

A Performance Evaluation event is always accomplished off line, between an
evaluator and the trainee. The evaluator administers an off-line performance or

product evaluation by using AOTS evaluation products (i.e., Oral Test Guide (OTG)

and Performance Evaluation Checklist (PEC)), or by using other means to evaluate

the trainee's performance abilities. The evaluator has the capability to mark the
event complete after the evaluation has been administered.
If the off-line evaluation is scored via the AOTS (either by using the
SCANTRON OMR equipment or by keyboard input), the system
automatically marks the Performance Evaluation event complete.
o

You. as the person's supervisor, also have the capability to mark a Performance
Evaluation event complete. Once you feel the person can adequately perform
the task (or subtask), you should ensure the Performance Evaluation event is
marked complete (either by the evaluator or by you as the supervisor).

o

Before you mark a performance evaluation event complete, ensure the corresponding Knowledge Training, Knowledge Evaluation and Performance Training
events have been marked complete.
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STEP 1:
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STEP 2:

SELECT THE TASK EVENT TO MARK COMPLETE. Enter the field number coffrpndng to a Performance Evaluation event and press
L&EnIBUbLJ. (Inthe above example, Data Field 4was selected, which
corresponds to the Performance Evaluation event for the task.)
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STEP 3:

SELECT THE PASS OR FAIL OPTION. Enter P or F (or lower case p or 1)

and press

D.

The following actions occur:
1.

If the person vassed the evaluation, the status for the Performance Evaluation
event automatically changes to "Complete" on the person's ITR. If the Performance
Evaluation event is the last event to be completed for this task, the screen -hanges
as follows:
o

The individual events are consolidated into a single data item on the
screen. The objective that applies now reflects "Complete."
The following prompt is added to the bottom of the screen: All
events for the task are now complete and it is awaiting certification. Press R
to continue. Once you press return,
you are returned to the screen which reflects the tasks listed in
the person's ITR (note that the status for this task now reflects

"Awaiting Certification"). Since all events for the task are
complete, you may now certify the individual on the task (see
Section 10.20 for procedures).
o

If the status of the Performance Evaluation event had previously been
"Assigned," "Scheduled," "Reassigned," or "Rescheduled," the event is
automatically removed from the person's current Training Schedule.
Additionally, the event is removed from the designated evaluator's

Training Schedule, if the trainee was the only or the last trainee to
complete the event. (Remember, a Training Schedule reflects those
events for which training is occurring or is forecasted to occur. Since
the event has been marked complete, it no longer belongs on the
Training Schedule.)
2.

If the person failed the evaluation, the status for the Performance Evaluation
event automatically changes to "Taken" on the person's ITR.
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o

The status of the corresponding Performance Training event will also
be changed from "Complete" to "Taken." It is assumed that if a person
fails a performance evaluation, he/she requires additional performance training (both performance events will have. to be reaccomplished).

o

If the status of the Performance Evaluation event had previously been
"Assigned," "Scheduled," "Reassigned," or "Rescheduled," the event is
automatically removed from the person's current Training Schedule.
Additionally, the event is removed from the designated evaluator's
Training Schedule, if the trainee was the only or the last trainee to
complete this event.
LAST STEP

o

If you desire to mark other Performance Evaluation events complete for this task
(or its' subtasks, if applicable), repeat Steps I - 3 above for each event.

o

If you desire to mark another type of task event complete for this task, refer to
the procedures (within this sub-section) that are specific to that type of event.

o

If you do not want to mark another event complete, Quit each screen until you
reach the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point, you may quit the menu and
log off the system, or you may perform another AOTS function.
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10.15.2 Mark Completion of Other Training (Non-task)

BEFORE YOU BEGIN THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES,
ENSURE YOU HAVE COMPLETED STEPS 1-7 OF SECTION 10.15
individual Traimim lquirsamut.

GT83.83

1 Dec Be

To mark an event complete,
for other training requirements besides task training,

S.eect Action Desired

1.4

.Up

o

you must access the specific

2. Trainin SeduInfrmon
Status Infrmation
3. Poetion Qualiticati

type of training that applies.

4. Print Traeiniq Asqiwew"s

S. Print Training S0tedal,
S. Print Position Qalit;=atio, status
Iii
7. 1ene ,
q.

Since the completion procedures are almost identical
of
type
each
for
requirement, only instructions and illustrations for an
Course
are
Ancillary
provided within this subsection.

Quit This NNW

Seiect otion: z_

10.15-26

SELECT THE OPTION CORRESPONDING TO THE TYPE OF TRAINING
REQUIREMENT YOU ARE MARKING COMPLETE. Enter the number
corresponding to the type of training requirement and press C.
(For the example, the 2nd option was selected, to access the Ancillary
Courses listed in the person's ITR.)

STEP 8:

I Dec Be

Anilart
I
Course Vequirsmeu$.a
for S
Apple. J.oi A.

t%105A.001
1.4

States: U..e ised
i. Course: ATU2
Title: S.l Aid and Budy Care
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2. Course: ATM
Title:
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Title:
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OrdnancA-
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AT16
Crie Prevention Trainin

Iti , Traini.
Unseal"d

requirement for which you
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4. Corse: ATOM6
Title: Protection of tie President (A-ICS 4X)

5. course: *16618

screen

States: lieignedPrs

CO,-s: ATOM

you are now viewing.

Press the

Title: Bue Paroees Briefing

6.

The screen at the left illusCourse
trates Ancillary
training requirements in an
It is important to
ITR.
remember that the training

PD

key, and

continue to press this key,
until the course you arc

State: Unasigned

Title: Standards at c,,,luct

seeking can be seen on the

IEter (A "l to mg. ()nort. (O)rder, (Melete (S cedle or aein
(q)Uit
0l assignment, (Flauk cohploet,
(;)vat display. (C)

Once the desired
screen.
can be seen, proceed
course
c
to Step 9.
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STEP 9:

SELECT THE MARK COMPLETE OPTION. Enter M (or m) and press
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STEP 10:

N67OR.4U

SELECT THE COURSE TO BE MARKED COMPLETE. Enter the field
number corresponding to the training requirement being marked and press
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The prompt at the bottom of
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frs

next. If you enter

a date, you will not completc
Step 12 below.

ENTER THE COMPLETION DATE OR PRESS RETURN FOR THE CURRENT DATE. Enter the cornR gnordate in the DD MM YYYY format and
press (~~~:or press LaILB.Jto accept the current date.
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STEP 12:

SELECT THE YES OPTION. Enter Y (or lower case y) and press

Far seA Apple, Jon A.
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STEP 13:

ENTER THE INSTALLATION WHERE THE COURSE WAS COMPLETED.
Enter the installation and press
T
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course data from the ITR to
the training history portion
of the person's ATR, the
original prompt is returned
on the screen.

list to
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LAST STEP
If you want to mark another course- (of this same type) complete for this person, repeat
Steps 9 - 13.
If you want to mark another type of training requirement complete, QUIT the scrccn
you are now viewing. Another screen, listing the types of training requirements, will appear.
Repeat Steps 8 - 13 f-or the type of requirement you are marking complete (see Section 10.15.1
for AFS tasks).
If you do not want to mark another training requirement complete for this individual,
QUIT each screen until you are returned to the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point
you may quit the menu and log off the system, or you may perform another AOTS function.
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10.16 Crtify an Airman on a Task

As a supervisor, you will certify each person that directly reports to you on each AFS
task he/she can perform. When a person is certified on a task it means that the person has
been trained and evaluated on his/her knowledge and performance of the task and can
successfully accomplish the task as required by the standards, policies and procedures governing the task.
Before the AOTS was available to workcenters each person's ITR was generated. Each
ITR was generated once a qualification assessment was performed where the airman's training
history was matched against the requirements listed in the OPTR for which the airman was
assigned.
0

In addition to other types of training (e.g., Ancillary courses, Additional Duty
courses), the ITR identifies the tasks the person needs to be trained and evaluated
on, and be able to perform, while serving duty in his/her current position.

As a supervisor, you will periodically review and monitor the tasks listed in the ITR
of each airman you supervise. Once you have determined an airman can perform a task
listed in the airman's ITR, you need to certify the airman on that task.
o

When you initially review a person's ITR you might find tasks listed that the
person can already perform. You must certify each task that the person can
perform, so that the person's ITR is corrected to reflect only those tasks for which
the airman requires training.

0

As On-the-Job Training (OJT) continues for a airman, you must certify each task
listed on the airman's ITR once you determine the airman has been sufficiently
trained and is qualified to perform the task.

The procedures in this section illustrate and explain how you certify a task listed in
a person's ITR.
o

If you are reviewing a person's ITR for the very first time, it is recommended
that you print that portion of the person's ATR (refer to Section 10.1 if you don't
know the print procedures). More tasks are listed on a single page of the printout
than you can review on the screen at one time, so the printout makes your initial
review quicker and easier to accomplish. For any task you determine the individual
can already perform, you need to comply with the procedures presented in this
section to certify the task.

o

If you are actively monitoring and managing a member's OJT progress, you will
already know the task(s) for which you are going to certify the airman. Comply
with procedures contained in this section when you want to certify a task.
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To certify a task, you must

access the person's ITR data.
access ITR data you must

choose the Training

option on the
ACTS Primary Access Menu
(the menu is illustrated at
the left).

ReLeet

4q.Quit This eAM.
Select fttion: 2..

~

.-

STEP 1:

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter 2 and press

While ITR data can bc
accessed via the Training
Schedule option QL the ATR

1.2

1. Traisim..

2.A:s:

asa Foo AI ta

3. Ipor~n
S. Ofl-Liin Test Coartrol

h~ainsonlyillustrates

6. Otf-Lins lest scarig
?. ftses snistiffg 9""n

siscet fttiss: 2

Since ITR data are a portion
of the individual's ATR, you
can obtain the ITR data by

10-1-2

accessing the ATR Managcr.

__________________________________________

~

access the data for certification purposes.

You should comply with the
procedures outlined below
until you are familiar with
the system. At that point you
may want to perform the
certification function using
the option not illustrated in
this section.

q. bsit This raem

(

Manager option, this section
one way t

STEP 2:

SELECT THE AIRMAN TRAINING RECORD (ATR) MANAGER OPTION.

Enter 2and press( RFTURN1
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Aidvaned O-The-Job Training Satem ( OS)

Airman Tbaini

1 Dec a

aead (AU) Manager

When you update ccrtifica-

tion data, you arc cditing
1. Display a T

tt

z.

data. To edit ATR data you

g R

must select the EDIT option.

a Training A

3. Print Training
4. Identify a mew Dutyg Position
q. Qlit This Nme

Select Option:

Z_
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STEP 3:

SELECT THE EDIT A TRAINING RECORD OPTION. Enter 2 and press

.GIM.8% bAi.ecea Os-Tm-Jo
1.o

Airman Training

Training System (ACTS)

I

You may identify the individual by entering his/her
SSAN, or by selecting the

1. isplay a Traiing A

2. IUi1 a Training
3. Print Training Record
4. ldentif a mn uty
Position
q.

it

a

You can edit ATR data for
only one person at a time.

,mls"er

CAU)

a

person from those listed on

your Supervision List.

This rui

If you select the E option,

Select Option:

(I)eatiry Airman Free List, (nte.

2

Specific

S,

(Q)ult 7 1

you will then need to enter
the person's SSAN. You will
not see the next screen
illustrated below, nor will
you perform Steps 4 and 5.
(Proceed to the information
presented after Step 5.)

10-164

STEP 4:

SELECT THE IDENTIFY AIRMAN FROM LIST OPTION. Enter I (or i) and
press CfRETDND.
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ii
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list of

appear on your Supervision

you to choose the person
whose data you want to
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t,

M

The

Ale

revise.
X.

(q> quit) &(re tur.))

2
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STEP 5:

SELECT THE AIRMAN WHOSE ATR YOU WANT TO ACCESS. Enter the
number corresponding to the desired airman and press CXRflkRZ). (The
Illustration shows the second person on the example Supervision List being

selected.)

NGS3.US

Airmem Training

1.e

2reiNiVg hAMrd NPrA Aim., Pat A.

A

(AI)

1 h ea

Rung.

The screen illustrated at the

left shows the categories of

I IndiidualTrinn aApp.i.e
.,.,,ATR
ns
2. l,.,,,l Dt

data

3. Training Mlstmjg Data
4. Ama.s. WIt
5. Print a training Record
q. qit

may

This Ham

Select Optiem:

STEP 6:

that you

access. You are seeking the
ITR data.

1L

SELECT THE INDIVDUAL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS OPTION. Enter 1
and press
D.
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Individual Tralln

1.4

select Acti.

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

Tr

d

1. Updteor

1 Dec U

lquireamans

beted

To update data contained in
the member's ITR, you must
choose the option that pertains to updating training

g

T atnig Scheftlesl
letation
positim qlIficatie. States l"I'Mmti.,
Print Trainin Se"Irmuts
Print trainings himduk
Print Poiltion qualification State
m
Gouneel I T

data.

q. quit This Hlef

Select Option'

IC

STEP 7:

I-

SELECT THE UPDATE OR SCHEDULE TRAINING OPTION. Enter 1 and
press (i IURiD.

IGT3S.882

Individual Trauig Meuirements

1.4

Select Tye at ra lng to Uda+e

1 Dec a

The screen now shows you
the categories of ITR data
may access. You will
only certify AFS tasks.

1. as is-you
1.

4. Coatig
5. MCI,/,C
7. tmnal Training
q. quit

Hai
em

select Option:

t_

10-to..

rn

STEP 8:

SELECT THE AFS TASK OPTION. Enter 1 and press CRTURN).
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The screen illustrated at the
left is an example of tasks
listed in a person's ITR.

2. flak ID: 35539
Stat.,: Nm
AmyI PUU~II'U ?a 110201

3. ?ak to: room

Stat..: NOM

4. lash 19- J88486
stat': bum
ES1M
uriu
OlMIITION CMOV.

lnte (AI)dd to aid. C)..ut. (O)rdm, (I.lote, ()chSaldue. or "ign,
(C)m.tity, (w)acahauG,
C3)evim state , (Ma"l iSearchf3.
(q) 1 1t ? C
10-1641

0

If you are certifying one or more tasks based on an initial review of the person's
ITR, you need to perform Steps 9 - 13 for each task.

o

If OJT is actively on-going for the member, you should be using the status of
each task to help you determine whether or not a task is ready for certification.
While you may certify any task on the ITR, you normally will certify a task only
when the status of the task reflects "Awaiting Certification."

o

Whether or not you are updating the certification status to correct erroneous data
(found during your initial review of the person's ITR) or to maintain the person's
OJT progress, the task you are certifying Must be one of those listed on the scrccn.
Continue to press the
be seen on the screen, gr

key until the task you are certifying can

Select the Task Search option (enter T or t and press [ lETURN
Then, enter the Task ID corresponding to the task being certified,
and press return.
Once the task being certified can be seen on the screen, proceed to Step 9.
STEP 9:

SELECT THE CERTIFY OPTION. Enter C (or c) and press
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lVsaiMiu
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1. Task IS: Flow
States: us...
CQMUCT a *ING SiamC or A UWUCT

2. -a- Is: QsM9
Statu:
AlY PRM WTES TOwmi

If you are certifying a task
based on an initial review of
the person's ITR, the status
of each task will probably be

ram

rt24
status: ram
ScORT known
1. mmmimiQ mi
3. Tank ID:

4. Tn.k 19: M

.. Status:

aminI ansium oi mNIiio

Then select the task you
want to certify.

eAm

"None" (training has not
begun nor is forecasted to
begin). If you certify a task
having a status of none, it
means that training/evalua-

im

M

M0U.

tion for the task has
occurred outside the control
Select the task to cartify
(page do".) ky for pging.
:ss (cups..) haye, or ((1.... (tiOld smObaO)s (q> quit) A (MIkimi))

Us

of the AOTS.
2

10-16-10

If you are certifying a task based on training completion, the status of the task should

be "Awaiting Certification."
o

You should not certify a task having a status of "In Progress." All events for the
task should first be marked complete, so the status of the task reflects "Awaiting
Certification," before you certify the task.

STEP 10:
-

SELECT THE TASK TO BE CERTIFIED. Enter the number corresponding
to the task and press
T

The prompt at the bottom of the screen changes, to reflect the entries required by you

as part of the task certification function.

When you certify a task you are required to enter a date when task training was
completed and the location where the individual performed the task for certification. You
are aided by the AOTS in the entry of these data by way of prompts which have been
programmed specifically for the certification function.
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sts:
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had been entered.

aa

ENTER THE COMPLETION DATE. Enter the date (using the DD MMM
format) and press C~
, gr press return only to accept the current date. (The example Illustrates pressing
I~f~.

SSTEP

If you entered a specific date, you will not see the prompt illustrated next, nor will
you perform Step 12. (Proceed to the information presented after Step 12.)
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~~ STEP 12:

the

you

must

date.

If you respond to the prompt
selecting the YES option,
the current date is then

st.:by

Aate ws the complatlim

and

Step I I to enter the

9: JM
00=repeat
Tit
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4. tatu:
Tsk 3~certification
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If you respond to the prompt
by selecting the NO option,
the current date is not

WIK
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lef t.

(I)..Me, Me~ V

entered automatically on the
screen.

SELECT THE YES OPTION. Enter Y (or y)and press CEfXD
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STEP 13:

ENTER THE INSTALLATION. Enter up to 18 characters for the Installation/base and press
.

The prompt you see advises you that the task certification process is being accomplished
by the system.
Remember, once a task is certified it is no longer listed in the person's ITR.
o

The task will automatically be removed from those tasks listed in the person's
ITR. Each task that was previously listed after the now certified task is moved
up one position on the ITR.

o

The newly certified task is automatically added to the top of those tasks listed
in the person's training history. The date and installation data you entered also
appears with the task when listed in the history.

0

Once the task is removed from the ITR and added to the training history, the
original prompt automatically returns to the screen. If you want to certify other
tasks for this individual, use (press) the
key until the next task to be
certified can be seen on the screen (or select the Task Search option and specify
the next task to be certified), and then repeat Steps 9 - 13.

o

Once you have certified the airman on the task(s), proceed to the last step below.
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LAST STEP

Continue to Quit each screen until you are returned to the AOTS Primary Access Menu.
At that point, you may quit the menu and log off the system, or you may select another
option to accomplish another AOTS function.

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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11 TRAINING MANAGER FUNCTIONS

11.1 Primary Functions for a Training Manager

As a Training Manager, you are able to perform every function within the AOTS that
a Supervisor can perform, as well as specific functions which apply only to your OJT role.
o

Sections 10.1 through 10.16 of this handbook contain information and procedurcs
for various functions which are performed by a supervisor. If you need to perform
one of the functions listed in the Table of Contents, refer to the appropriate
section and follow the procedures.

o

Section 11.2 contains information for creating a new AOTS User.

o

Section 11.3 contains information for scheduling training (other than task
training).

o

Section 12 contains information on notices you will receive and reports you can
acquire.

For functions not addressed in this handbook you may contact the AOTS Hotline for
assistance.
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11.2 Create a New AOTS User

Before a person may log onto the Advanced On-the-job Training System, he/she must
be an authorized AOTS User. An authorized AOTS user is a person assigned to an AOTS
Workcenter or a person supervising AOTS Workcenter personnel.
A user is established by creating an Airman Training Record (ATR) for that user and
specifying that user's access. Specific data must be updated into the system to create thc
ATR and to establish his/her access authority.
The diagram below is an extract of Figure 2.1 (Section 2), depicting the processcs
required when creating a new AOTS user. Within each subordinate process block, the personncl
who are responsible for accomplishing the process are identified.

PAROKCE5

2-

TROCES57 fiA 700CESS 5B'

CREHTE

N UPOATE
ROTS IE/SSAN/
SN/ACCESS
USER
PRINTER I

)

SSR

SRTM

PFR-OCESS
I-, 'PROCESS IF'

J

UTO.SU

L

UPOATE

EsrALISH

GENERAL
1R
DATA

OT5
RSSWORD

SU TM'

PLL

SU = Supervisor
AUTO = Automatic by AOTS

SA = Systems Administrator
TM = Training Manager

Figure 11-1

PFROCESS 10

PROCESS IC

ESTABLISH
UPDATE /
.UEVSO..PRONLRT
UPEVIS
PERSONEL
DATA
LIST N

ESTBoLISM
ROTS
LEVELS

Processes Required for Creating a New AOTS User

When a new user must be created for the AOTS, your first action, as a Training Manager,
is to contact the AOTS Systems Administrator. The following actions will occur:
o

The AOTS Systems Administrator will
Update the person's SSAN, full name (Last name, First name, MI),
rank and CAFSC.
Establish the person's Printcr ID, bascd on his/hcr workccntcr.
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Establish the person's AOTS Acccss Level(s).
Add the person to your Supervision List.
o

You will need to:
Add the person to the appropriate Supervision Lists of personnel
within your unit.
Establish a Supervision List for the person, if the airman
supervisor.

is a

Section 10.4 contains information and procedures for establishing and correcting a Supervision List. Since the same screens
and options are seen by a supervisor and a training manager,
the information concerning a Supervision List has not been
duplicated in this section.
0

PDS data is added to the person's ATR. PDS data is updated weekly for active
duty personnel and monthly for AFRES and ANG personnel and includes personnel
data and some general training data.

0

The person's supervisor, or you, will then update the individual's entry or completion date for Position Qualification Training. The date is updated by editing
the General Training History data in the airman's ATR.

Once the actions identified above are completed, the person logs onto he system and
cstablishes his/her AOTS Password. At that point, the person is an author.- d user of the
AOTS and is able to access data and perform functions for himself/herself and for the persons
he/she supervises (if applicable).
0

The person's PDS data may take awhile to be updated, as indicated earlier.
Functions may be performed for the person and by the person before the PDS
data is updated.
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11.3 Schedule non AFS Task Training

As a UNIT TRAINING MANAGER, you will occasionally schedule training events for
individuals within your unit.
o

AFS Task Training events are normally scheduled for one person at a time. The
person's supervisor, trainer or evaluator schedules AFS Task Training events.

o

Non AFS task training events are scheduled for one person, or a group of peoplc.
You (as the training manager) or the person's supervisor schedules such events.
-

Training events which apply to other training requirements (OTRs)
are generally scheduled for a group of persons at one time. The types
of OTRs which are scheduled for a group of people include Ancillary
courses, Additional Duty courses, Contingency Tasks, Professional
Military Education (PME) courses and Formal Training courses.

-

Training events do not apply to ECI/CDC courses. However, ECI/CDC
enrollment and training progress/completion data can be maintained
for an individual.

This section of the AOTS User's handbook is organized into two parts: Part A provides
procedures for scheduling a non AFS task training event for a group of people; Part B
provides procedures for updating and monitoring ECI/CDC data.
o

If you have a need to schedule a Task Training event, refer to the procedures
contained in Section 10-14. Th.- data, screens, prompts and options seen by a
supervisor also apply to you as a training manager.
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PART A - SCHEDULE TRAINING FOR A GROUP

suJmZ.1001

1.3

Advanced os-The-Job Training &jntmi

Primar Access
1.
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3 PasterTs
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it(n
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MAOTS)

ram

~access ~

To schedule training for a
group of people you must
the Training

Man-

agement component of the
OS The option you must

nefc

select to access this compo-

'A~PO"t

nent is found on the AOTS
Primary
Access
Menu
(illustrated to the left).

q. Quit This Ruiss

Select Option: Z_

I1 ~

STEP 1:

SELECT THE TRAINING MANAGEMENT OPTION. Enter 2 and then press

~I&7U6Training ramsginvat

4 Jan 89

Training is scheduled either
using the Training Sched-

1.3
1.

1. Trann Sc
r
3. bepat ing ?Pop4.

~uler

or the ATR Manager,

taisiw
AIR

which are two editors within
the AOTS.

saiitoatglAsusmu

5.: Ot-Lins Test Controtrinn
6. Or-Lies st Scoring
7. Axcs

To schedule triigfor

q. Quit This Isa

Select Option:

I.-

11-3-2

(~

STEP 2:

a

group of persons, you must
use the Training Scheduler.

latfuting Byst

SELECT THE TRAINING SCHEDULER OPTION. Enter 1 and then press
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SELECT THE SCHEDULE GROUP TRAINING REQUIREMENTS OPTION.
Enter 2 and then press

Group Training Aim
t
select Two at Traing t@ Assign

1.S

schedule

training. You may also print

Select Optio:

STEP 3:

The Assignment Review and
Generation screen is now
seen.
Notice that there to
four options which apply are

4 Jamf9

AM Ta2. AnciaaV

The screen now provides the
types of training requirements which can be scheduled for persons in the group.

1.

3. Uditional ItV

4. Conti
5.

c.trii

Wnc

The procedures in this sec-

. Frmal raining
I.9,lt

Select Option:

STEP 4:

tion address only non AFS
task training requirements,

Tis Hem

which correspond to Options
2 - 6.
2

SELECT THE TYPE OF TRAINING REQUIREMENT TO BE SCHEDULED.
Enter the number corresponding to the type of training requirement to be
scheduled and then press IREITIRNJ. (Ancillary option is illustrated.)
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In the AOTS, course IDs have been established for Ancillary and Additional Duty courscs
and task IDs have been established for Contingency tasks. Each ID meets a format standard,
as defined within the OTR Editor. If the type of training being scheduled is Ancillary,
Additional Duty or Contingency you must enter the appropriate Course ID, as defined below:
o

A course ID for an Ancillary course always begins with "AT," followed by four
numbers (AT0001, AT0020, etc.).

o

A course ID for an Additional Duty course always begins with "AD," followed
by four numbers (AD0013, AD0080, etc.)

o

An ID for a Contingency Task always begins with "CT,"followed by four numbers
(CT0001, CT0003, etc.).

The AOTS does not standardize course IDs for PME and Formal Training courses.
o

Each PME requirement is identified by a course title (e.g., NCO Leadership School).

o

An ID for a Formal Training course can be up to 15 characters and spaces (e.g.,
J4AJF75000-01 1).

STEP 5:

ENTER THE COURSE ID FOR THE TRAINING REQUIREMENT YOU ARE
SCHEDUUNG. Enter the course ID (or title, IfPME) and then press
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Individual tralulw RAqulrsm
Airme lMt buer
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MT

A

screen

titled

Airman

Event Roster is now presented, as illustrated to the

left.

to-.

bate Limit

Inter the Imetae Limit:
Plea o i.mt a vini.

btuar.

I and 75

It is at this point that you determine the maximum number of persons who can bc
scheduled for this training event. The number you specify depends upon such factors as
the size and arrangement of available facilities, availability of needed tools and equipment
to conduct the training; or a quota for the number of trainees may already be established.
When you specify a roster limit, the system will not permit you to select more persons
than the limit you establish. (Your selection of persons for the group event occurs at the
Step 7.)

STEP 6:

ENTER THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PERSONS WHO CAN BE SCHEDULED FOR THIS TRAINING EVENT. Enter the number (not to exceed 75)
and then press CJ .

It is at this point that the system determines the persons who require this training. The
AOTS reviews the ITR of each person listed on your Supervision List (this process takes only
a few seconds). The screen changes in one of two ways:
o

If the course/contingency task you are scheduling is listed on a person's ITR, the
system provides the SSAN, rank, and name of the person on the Group Selection
Screen.

0

If the course/contingency task you are scheduling is = listed on any person's
ITR within your group, the screen changes and provides the following prompt:

There are no airmen requiring this training event.
Press <return> to continue...
When you press
as prompted, the screen from which you select to schedulc
a group training requirement is presented.
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If you desire to schedule another group training event, repeat the
procedures within this part, beginning at Step 3.
If you do not desire to schedule another group training event, continue
to Quit (enter Q or q and press E
) each screen until you reach
the AOTS Primary Access Menu. At that point you may quit the menu
and log off the system or you may perform another AOTS function.

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY.
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The screen identifies those
persons
requiring
the course/task being
scheduled.
The
screen also identifies the
position of the course on
each person's ITR (i.e., first
course, second course, third
course, etc.), under the column
titled
"Priority."
Sometimes, only one person
will be identified for the
"group" event.
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The Group Selection Screen may contain more persons than the limit you established
for the event (Step 6). Therefore, you are required to select the persons, from those listcd,
for whom you wish to schedule the event. You may select the individuals in one of two
ways:
0

If =ou want to select specific individuals, you will choose the "Individuals" option
(see prompt at bottom of screen).

0

If you want the system to select the individuals based on the ranking of the
course, you will choose the "Requirement Priority" option.
If the number of persons listed on the Group Selection Screen is equal
to or less than the roster limit you established (Step 6), the system
will select all persons for the event (this is the quickest way to select
all persons).
If the number of persons listed on the Group Selection Screen is more
than the roster limit you established, the system will select only the
number of persons established by the roster limit. Based on the priority
of the requirement for each individual (see right column on screen),
the system selects those persons (up to the limit) having the highest
priority.
For example, the system will first select those persons with a
training priority of "001." If the number of persons selected is
less than the roster limit, the system with then select those persons
with a training priority of "002"; then "003," etc., until the
maximum number of persons is selected.

Either way you select the individuals for the event, you are able to dcsclect any of
the individuals.
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SELECT THE OPTION CORRESPONDING TO THE WAY IN WHICH YOU
DESIRE TO SELECT THE INDIVIDUALS FOR THE EVENT. Enter I (or i)

and press C IIUXN] or enter R(or r)and then press ( RTURN

1.

If you selected the (I)ndividuals option, you will need to complete the following

procedures:
o

Select each Airman. Enter S (or s) and press [Xrj. Then, enter the number
corresponding to the individual for which this training is to be scheduled and
press
. An asterisk will be automatically placed to the left of the selected
person's SSAN, designating that this individual is selected for the event. Repeat
this process for each person, until all desired persons are selected. Remember,

the system will not let you select more persons than the roster limit you established
at Step 6.
0

If you need to delete the selection of an individual, choose the Delete Selection
option (enter D or d and press E -f'"D);then, enter the number corresponding
to the person and press
. The asterisk will be removed from the left of
the person's SSAN, designating that the individual is not selected for this event.

If you selected (R)equirement Priority, the following actions occur:
o

The system identifies each person selected, by rfacing an asterisk to the left of
the person's SSAN. Remember, the system will not select more persons than the
roster limit you established at Step 6.

o

If you want to select another individual, vice an individual selected by priority,
you must delete the selection of one individual and then select another. To
deselect an individual, choose the Delete Selection option (enter D or d and press
cgI'E-); then, enter the number corresponding to the person and press
To select another individual, choose the Select Airman option (enter S or s and
press c
); then enter the number corresponding to the person and press
RETURN.

STEP 8:

SELECT THE OPTIONS NECESSARY TO SPECIFY THE INDIVIDUALS
FOR WHOM THE EVENT IS BEING SCHEDULED. The options have been
explained above.

Once the desired individuals have been selected, proceed to Step 9.
-'

STEP 9:

QUIT THE GROUP SELECTION SCREEN. Enter 0 (or q) and then press
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The Event Notice screen is

now presented, as illustrated

.
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The following information is provided to identify the data contained on the noticc
and to explain the data for which you are responsible:
o

The Event ID is provided in the sub-title of thescreen.

o

The Course ID is provided on the line following the sub-title.

o

The Start Date and Time and End Date and Time, in which the training event
is to occur, are provided in Data Fields I and 2. You M= enter these data when
scheduling a group training event for training other than AFS task training.

o

The number of participants (trainees) for the event is identified after Data Field
2. This data is automatically provided and cannot be changed by a user.

o

The Training Agency is identified in Data Field 3. Normally, non AFS task
training occurs outside of the job site, therefore, you will normally have to input
training agency data for the event (e.g., 67TFW Disaster Preparedness Office).

o

The installation where the event will occur is identified in Data Field 4. If the
training occurs at a location other than the trainee's normal installation, you must
enter the installation data.

o

The description data, identified in Data Field 5, provides special information or
instructions to the trainees (e.g., bring pen and pencil to take notes). You can
input as much as two lines of remarks in this data field.
STEP 10:

SELECT THE MODIFY EVENT OPTION. Enter M (or m)and then press
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SELECT THE FIELD NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO THE DATA YOU

WISH TO MODIFY. Enter the number and press I.

Remember,

you must modify Data Fields 1 and 2.

STEP 12:

~

ENTER THE DATA AS INSTRUCTED BY THE PROMPT. Enter the data

and then press

i.

STEP 13:

REPEAT STEPS 11 AND 12 FOR EACH DATA FIELD THAT REQUIRES
MODIFICATION.

STEP 14:

SELECT THE QUIT OPTION. Enter Q (or q) and then press C.

STEP 15:

SELECT THE GENERATE EVENT OPTION. Enter G (or g) and Lhen press

Generating the event causes Event Notices to be printed automatically to each trainee
selected to participate in the training event. The printed notice contains the same data as
the on-line event notice.
Generating the event also automatically updates ATR data.
o

The ITR of each trainee is updated to reflect the status of the training requirement.
The status for the course/task will reflect "Scheduled."

o

The Training Schedule of each trainee is updated to reflect the scheduled training
requirement.
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Once the event has been
generated, the screen illus-

to the lef t is seen.
If you want to schedule
another training event for a
group of persons, repeat
Steps 3 through 15.

you do not want to
another training
event for a group of persons,
schedule

SeetOpin

proceed to the last step.

LAST STEP
Continue to Quit (enter Q or q and press return) each screen until you reach the ACTS
Primary Access Menu. At that point, you may quit the menu and log off the system or you
may perform another AOTS function.
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PART B - MANAGE ECI/CDC TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

The AOTS enables you to input data which assists you in monitoring a person's enrollmcnt,
progress and completion of an ECI course or CDC.
o

Use of the AOTS to monitor the progress of individuals enrolled in an ECI
course/CDC is optional. The data provided through this on-line capability is
currently available when an AF Form 1096 is manually maintained.

o

Because this is an optional AOTS function, neither illustrations nor step-by-step
instructions have been provided within this handbook. If you attempt to input
CDC data and you have difficulty in accessing or updating data, call the AOTS
hotline for assistance.

The following information is provided to explain the ECI/CDC data which can be
input and monitored for an individual:
o

Each night the system performs an autornatic prcccss to generate noticcs to
appropriate Training Managers which identify each person for whom a ECI
course/CDC is required. When you receive an ECI/CDC enrollment notice, you
must forward the notice to the Base OJT Office (to order the CDC material).

o

Once you forward an ECI/CDC notice, you may then update the person's ITR to
reflect the date the course was requested.

0

Once the CDC materials are received, you may then update the date the person
was enrolled in the course, the date the course materials were received and the
estimated completion date.

o

For each CDC volume that applies to the course, you may input the date the
person started the volume and the estimated completion date. You would update
these data on a volume by volume basis, as the person progresses through the
course.

o

Once the person completes a volume review exercise, you may input the completion
date and the volume score. You would update these data on a volume by volume
basis, as the person progresses through the course.

o

Once the person completes the course examination, you may update the date the
exam was taken and the person's score.
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Access Levels, 25
Administer Training
Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI), 163,
179
conduct performance evealuation event,
199
conduct performance training event, 194
conduct training event, 213
conducting knowledge evaluation event,
193
conducting performance evaluation event,
207
conducting performance training event,
198
conducting training event, 184
evaluation products, 164, 204
event ID, 180, 210
event notice, 180, 210
event status, 177, 209
generate event, 182, 190, 196, 203, 212
Interactive Video Disk (IVD), 163, 179
knowledge tests, 163
oral test guide (OTG), 205
oral test guide (OTR), 203
performance evaluation checklist (PEC),
203, 205
schedule non-task training, 208
schedule performance evealuation event,
199
schedule performance training event, 194
schedule task training, 165, 185
task initialization, 174
task level, 180
task status, 170, 176
training events, 162
training installation, 181
training materials, 179
training method, 181
Airman Training Record
CAFSC, 14
correcting/adding data, 19
DAFSC, 15
designated primary evaluator, 36
designated primary trainer, 36
duty type codes, 19
duty types definition, 19
eneral trainino, data, 48
incorrect personnel data, 14
personnel data, 14
position qualification status, 43
printed out data, 7
printing, 2
supervision list capabilities, 10
supervisor, 2
AOTS
revise incorrect access level, 21

Decertification, 70
Editor
ITR, 55
Editors
OPTR, 11l
Evaluation
mark completion of an event, 214
procedures for marking completion of...,
215
General Training Data
designated primary evaluator, 36
designated primary trainer, 36
general ITR data, 48, 53
history data, 48, 53
Generic Position Task Requirements
listings, 123
print, 123, 125
Generic Position Task Requirements GPTR
definition, 112
Group Training
print ITR data for group, 10
print training schedules for group, 10
Incorrect Personnel Data
report or revise, 14
Individual's Training Requirements
editor, 55
event display, 64
qualification assessment, 55
review breakdown data, 61
review status, 61
task search, 61
task status, 62
task training, 55, 60
training schedule, event ID, 68
training schedule, other training, 69
training schedule, task training, 69
training schedules, 65, 68
Individual Training Requirement
editing/changing data, 53
editing/changing data, primary evaluator,
53
editing/changing data, primary trainer, 53
review of data, 55
Individual Training Requirements
Other Training Requirements (OTRs), 63
Knowledge
marking
Knowledge
marking

CAFSC
report or revise, 14
Certify an Airman on a Task, 241
awaiting certification, 246
certify on ITR, 249
in progress, 247
installation, 249
types of training, 241
Create a New AOTS User, 252
266

Evaluation Event, 226
completion of, 227
Training Event, 223
completion of, 223

behavioral objectives, 82, 98, 104

certification requirements, 85
knowledge and skills, 91, 95
local-new tasks, 78
Master Task List, 78
prerequisitie tasks, 87
print subtask data, 101
print task data, 108

publications, 83, 97
resources, 86, 96
review task data, 80
search tasks, 106
subtask data, 89, 92, 94
task IDs, 76, 78
task statement, 81
Task Training Event
marking completion of, 219
Training Manager

Operational Position Task Requirements
crcate new OPTR, 122

definition of, 111

course ID, 262

listing, 116
OPTR IDs, 111

course IDs, 257
create a new AOTS.user, 252

other training requirements (OTRs), 137

ECI/CDC training requirements, 265

p;int, 118

event ID, 262

tasks selection and rank ordering, 133, 136
versions, 112, 119, 129
OPTR, 55

functions, 251
generate an event, 263
group training selection, 260

Other Training (Non-task)
marking completion of, 237

group training selection, for individual,
261

maximum size of group training, 258
non AFS task training definition, 254
scheduling non AFS task training, 254
scheduling training for a group, 255

Pass/Fail of Evaluation Event, 228
Pass/Fail Performance Evaluation Event, 235
Performance Evaluation Event, 233
marking completion of, 234
Performance Training Event, 229
marking completion of, 229
Personnel Data, 14
CAFSC, 14
DAFSC, 15
date assigned to workcenter, 19
duty position number, 14
duty title, 14
duty type, 19
Position Qualification Status, 43, 46
Printing
ATR, supervisor, 3
ATR steps, 5

Training Schedule, 65, 68
ATR, printout, 8
User Access, 21
User Access Levels, 21, 25

Qualification Assessment, 140
assessment by airman, 154
assessment by position, 144
assessment modes, 142
assign person to position, 149
establish/edit ITR, 150, 159

Supervision List, 10, 17, 23, 27
edit supervision list, 31
reporting incorrect data, 27
Supervisor
all functions, 2
ATR, 2

printing ATR, 3
Systems Administrator

functions, 252
Task Data, 75
activities, 90, 100
AFS tasks, 78
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